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Unemployment here
Is lowest in Purchase
Unemployment rates in the Purchase Area Development
District reflect a decrease in unemployment from 13.1 percent in
January to 12.6 percent in February.
Calloway County's 9.7 percent unemployment rate was the
district's lowest and the only county with a single-digit rate. Marshall County's 23.5 percent was the highest in the Purchase
district.
While tb4,s may appear good on the surface forCealloWay County, local officials are cautious about being too proud of the rates.
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis sys he is pleased that Calloway
County is more fortunate than adjacent _areas but adds that
"there is still aneed for more jobs and for betterjobs." He adds
that efforts are continuously being made-by the Chamber of Commerce and others in' the community to contact prospective industries and business and pursuade them to locate in Calloway
County.
Calloway County Judge/Executive George Weaks says he too
feels the figures are midleading. "Of course I'm glad to see them
this low but they only apply to those drawing unemploymentcompensation or actively seeking employment." . Steve Zea, executive director of the Murray-Calloway County
ChamberntConotierceAeyslhatiscrease
rate is probably related to an driciease in available jobs in the
. area. of agri-business.
However, he agrees_ with Weaks and Ellis on the fact that the
rates are not representative of the total unemployment picture inCalloway County.
"These rates do not reflect all of those people looking for jobs -.
only those on unemployment. Many people are no longer elibigle
for unemployment compensation and are not included in the
fugure..
, • he says.
Zen-- reports the "the Chamber of Commercerls• working with
some companies and that he is "cautiously optimistic" that one
or more may locate in Calloway County.
"We have a lot going fpr,t,IS here _but it's a long process that we
much cimtinuously pursue," he adds.
The decrease of unemployment in the Purchase district is in
line with state- and nationwide figures with Kentucky's February
rate of 10.6 percent down from January's revised rate of 11.5 percent. Nationally, the rate dropped from 8.8 percent in January to

8.4 percent in February.
Unemployment rates in the state went down in 101 cOunties, increased in 17 counties and remained the same in two. Bourbon
County records the lowest unemployment rate in the state with
4.0 percent while Russell County holds the record for the highest
rate in the state at 33.2 percent.
"Employment was up, while the size of the labor force and the
estimated number of unemployed people decreased," said state
labor market analyst Ed Blackwell in explaining the drop in the
state rate.
"We showed employment gains in agriculture; manufacturing; state and local education; transportation, communications
and public utilities; and the category we label 'all other
nonagricultural employment,' which includes people who are
self-employed, unpaid family workers, and domestic workers in
private households,"-he said.
"Total employment grew from 1,525,000 in January to 1,527,300
in February and was 8S,300 higher than the 1,442,00 who were
woritiogin February 1_983. Meanwhile, 181.000 Kentuckians were
unemployed in February, compared to 198,400 in „January and
244.000 in February 1983, when the unemployment rate was 14.5
._
ercent.-1-1-111ackwell-saitE
Kentucky'S civilian labor force estimate -dVere-ased 15,000
from 1.723.400 in January to 1.108.400_in February, but ineluded
22,400 more people than last February's 1,686,000,•' Blackwall
said.
The civilian labor force includes only non-military persons who
are employed and unemployed people actively seeking work."A
number of People who have exhausted their unemployment insurance benefits and other people who have become discouraged
in their efforts to find work may have temporarily given up the
job search, which mai:turd cause the size of- the labor-force to
decrease," he said. He noted that February's labor force
estimate is the, same as last October's. "It dropped for two months, then was up in January, largely because of seasonal
factors."
Other Purchase District counties and their unemployment
rates for Februarykare Ballard, 12.6;• Carlisle, 14.9.; Fulton', 10.8;
Graves, 13 1: Hirkman 118; McCracken, 10.8; and_Marshall.
23.5.
•

MSU Regents to receive budget
today's index
of $41.8 million for consideration efassin,ds, -
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-CITY RECORDS BEING FILMED - Micrographics technician_ Barbara Mitchell, Princeton, and Jerry W. Carlton, Kentucky Department for Libraries and Archives, are shown filming a portion of the City of Murray's legal records this week. The pro- .
ject is being financed by a $5,000 demonstration grant awarded_
the city by the state archives department. One eopy of the
records will remain in Murray while an additional set of records
_will be housed in Frankfort for security purposes.,
, Staff photo by Jennie Gordon
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BY CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
A $41.8 million 1984-85 budget
that holds the line on many
operating outlays, but does not
call 'for la611,9, will be recommended to -the Murray State
Board of Regents
The budget recommendation
approved by the regents'
P'thaeComrn1Ree WT
crease salaries by 2 percent, and_ represents a 3.8 percent increase (excluding auxiliary ex-
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Brown *s campaign manager

current funding. The state's cutbeat, made more severe by the
failure of Gov. Collins' tax increase proposal, means MSU is
By ANNE &CROWLEY
Jerome Bush Jernigan, 54, arbecoming more dependent on
Associated Press Writer
rested in the case late Wednestuition and fees for its revenue,
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
A day afternoon, faced arraignChamberlain said.
gray-haired
man
in
a
dapper
ment todajr on state charges of
"Quite frankly, this is pro/*, plaid suit held former Gov. John kidnapping and carrying a con,
bably the least controversial
Y. Brown Jr.'s senatorial-cam- cealed weapon and a federal exbudget we've had for some
-Paign-Ina.nager_prisoner
...--tortion,count-aff
-becattee_ -the board-in:eft
--mightin-his own hotel,then freed-S-Ilver-iraired and
flans are so limited, he said.
Thursday: today-, warm
- Wallace Wilkinson after a mustachioed, wearing a tan
Certain expenditures, such as
ahd windy with a 70 per"substantial" ransom was paid, plaid suit, gold shirt and greenthose for utilities, must—
cent chance of showers and
officials say.
_
and gold-striped tie, Jernigan
necessarily increase, limiting
- thunderstorms. Highs in
The kidnapping took Wilkin- was taken from police headthe low to mid 70s. South
the amount available in other
son, a prominent developer and quarters to jail Wednesday
areas, Chamberlain explained.
winds 15 to 25 mph.
businessman in addition to his night.
And the funding increase for frTonight, mostly cloudy
political activities, from LexJernigan is believed to be a
inge benefits, such as insurance
with occasional showers
ington to Frankfort, then to Tennessee native, but Wilkinand social security, is almost as
and thunderstorms.
Glasgomi-and Louisville on Tues- son's nephew described him as
much as the increased funds for
day
and Wednesday, police and being "from here, there and
LAKE
LEVELS
salaries, he pointed out. MSU"s
spending and at the same time allocation of thoUe
FBI officials said.
Kentucky Lake
358.3
everywhere."
fringe
help implove conditions, for benefitsKis family and employees
-Bro w
_ who a n n o-unc_e_d tnider-_ review, tie kw Barkley Lake---------35&0-- _
farmers," the president said added.
didn't even realize the owner of Wilkinson's appointment last
is.!
VOLUME 105 NO. 87
during a Tuesday Rose Garden
Wilkinson Flying Service had week to head his campaign
"What we're putting into our
been abducted _until was _free, against fellow Democrat U.S.
signing ceremony attended by total compensation package is
had • flown to Louisville and Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston,
Republican and Democratic actually twice what we're putMISS
telephoned the FBI, a nephew was not involved in the rescue,
ting into salaries," Chamberlain
members of Congress. ,
TOUR PAPEll
said Wednesday night.
an aide said.
He said the changes in govern- said. . •
Subscribers who hove not
, "He said he's glad 'to be
The kidnapping began in
ment price supports for wheat,
The Finance Committee met
received their home delivered
.home," Bruce Wilkinson recall- Wilkinson's Lexington office at 3
corn, cotton and rice- will help Tuesday,. April 10, and the lull.
copy of The Noway Lodger & Times
ed. The uncle. he,seported,-was p.m. EST Tuesday and ended in
by 5 30 p m Monday friOuy of
reduce excessive wheat supplies board will act on -the budget
sleeping
Wednesday night and Glasgow Wednesday morning.
p
m
by
3.30
ore
urged
Saturdays
April 28. The committee receivand coot the growth in produc- ed a first draft
to call 753-1116 between S:30
---'had asked not to be disturbed.
after an overnight stop at the
.pf the proposed
p.m. mil 6 p.m., Ilmeday Ihroogli hition•bf 'other major crops by - budget and the board will act on
"He's in good shape physical- Frankfort hotel Wilkinson owns,
,day, or 3:341 p.m. mid 4 p.m. Sotofreezing target prices the prices
ly," Bruce Wilkinson said, police revealed Wednesday
a final draft
days.
farmersare guaranteed for
"Naturally.
an ordeal like this night.
(Cant'd on page 2)
their commodities.
will take something out of you."
penses) over the current $40.2
million budget. It is, in Budget
Director Don Chamberlain's
words,"a continuation budget in
every sense of the word - except in the sense that inflation is
over 2 percent."
MSU's budget is limited by the
fact that it is due to receive a
minimal increase in state funding.
r -GentrtILITASSeMbly
biennial budget allocates $26
Million to MSU for 1984-85, an increase of
just over $400,000 from
•

kidnapped; free after ransom

swarm an4_wi

Reagan says subsidy bill
is installment for deficit
WASHINGTON (AP)- President Reagan has signed into law
a two-year rewrite of major
farm subsidy programs", calling
It -"-the first installment of the
deficit down payment" he and
Congress want-.to make this
year.
"I believe that we're poised
for a more stable and secure
recovery in the farm economy,"
said Reagan, who some political
experts say -could suffer this
election year -Iran the,continuing depression in ruraLAinerica.
"Seldom do I receive legislation that will reduce government

Pre-Pharmaey Scholarship established

Wilson receives MSU hondr
Wilson earned a B.S. degree
from Murray State in 1967, and
wife -Patricia earned a B.S. in
1966, also from Murray State.
The first scholarship_amounling -to $500, was awarded to
Titled the J.B. Wilson - PreM-arla Joy Cornelius, a
Pharmacy Scholarship, Me fund sophmore from Cerulean Route
was established-to honor Wilson
1,for the 1984-85 academte year.
who worked as a druggist inRecipients must have comMurray for 40 years. He is cur-.
pleted the freshman. year of
rently retired and living at 305
study and be enrolled inthe pre.
•
N. 6th St., Murray,
pharmacy program. Academic
acpevement,
school and
establiatnad.with
i_The„fund-was
munity service and , thanctal
an initial.gift of money and proneed are also major factors for
perty from Wilson's son and
•daughter•inwlawi Jamas. Frank. consideration.
Wilson:barn April 15, 1910, is a
and Pa:Crick( Rankin Wilson of
native of Murray. He first workOak Ridge, Tenn. James Frank
A scholarship honoring J.B.
Wilson, a retired pharmacist in
Murray, has been established
•throtigh the Alutinni Association
9f Murray State _University.

•

J.B. WILSON -PRE-PHARMACY SCHOLARSHIP - James
Frank Wilson, left, of Oak Ridge, Tenn., presents his father, J.R.
Wilson-ofMnirray.-with a declaration establishing Ube J,R, Wilson
,Pre•Pharmacy.Scholarship through the AIunrni Association of
Murray State l'nfugitiq.

ed in a drugstore at age 14 at the operate under the*name Wallis
soda fountain of the old Jones Drug Co. It is___the oldest
-Drugstore, which was located-on - drugstore in the United States
the east side of the-court square continuously operated in one
in Murray.
localiOn - 412 Main St. .in
Wilson was graduated from Murray. —
Murray High School in 1928 and
Wilson and his wife,- Ruth
attended Murray State where he
James Wilson, are members of
finished '
- the.pre-pharmacy
the First United Methodist ,
curriculum.
Church of Murray.
Wilson and his cousin, the late
Information about the Wilson
(Angles Wallis, purchased the-old W Drugstore in 1935 and scholarship or 'other awards
made through the AluMni
renamed the...Ls _tore under the
11retritarn-rIVIrtion serYedtie —Xstotiatioirtnay Wobtaiiin by
community as a druggist there contacting the Alumni Affairs
Office, (50?) 762-4737, Sparks
until,his retirement in 1975.
today the storeT Width opened
Hall, Murray State University;
prignially in 1898, continues Joi Murray, Ky. 42071.
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Shahan composition
one of the highlights
for Stroup ceremony
grana Occasion and sincerely
An original composition by
hope that my effort will conPaul W. Shahan, assistant dean
tribute and be meaningful to Dr.
of the College of Creative Expression '.at Murray State Stroup on her special day."
A composer since his college
University, will be a musical
days, Shahan had his first piece
highlight.of the ceremony April
28 to inaugurate Dr. Kale. M. published in 1952. Titled "Spectrums," it won-the International
Stroup as the university's
,Thor Johnson Award for Brass
seventh president.
Composition that year. Another
Titled "Ceremonial, Song and
Celebration." the 8
/
1
2-minute composition,"LeipTowsra,"
won the same award in 1955.
piece written in three-part form
His works have been publishwas commissioned for the 11
a.m. inauguration in Lovett ed and performed widely by college and university groups and
Auditorium and will be dedicted
by the armed services' bands all
to Dr. Stroup and her family.
over the world. His original
The premiere performance by
compositions are housed in the
the 50-piece Murray State
Pogue Special Collections
University Wind Ensemble
under- the direction of Dr. Library at Murray State.
Gerald L. Welker will follourthe
formal installation of Dr. Stroup
and a response by her.
Shahan. who began work an
— the music in January, described
the opening section as reminiscent of the majestic academic
processionals that have become
traditional and said it serves to (Cont'd from page 1)
announce the thematic
Many operating budgets do
materials to be presented later, not increase under the proposed
very much like a fanfare.
budget, and a few decrease,
He continued that the second though not in instruction, accoror "Song" part is a happy waltz, ding to Chamberlain.
• "flowing in style and tonally
In compliance with a
canceived in the modern idiom statewide order from Collins,
with shifting' rhythrnic accents MSU is continuing a freeze on
and colorful contrapuntal purchasinc_ and though Copts'
lines."
freeze on hiring was just- for
The `- •celebration" movement, 'state government positions,
according to the conipdser, is a MSU has frozen hiring to fill
fast-moving set of variations vacancies unless specific ex-based upon the "Song" motive 'emptions are granted.
and concluded with a brief Chamberlain said the freeze will
return to the majestic opening remain until Collins lifts her
statement.
order.
•
Shahan, who joined-the faculty "We think it's important that
in 1957 and served more than 20 we show sensitivity to the spirit
years as director of bands, also 'of what the governor has
composed orjgina.1 ritusic for the directed other state agencies to
. inaugurations of Dr. Harry M. do;" Chamberlain explained.
Sparks in 1968 and-Dr, ConstanThe'second year of the coming
tine W. Curris in 1973.
biennium'promises to provide
He said of his last work:
MSU a little more financial
• "As in past years, I feel quite breathing room - that is, if the
honored and priviledged to have state makes good on its
the opportunity to serve my budgeted allocations. MSU is
university in this small way. As slated for a state funding-inbefore, I accepted the challenge crease of more than 4 percent in
with an awareness of the 1985-86; it Will receive less than 2
historical significance of such a percent in the coming year.

- 01
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MSU
budget...

KISS FOR 'BILLY BOB - Shavaun Roberts gives a big kiss to
Billy Bob - the famous hear froM-Showhiz Pizza in Paducah:Billy Boll_was on-hand at Apple Tree Day Care Center during their
recent- Jump-a -Thon Jor. mist-11hr distrophy. In addition to his

appearance in Murray, he has aho been seen in numerous other
. western Kentucky cities helping with worthwile occasions.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

niployers- given training, hiring incentive
of veterans through special state program
Employers can receive up to
mand," Meal said. "Generally,
training programs should last at
_$10,000 for training and hiring
least six months. The maximum
eligible, veterans wider a .program administered through- the. time allowed for training
depends' on the veteran and
state Departinent for Employment Services-. "The Emergenwhether he or she has a
cy Veterans' Job Training Prodisability."
'
gram• is design-ed to help
Animployer will be reimbursveterans and employers." said
ed for half of the veteran's wage,
Ron Meal. Director of the Divi- Up to $4,000T-Keal said. "The
sion of Veterans Employment employer must agree to hire the
----Servider=
veteran When the training is
"To 'qualify. an employer
completed," he said.
must offer training in an occupaVeterans of the Vietnam era
tion in a *growth industry, for a
or Korean conflict who have
---ill-01.which the veteran does not been unemployed 15 of, the last
have already, or for a job for
20 weeks are eligible to parwhich there are not enough skill. ticipate in the program.
-----ed'-'workers to meet the de- •

Employment Services staff
tions represent some 196- jobs
are working with the U.S.
that_already have been approvDepartment of Labor's Veterans ----ed by the VA. Some of these job
Employment and 'Training _Seropenings have been filled, while
vice and the Veterans Adothers are to be filled within tne
ministration. which certifies a
next few months."
veteran's eligibility for the proBarnes said the program
gram, approves the training and
"underscores 'our country's
reimburses the employer.
special commitment to those
Kentucky VETS director Bob
who have served in the military.
Barnes said, "Since funds for
At the same time, it helps
the program became available
employers who are willing to
last December, we've had more
help our veterans.
than 1,600 veterans and some 80
More information about the
e,rn,ployers-who've applied for or
program may be obtained- by
received eligibility certification
calling the local office of the
from the Veterans AdmihistraDepartment for Employment
Hon. These - employer applicaServices.

'Sprucing up"

4-

Ministerial Association says
special Easter service slated s

•

A crew of workers is currently renovating the
interior of what will soon be the home of Marray's new Hillmark store.-Owner Bob Hill, who
alsa_owns_the Padtteabiliillmark store,says-he
hopes to open the Murray location at 4th and
Main streets in May. A grand opening celebration along with special promotions is expected
to last through the Christmas Season. Hill says.
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Community-wide Good Friday and Easter
Sunrise services have been planned by the
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association, The Rev, Thomas Schellingerhout will
speak at the Good Friday noon service on April
20 in the Hale Chapel of First United Methodist
Church, The Rev. Richard Carruth will speak at
the sunrise service at 6:30 a.m. on April 21 at the
Old Depot in Murray-Calloway County park.

Democratic workshop
scheduled for Monday
A workshop has been scheduled for
Democratic precinct committee members in
Calloway County at 7 p.m. Monday, April 16, in _
the Miller Courthouse Annex to explain the procedure for conducting precinct-conventions in
the county.
Z.C. Enix, chairman of the_Democratic executixe committee in Calloway County, urged all
-met:Wet chairmen, chairmwomen- and- youth
chairmen_to attend_ the session to familiarize-themsetx,es with convention procedure and
— pick up necessary materials.
The precinct convention is scheduled at 10 a.m.
on Saturday, April 21,-in.the polling place of each
of the 23 county precincts to elect comittee--members.
Those elected precinct committee members
will attend the county convention on April 28 to
elect delegates to the•congressienal-district and
state conventions in Frankfort on June 11 and to
electa _new executive committee Act -serve in
Calloway County for the next four years.

Three injured in county wreck
==1

0 SU 2000

,e1VicCiaftl's Shell
6th and Main Street
•641 Super Shell
South 12t1! Street

This Friday, Saturday & Sunday
We re celebrating two new gasolines—RI) 2000- (Regular Unleaded)
and Shells new Gold Standard
SU 2000' tSuper Unleaded)—
formulas so unique they re patented
So come celebrate with us FIII up
-1COOMMIK.Iti•Cele

,
11rWilHed tf*if Terkl

with FREE CoCa-Cola' and new
RU 2000or SU 2000 gasoline.. _

12th. and Chestnut Street
Plant- Shell
South 4th Street
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Three people were injured in an aecident in
Stella-yesterday at approximately 12:30 p.m.
Three vehicles, including on unoccupied pickup
truck were involved in the crash.
John M. Dillon, 18, Dexter and Barbara Jones,
44, Rt. 1, Mayfield.lre hospitalized at MurrayCalloway County Hospital today as a result of the
accident .that occured in front of the- Stella
Grocery. Dillon, is listed in satisfactory condition. Jones' condition is considered stable. A
third person, Paul N. Reed, 17, 501% Pine St.,
was treated and released. Dillon was reportedly
a passenger in the Reed vehicle.
According to a spokesman for the Callowai
County Sheriff's Department, Reed was southbound on Kentucky 121 approaching the Stella
Grocery when Jones was pulling from the store's
parking lot attempting to go north.
According-tattle spokesman,Reed said he saw
thekcar crossing his lane and attempted to stop
:Marks at the scene of- the accfdent incidate-the .
-Iteed vehicle skidded approximately 95 feet
before impact with the Jones vehicle.'
The spokesman says Reed's vehicle pen
travelled across the store parking lot and struck
fr
ifoectiffed
prek-up truclOilte"forc'e'6flhe-M
'
- pact knocked the truck 76 feet across Kentucky
121 into a yard. The truck is owned by Kenneth
Welvtiritt.
—
,
Reed vetircie came to rest agalhSt si-DY. Pepper deliverg truck. There appeared to be no
damage to the delivery truck
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garrott's galley

He saw the German shell coming that sent

The closing gap

him into hospitals for the next 26 months

The election year has already produced a surfeit
of polls, but for those who take their comfort
wherever they can find it, a recent report from the
National Association of Secondary School Pincipals may be of interest.

(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the second in a two-column series.)
April 1 may have meant pranks
and laughter to a lot of people, but
to Lester Nanny it brought back
nightmarish memories of the most
traumatic experience of his life.
It was on April 1, 1943 — 41 years
ago — that Lester, who later was to
become Calloway County court
clerk and Murray's postmaster,
was a sergeant field artillery
observer with "old Ironsides," the
Army's much-decorated 1st Armored Division. They were
fighting the Germans in North
Africa..
Just before noon of that day,
Lester's legs were riddled with
shrapnel when a shell from the
muzzle of a hidden German 88-mr%
gun exploded within 10 feet of hint.
It almost cost him his life.
He next spent 26 months in
hospitals before being medically
discharged and returned to Murray
for good. Pieces of the shrapnel
still are imbedded in his thigh and
-left shoulder.
Lester vivdly recalls the events
of that day. He had been in a jeep
with two other men. They were
part of an American tank column
whose objective was a hill just
north of the -town of Maknassy in
Tunisia. The division had fought its
way that far eastward after landing some five months earlier near
Oran in Morocco as the Allied
forces invaded North Africa in
their first major offensive of World
War!!.
Opposing them were German
panzer units under the command of
Field Marshal Erwin Rommel. For
weeks, the two forces had waged a
seesaw battle for the crucial
Kasserine Pass.
A few weeks before he was
wounded, Lester had a surprise
• visit at the front from three other
Calloway Countlans — Ted Coleman, Toy Williams and O.B.
Cook. They were with a nearby
anti-aircraft battery, had gotten a
jeep and looked him up.
• • -•
The day Lester was wounded, he*
and his two buddies were helping
direct the division's artillery

The association's annual poll of 1,000 youngsters
13 to 18 years old reveals that"the generation gap
is now only a hairline fracture," in the words of
one principal.
Youngsters were found to be more satisfied with
their lives, more interested in their families and
more respectful,of parents and other adults.
And despite an-increasing fear of nuclear war,
they are more optimistic about their personal and
economic futures. Unlike their 1960s counterparts,
they are not turned 'off by the "establishment."
In fact, they are looking forward'tabeing part of it.
One teenager said, "I guess I want it all — a
career, love, marriage and children."
Now that kind of statement may turn off
alienated types whose stock in trade is the mobilized anger of upheaval, but it's sweet music to those
who yearn for a return to the traditional staples
of a healthy society: home, family and work.
At long last, the pendulum may be swinging in
the right,direction.
AA•

Rape in uniform
An outmoded legal doctrine that bars military
personnel from suing for any injury that's even
remotely "incident to service" ought to be junked. It produces manifestly unfair results that
disserve servicemen and women — and the military itself.
_
Two recent cases plainly make the point. In one,
a female Army private is gang-raped in the barracks; the perpetrators are court-martialed and
sentenced to between 20 and 40 years at hard
labor. Another woman in the Army is allegedly
assaulted by a sergeant hoping to extort sex; the
distraught victim kills herself rather than returning to her base, implicating the sergeant in family conversations and suicide notes but the Army
concludes that there is no basis to discipline the
sergeant.
Punishment of the perpetrators is one thing,
compensation of the victims another matter entirely. On the latter score, neither the rape victim
nor the family of the priVate who conimitted
suicide has thus far been succesSful. The gang
rape case, dismissed by the Army's Claim- Service. is currently pending in San Francisco federal
court; the sexual harassment case (where the
family has beenbarred from proving its case )
being appealed in federal court.

•;.
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES. In areas
by carriers. s3.50 per month, payable in advance. By mail in Calloway County and to
Benton, Hardin. Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. Ky . and Paris, Buchanan and
Puryear, Tn.. $27.50 per ytiar. By mail to
other destinations $45.00 per year.
To reach all dei5artments of the
ntiwsgoirprrishcrtW753.:191r0--"
-•-"-'"--- - • •
The Murray Ledger & 'Times is a member
Press, Kentucky Press
of Ashociated
Association and Southern
Newspaper
Publishers Association.. .
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled trunerws originated byTter -Murray I Adger.
SrTimys.
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letters to the editor

Writer feels more should join policy debate
As policy becomes law we must
To The Editor:
heed its impact upon our destiny.
Beginning In the last decade of
The farm policy debate these ensuthe 1800's this nation experienced a
ing months is not a matter in which
demographic shift that created
only farmers should become inmore consumers and less provolved.„Rural America, her towns,
ducers of food and fiber. This trend
has continued unto:this day and
villages and infra-structure of
society, both physical and
now less than 2.5 percent of this naspiritual, must be a part of this
tion's human resources contribute
debate. Clearly, the future will be
to the creation of food. Alas, we are
controlled by how we posture the
a nation of consumers.
producers and the,family farm
Our recent agrarian history is a
system
during the next few
bounty of achievements unknown
months.
to past societies. Our nation and
DO we intend to allow the producher people have been blessed with
tion of the most fundemental
natural resources given to each
source of energy known to man
generation to have and hold in trust
become a'part of the insitiutional,
for those to follow. Our people have
multi-national .complex? Do weinenjoyed a spirit of hope based on
tend to continue the erosion of the
faith that has Allowed us to acheive
'
'1
- -1tiret-1311514510 ivRirfie retofore'- - spirit that drives-the-families-on
the fartn? Yes, our system of food'
unequaled by those in the past.
production, our system that proWe stand on a threahhold. Do we
duces the gifta of nature is being
.intend.to constimebecause we have
-challenged! Are we as farmereT the might, those few centers of proshopkeepers, bankers, cooks,
ductivity,that are a part of this
mechanics going to allow this to
- miracle? •
_
occur/

The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,
Christmas Da-Y, New Years Day and
Thanksgiving Day by Murray
Inc., 1001 Whitnell Dr., Murray, Ky. 42071.
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky.
42071.
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Ten-years ago .
Elected as superlatives of Senior
Class at Calloway County High
School were Juana. Stockdale,
Quinten -Fannin, Cindy Mills, Kenneth Donelson, Nancy Jones, Doug
McCann, Kathy.Rose, Lamar Har--red, Amanda Hoke.Burrows, Lloyd
McClure. Cindy Arbaugh. Richard
Scott, Marilyn Prescott, Phill McCallon, Rebecca Burkeen, Robert
Allen. Regina Lockhart, Daniel
Lloyd, Beth Crabtree, Tim
Belcher, Patricia Bailey. David
Robinson. Phyllis Adams and Randy Conner.
Melanie Norwood and. Dianne
Harrison of Calloway High and Ted
Hale qf Murray High will leave
April 13 to attend the Kentucky 4-H
Older Youth Conference in
Washington, D.C.
Birth% reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. John Mahan and boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Ross: April
3, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. A.B.
Futrell, Jr.. April 4.
Twenty years ago
Capt. Larry D. Hosford. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Kirby S. Hosford,
was presented an award for
outstanding performance of duty
while serving with the Eighth
Coavalry in -Mannheim,-Germany
Navy Ensign Michael E.
Tierney, son of Edward J. Tierney.
is undergoing flight training at
Naval Air Station, Pensacola. Fla.
The Calloway County Conservation Club had 22 dogs entered in its
spring field trial today. Winners
were dogs owned by Ferrell Miller,
Novis Pate. John Ed Johnion and
Bobby Wilson.

The time is now to realize that
this is not an "I" society, nor a
"WE" society but, a society that
must place value upon ones productivity and freedom ofexpression.
This nation's farmers and those
Thirty years ago
that support those individuals are
Marine PFC Charles R:
McReynolds. son ,of Mr. and Mrs.
prepared to meet each and every
persons food needs. They .stand 0.P. McReynolds, is serving with
the First Marine Div4-sion in Korea.
poised to generate s revival of the
small businessman's interest, the
Hafford Paschall. Jr.. class of
local school's classrooms, the down
1927, will be speaker at the Hazel
trodden and poor, if they are allowAlumni ,Association Dinner at
ed the opportunity. But, opportuniHazel High School on April 17, ac,ty is fleeting and we shall all
cording to Robert Hendon, association president.
become damped if we don't demand a separation of farm from
• Billy Dale Outland will act &s—
r
food policy. We must separate
captain in the musical production
farm policy from the out-of-touch
of "Showboat" to be presented
at -Merrery—Hights.
---r-intoest-srene -that—
recognizes that one makes a life- - School.
Ernest Clevenger. E. Ray
long comMittlnent to the
for
Jerkins, FdlciChunn. James-Welis,
..the farmers are the "keepers of the
William D, -Medearis sand- Johnwomb".
Brinn will be speakers at services
George W.Pettit
at the HazelChurch of Christ. April
Rt. 2 Box 38
12 to 17.
Princeton, Ky.42445
•
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Lester then was flown to an Ar-

ws
J

In the sexual assault cases, this doctrine-makes
no sense at all. Neither rape nor sexual harassment is in any way "line of duty" behavior. The
Army should be expected to protect its service
personnel against such assaults, and not hide
behind it legal exemption from liability. Several
bills pending in Congress propose to limit the •
governmOnt's immunity in service-related cases.
The sexual assault suits offer compelling reason
for this change: The legitimate risk of Injury in
training and corribat does'f,not. justify the illegitimate risk of rape in the barracks.

WALTER L. APPERSON, President,
Editor & Publisher
1ED DELANEY,Circulation & Production
- Manager
RICK ORR, Advertising Manager
BOB TAYLOR, Classified Manager
ALICE ROUSE,Business Office Manager
The Murray Ledger & Times( LISPS 308.700

my hospital in Oran where surgery • Louisville. where he stayed for
was performed on his legs and
another year and until he was
casts placed on both. The one on his
discharged.
right leg extended from the chest
Also at Nichols was another Murdown the leg, while the one.on the
ray soldier, Hoyl Phillips. He had
left extended to the hip. He was to
fractured a.leg when a motorcyle
wear both for months.
he was riding went out of control
Ten days later, he was moved to
when it hit a tank rut on a Tunisian
a larger hospital at Casablanca
roack also in North Africa. He, too,
where he remained.until he left for
had been in the 1st Armored
the states on- Memorial Day of 1943 - --They had lots to talk
— almost two months to the day
about.
• • •
after he had been wounded.
Lester, once discharged from the
After Me-hospital snip landed at
Army, was elected Calloway CounNewport News, Va., he was taken
ty court clerk in the fall of 1945. He
by train to a brand new Army
general hospital at 'Valley Forge,
served until 1953. After taking a
Pa., where he was among its first
business course at- -Murray State
for a couple years, he went to work
patients. The place had been
for Hutson Chemical Company.
dedicated during the ,day, and he
working with them for the next
and the other patients were
seven years.
brought in that night. He was to remain there for the next 12 months.
In 1963, he was appointed U.S,
• • •
postmaster at Murray. following
Harry Sledd in the position.
While at Valley Forge, he was
visited by Marjorie McElrath MaPreviously, Ed Fenton and Van
jor and her husband, Bill. They
Valentine had been serving as acwere living in Philadelphia at the
ting postmasters... _.
LestEF was--postmaster until 1977
time. Marjorie, the daughter of the
late Wallace McEirath, who was in
when the pain that-is his constant
the feed business here, and Bill
companion in his legs necessitated
surgery again on his right knee.
now live in Murray.
After that, he found it difficult to be
In early August, however, Lester
on his feet for any length of time,
was granted a leave and permitted
to come home — and to a city wide, and he retired in November of that .
year.
rousing welcome.
Unbeknowing to him, a big
He lives today at 1509 Chaucer in welcome had been planned for him
Canterbury Estates with his wife of'
37 years, the former Myra gturdiin Murray. Cleborrie Adams, who
was to serve as the master of
vant of Paris, Tenn. They have two
grown sons and four'
ceremonies, took Lester's parents
grandchildren.
to Paris, Tenn., to meet his train-.
A nephew, Charles Nanny, whom
The oldest son, Lester Glenn Jr.,
he hadn't seen in months and at
is in the real estate business at San
Antonio, Tex. The youngest,
first didn't recognize, went along,
too, boarding the train to help his 'Stephen, is making the Air Force a
career and has been in that branch
wounded uncle off with his
of the service for 16 years. A tech
luggage.
When they reached yurray, sergeant, he also is at San Antonio,
Lester and his parents were seated stationed at Lackland Field.
in a convertible about where the
, • • ."
old Triangle Inn was and paraded
Lester is one of several Calloway
behind the Murray High band to County men who were severely
the court square for the welcoming wounded in World War Ii. It is my
ceremonies, at which Carman hope that in the weeks ahead I will
Graham was the principal speaker: have the opporttlnity to share their
After a year at
individual , experiences with you
Valley Forge
just as Lester has shared his with
hospital, Lester was moved to
us.
Nichols General Hospital at

• • •
Lester remembers very little immediately after being hit, but he
does recall hearing a doctor at the
field aid station "discussing the
possibility of having to remove one
of his legs. Then he lost
consciousness.
Four days later, he awoke in a
field hospital at Makanassy. "The
first thing I did," he.,said, "was to
ask the nurse if I still had both my
legs. To convince me that I did, she
'propped up my head and pulled the
sheet back so I could see the toes on
both my feet."

VJ*FEAA

But in instances of this kid, the courts have
consistently held that the military is different. Service members whose suits involve "injuries that I
arise out of and are.in the course of activity incident to service" are legally out of luck. Were it
otherwise the judges reason, military discipline
and morale would suffer, and national security
would be jeopardized.
Of course, there's a difference. Service personnel can't expect to recover damages for injuries
sustained in training for battle, but the assertion
that the difference covers all injuries is still too
seeping to be persuasive. What it implies, as an
exasperated judge recently noted, is that if anof,
-ficer orders his troops to march over a cliff and
fall to their 'deaths one by one, the soldiers'
dependents have no legal recourse.

the
Murray
i
Ledger & Times

firepower ahead of the -advancing
American tanks from front line
positions by way of radio contact
with the division's 105-mm
howitzer batteries some five or six
miles to the rear.
They didn't see the German 88
until it fired from just inside an old
flourspar mine on a hillside about a
half a mile away. Its first shot
knocked the tank immediately
behind Lester's jeep off a bridge.
"They fired those% 88s at just
about anything that moved, even a
man," he said '"and we knew our
jeep would be next."
As his buddies dived for the safety of a ditch, Lester hesitated for a
few moments, hoping to retrieve
the radio equipment so some artillery fire could be directed on
their attacker's position. He was
only a few feet from the jeep when
the next German shell exploded
between him and the little vehicle,
the flying pieces of'metal shattering both his legs. He also was hit in
the stomach,arm and shoulder.
—
saw a puff of smoke from the
muzzle of that gun," he recalls,
"and — although some people don't
believe me when I say it. I actually
saw that shell coming right at us."
As he lay dazed arid mangled
beside the jeep, his buddies crawled to him and dragged him to the
cover of the ditch where tourniquets Were dpplied to his legs and
sulfa powders iprinkled into his
wounds, it being before the time of
penicillin. One raced off in search
of an ambulance.

looking back

If these women were employed by any private
firm, there's not a whisper of doubt that they
would win compensation, since the law correctly
holds employers responsible for the deliberate
brutalitiN of those they hire. And if the women
--had-worked forany.
civilian agency, the Federal
Tort Claims Act explicitly gives them the right to
sue.

„.

by m.c. garrott
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Jo Burkeen. editor

Community events listed
Thursday, Apnt-12
Thursday, April12
----TMay.April 13
Murray-Calloway. Opera, "The Pirates LibrarY;
County La Leche of Penzance," will
be
MS.0 —Horticulture
League will meet at 7 presented at 8
p.m. in
Cluj? will have its spring
p.m. at512 South lath St. Lovett Auditorium, bedding plant sale from
For information call Murray
State 1 to 5 p.m. at greenhouse
753-8771.
University.
at college Farm,
A meeting is schedullocated on College Farm
Front Porch Swing
Road.
ed for at 7:30 p.m. in the
Hazel Community will .meet at 7 p.m. at
Center to bring together First Christian Church.
N
a.t - u r e
_Interested residents to
Extravaganza-1984 will
Murray Chapter No.
make a final drive in
today at Lake
92 Royal Arch Masons is open
that Voting Precinct for
State Park.
Barkley
scheduled to meet at
fire protection.
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
A 1 c.oholics
Alca_holics
Anonymous and AlFriday, April 13 , •
Anonymous and AlMake Today Count Anon will meet at 8 p.m.
Anon will have closed will meet at 10
a.m.- in at J.U. Kevil Center,
meetings at 8 p.m. at private dining
room of South 10th Street ExFirst'Christian Church, Murray-Calloway
Cdun- tended. Mayfield.
_Benton. For information ty HoapitaL_____
•
- call -75-3--0061, 762-3399.
Second night of opera,
753
.
-7764, 753-5094 or
Mothers Morning Out "The Pirates of Pen753-7663.
'
will be at 9 a.m. at First zance,'' will be
presented al '8- p.m. in
Christian Church.
The Single Connection
Lovett Auditorium,
will meet at 7 p.m. in
'Hazel Lodge No. 831 Murray State
thir,d floot classroom, Free and Accepted University.
Educational - Building, Masons will meet at 7:30
First United Methodist p.m. at lodge hall.
Events at Murray
Church.
• Moose Lodge will be
Senior citizens ac- games at 8 p.m. and
tivities will be from 10 _ lounge entertainment
_
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel from 8 p.m. to midnight.
SPRING BREAK
and Douglas Centers.
--MATINEES
'Revelation Seminar
Benefit singing for will be at 7:30 p.m. at
DAILY
Ronnie Gibson willtug_
THRU SUN., APR 15
7:30 p.m. at New Harmony Baptist Church,
Special services will
Benton-Symsonia Road. be at 7 p.m. at St. Leo's Higtway 348.
Catholic Church.

'
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Round andsquare
Saturday,April 14 •
dancing will be from
Captain Wendell Oury
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Chapter of Daughters of
Grove Roller Rink.
American • Revolution
'7'
•
will meet at 1:-30 p.m.
Associates of Murray. with Mrs. Riley Kay.
State University_
Libraries(AMSUL) will
Murray Squar-Nmeet at 7 p.m. in Pogue aders will dance at 8

CINE 1 & 2
End. TItnii.•
-111V-5;-.PIR iTES
105 14141.1. HI-. %HT." It
mart, Tomornt0
C.Ch•G,•;

Romancing The MN PE
central center 753-3314

CHERI 3

DATEBOOK

Saturday. April 14
p.m. in Woodmen
World Hall.

Harrington will speak.

of

The Jackson Purchase Section of the
Mr. and Mrs. Ruford American Society for Quality Control will meet
Perry will be honored a tonight lThursday 1 at Holiday Inn, Mayfield.
reception in celebration Guest speaker wilLbe Dr. H. James Harrington,
of 50th wedding anniver- project manager in Quality Assurance for IBM
sary from 3 to 6 p.m. at Corporation in San Jose, Calif. A social hour will
Murray Woman's Club be at 6 p.m.. dinner at 7 p.m. and program at 8
House.
p..m. For information call Joe Moran, 1-382-2776,
•
.or-Jim-Sexton 1-241'4578.
Country ham
breakfast, sponsored by
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Stations of the Cross, Distribution of Holy
Masons, will be from 5 Communion and Benediction of the Most Blessed
to 11 a.m. at lodge hall. Sacrament will be at 7-p.m. on Friday, April 13,
The public is invited.
at St. Leo's Catholic Church. Fr. Louis Piskula
will lead these Services and will be available
Round and square afterward to discuss the sacrament of Holy
dancing will be from Orders and it importance in the church today,.
7:30 to 11 p.m. at. Lynn He will entertain questions on this topic from
Grove Roller Rink.
, those who wish to spend an additional 14 hour for
growth in the Faith, Piskula said.
Callo•way County
Chapter of Full Gospel
BusIness Men's
Fellowship InternaThe -Friends of Freed-liardeman," a booster
tional *ill meet at 6:30 group- promoting Freed-Hardemah College at
p.m. at Harig Kong Henderson. Tenn., will sponsor a dbmer on
Restaurant, Holiday Saturday. April 14, at 7 p.m. in the cafeteria of
Inn,. This is open to all the'Calloway County High School. Tickets are
-men and their families. available al local offices of Churches of Christ in
• _ • -_
_
_
The area.
Second day of Spring
Bedding Plant Sale by
MSU Horticulture Club
will be from 9 a.m. to 3 , A Women's Church Softball League is in the
_process _ of being organized..for Murray- and - Calloway County. Any church interested in hav- •
ing
a-team in the league Is asked to call Janet _
Events in Land Between the Lakes will in- Fitch at 753-3230,
clude Nature Extravaganza at.,, Lake
The Single Connection. an •ecumenical ChrisBarkley State Resort
tian Singles group, will have two special events.
139.rk; Wood and Cotton
on Saturday and..Sunday. A hayride and bonfire
Workshop at 10 a.m. at
with the Jackson, Tenn., Singles Connection will
The Homeplace-1850;
be !Saturday at 5 p.m. at the George Rogers'
An Evening at The
farm near Holladay, Tenn., with cost being $3 for
Homeeplaee-1850 at 7
adults and- each • to bring'a lawn chair and
p.m.; The Egg and the
blanket. For reservations call George at
(Coned on page 15)
1-901-847-7.597. Sunday the Murray Singles will
eat lunch with members and families at Golden
Corral Steak i-louse at 12:15- p.m. For information call Dick at 436-2174 or Billie at 762-6856 or
759-4045.

Catholic service planned

Friends pEin dinner

.Women s league plannedl

Ningles plan ewnts

The Calloway County Chapter of the Full
Gospel Business Men's Fellowship International
will meet Saturday, April 14. at 6:30 p.m. at Hong
Kong Restaurant at Holiday Inn. Terry Bryan,
reformed criminal, will give his testimony. This
is open to all men and their families, according
to Tom Geerdes. president. Reservations for the
dinner should be made..by caning Gary Lamb.
treasurer, 753-6553 or Geerdes, 753-7140.
Geerdes said "the FGBMFI by its very nature
and dedication is a service arm of the entire church% serving all local assemblies which can
profit by having their men stirred and inspired
for greater Christian service and enriched by
Christian fellowship."

Seminar scheduled
The Revelation Seminar,sponsored by Murray
Seventh-day Adventist Church. Is now in progress at the Holiday Inn, Murray, with Pastor
Luther A. May in charge. Sessions are at 7:30
p.m. each Monday, Wednesday and Friday
through Monday, April 30. This is open to the
general public at no charge.
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Ballet will give show

ft

The Louisville Ballet will present a matinee
and evening inn for rt mice on Sunday, April 15-, at
-the Fine Arts Center. Paducah Community College. This will be the final event of the Lillian
Lowry FOCUS performing Arts Series.
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'Horse show Saturday

6.1 WI I.,

The Countryside
Homemakers Club met
Tuesday, March 13, at
the home of Faye Ward.

%Tl'S It.

FOR SMART KIDS AND SMART PARENTS
EVERYWHERE, STOP IN TODAY AND SEE OUR
WHOLE COLLECTION OF KIDS FOOTWEAR BY BASS
AT

1.33, 3:05 ONLY
WsSirSmile0011sod
kill hops mem pilling

way

Southside Manor

•

Murray

753-4383- -

90

LAYAWAYS

Days
Same as Cash

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER MURRAY, KY.

JASON IS BACK
AND THIS IS THE ONE
YOU'VE BEEN SCREAMING FOR

Pier
Spring

F-OtYnffir
THE FINAL CHAPTER

•
•

Saucer Chair
1
4i

Great savings on our
special selection of Philippine burl furnishings
and accents!

4

or
KANK CARDS

ft

Open 9-5 Mon.-Sat.

• •

. Now Only

PRE•EASTER
, SUIT SALE
1/3 off
2 Groups
Sportswear

Plant
Stands
FRIDAY, APRIL 13T", IS JASON'S UNLUCKY DAY
i$A1140141PFTOS4faih11EPOI -INF..
*P AAA/sta! •
MilIV?'4LAJC/Mia

10*(4' Ei •
• 4
tf10
;Pr%
E•
Iti,11r. ff. JEN ;15 A PliAti

R •-•77
er.
7-2-' -

'ENNI

39.99. 1999
.
.
— Sizes of hand-crafted items may vary slightly.
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1:30. 3:15, 715, 9:10

/
12

off

Olympic Blue. Nay). Green. Red

MADEMOISME
- HO?.
•

Cushions sold separately

STARTS TOMORROW•CINE I*
MICHAtt
KATHLEEN TURNER
Air Center

Romandng
The STONE,„.„„,
TVIENTNITHcewnen-rox

Downtown Cf. Murray, Ky.
-753-3882

1:30, 3:25, 7:20, 9:20

da
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Club tneets with Mrs. Ward

U ef
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An open horse show will be Saturday;-April 14,
at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition
Center. The event, sponsored by the New Providence, Riding Club, will start at 4 p.m..Admission will be $1 per person.

HARD TO
HOLD
7:05, tt '4.4• 111)

a:
111
tt

Members -of the Wranglers Riding Club are
selling tickets on a country ham at 50 cents each
are three for $1. which will be given away on
Saturday, Apr4I 28-, at the 4-HHorse Show. Forinformation call 753-0530.

of the
Month

* TRADE-!NS

Ve14
4
1
6

5:00

01

Wranglers have tickets

SPECIAL

It.nd4 1onItt,•:.10. 410

1:30, 3:50.

Fellowship will. meet

"Spring Clothes and
How To Remoe Spots"
was the lesson
presented by Mrs.
Ward, hostess.
Monica Walston,
president presided with
Carolyn Enoch,
secretary, giving her
reports.
Plan's for the annual
homemakers tasting
luncheon on April 26 at
the First-United
Methodist were
discussed.
A potluck lunCheon
was served.
Another member,
W9.nda Henry, was present. Guests were
Patricia Ward, Phyllis
Tucker, Eddie Ward
and Stephanie Ward.
The next meeting will
be a salad l'UnCheon On
Tuesday, April 17, at 10
a.m. at the home of Mrs.
Walston.

Kathy Bass .•
hostess at
club-meeting
Kathy Bass opened
her home for the
meeting of the New Providence Homemakers
Club held Tuesday,
March 13, at 1 p.m.
"Stain Removal Made
Easy" was the lesson
presented by Sylvia
Puckett. She emphasized "being-prompt, patient and persiStent in
removing stains."
Mrs."Puckett, also
read a fashion newdletter on "The Look of
Spring."
Beth Falwell mentioned landscape notes on
"Propagating Plants"
and a special newsletter
on "The Elderly and
Nutrition."
-Mrs. Falwell; president, presided. Mrs.
Bass read scripture
from Ecclesiastes
3:1-15, led a game and
served refreshments.
The roll call was by Patsy Pittrnan, secretary.
Crafts were shown by
Mrs. Bass and Opal
Shoemaker.
respondence was read
from Iva Mae Allbritten, a former club
member.
Also present were
Dorval Hendon, Gail
Her'ndon, Debbra%
Puckett, Lisa Spann,
Stephanie Spann,- Derfik Edwards'and Alden
Bass.
The Club will meet
Tuesday, April 17, at
p.111. at the home --tif Sylvia Puckett with
Debbra Puckett as
hostess:
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Buice and Lohec wedding planned
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Student participation in lunch.program lower

-WASHINGTON I AP)
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert
"As a result, in fiscal program, more free and
— The General AccounTynes of 506 Richardson
year 1,982, for the first reduced-price lunches
ting Office says student
• St., Murray, announce
time in the history of the (1.883 billion
were
participation in the
the engagement and apschool-- lunch program
proaching iiiiirriage of
declined from 27 million
their daughter,-Miss
in 1979 to 23.1 Million in
Amanda Kay Buice, to
1983 following legislaHarrold-- Laurence
tion which tightened
(Larry) Lohec of
Houston, Texas.
AeA
l°
reqUirements.
Miss Buice is the
'This decline is
granddaughter of Mrs.
primarily attributable
Effie Hollingsworth and
to' reductions in 'the
the late Fulton Hollnumber, of students
ingsworth and of the
eating full-price lunlate E.L. and Minnie
ches," the report said.
Buice, all of Judsonia,
Their number dropped
Ark.. ----..41,
•
from 15.3 million to 11.2
The bride-elect _is a
million, Tuesday's
graduate of Murray
report said.
High School. She attend,
Bpt the number
'ed Oachita Baptist
receiving free or
University and
reduced-price lunehes,
graduated from the
which go to the poorer
University of Arkansas
students, increased
with a degree in Comfrom 11.7 million to 11.9
p
u
t
e
r
million, it said.
Science/Accounting.
Miss B_uic e__w a s
employed by Diamond
New factories . •
Shamrock Corporation
may Ix' smaller
of Houston, Texas, as a
computer systems
analyst prior to joining
FARMINGTON,
her fiance's firm upon
Conn.'(AP) — Factories
their engagement.
of the' future may be
smaller.
Mr. Lohec is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Allan Drane of
Emhart Corp. says,"As
Lohec of Houston,
industry tends toward
Texas. He is the owner
increasing automation,
of H.L. Lohee
you'll see smaller, more
Associates, a computer
'compact 'Slants -being
software consultant
built. Plants will be
firm.
designed--primarily to Both the bride-elect
accommodate increas,
and the groom -elect
ingly miniaturized
presently are employed
.ttnalicki
Buicc
manufacturing- pro=
by American Transtech
cesses. That means the
of Jacksonville, Pia. •
and Harrold Laurence Lolicc (()marrt
dimensions of these
The wedding will be
buildings could be.
solemnized on Satur- Methodist Church
, Jud- in the Fellowship Hall of friends are invited to atreduced drastically
day, April 28, at 2 p.m. sonia, Ark.
the church..
tend the. wedding and from how we build
at the First United
them
A reception will follow
All relaties and- the reception.
today."
- ------_

served than full-price
lunches (1.877 billion),"
the report said.
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of Americans confined to-wheelchair,'
rose.between 1969 and 1980, studies indicate
NUMber

-—*PA.
DALLAS (AP) — The institutionalized dent
for research of the
number of Americans wheelchair users, as. APA,_
the nation's
Confined to wheelchairs compared to 409,000 in
largest private funder of
rose 57.7 percent bet- 1969, with motor vehicle resea
rch to cure
ween 1969 and 1980, ac- accidents apparently paralys
is caused by cencording to preliminary responsible for the
tral nervous system infindings of a -study by.. increase.
_
--jury or disease.
the American Paralysis
But other sources In
"Few reliable
Association (APA)..
the study indicate the statistics on the number
-The latest U.S. 1989 fip_rs are-too low._
of paralysis victims in
, population .census in say_s Ilear_ Adm. Dick this rounii_'y
_exisV _he
--1980 found 645,000 non- Van "Orden vice presi.says "but our best

swan

estimate is 500,000
paralyzed by spinal
cord injury alone. with
up to 15,000 new cases
each year. If you tally
disabling paralysis
from any cause —
stroke, head injury,
maniple sclerosis, and
others — the total figure
_i.uicloilhtedly is close to
3 5 millinn

Sunbaked
Delicious
_'All You

••••••••

Swimsuits-to warm your heart
Whether you are making a Spring visit to the
tropics or simply sneaking in a few rays out
in the back yard. it is time to be getting into
a new swimsuit for the up and coming summer.
Bright's continues to lead the pack with a hot
selection from the most popular national brands.

sows
ALL SPRING
PROM DIRESTS
•

1/
3
OFF
•
TREE DONATED - In observance,ofArbor Day. April 6. the Garden Depart
ment of the Murra3
Woman's Club donated a pink flowering crab tree to be placed in the
yaid of the "newly constructed
building of the Work Activities Training Center for Handicapped (WATC
H)on Main Street. Pictured at
the construction site are,from left, Rosanna Miller. Garden chairman. Frances Gallowa
y. member of
Garden project cpmmittee. Beth Brockway, John Galloway, and Betty Brockw
ay, chairmen of
Beautification Board for WATCH Center, and in back, Steve Hausman.lands
ape designer for Jones
Landscaping. Any personsinterested in donating trees, with a talcreilti-, for the landsca
ping may see
the design at Jones Landscaping.
Staff photo hyJennit• Gordon

sFou C.,tn t Af•of,14(.)
Regbiat V.i!oes
52 00 to 13
- 800
___
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orsurwskitassorse
dffsowerin
We are pleased
to announce • Mar
Rhond, Cooper.
bride-elect of Mark
Roberts.
hal
selected her crystal
and accesispries
frbm our complete
bridal tkregistry.
Ilhonda And Mark
will be marritd
nay 18. -

The

•

unonzees

Cindy Hutson.
bride-elect of Alan
Smith. has made
. her Selections of
. pottery
• stainless from our
registry.

Steppin'
Happy!

,

- asvntrira-colan-T-74741Ft5i'C'Pvtif7,4

ShoWcase-
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breezy Winizeus,

1617 121 By-Pess
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
Telephone 502 704541
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Mrs. Foy honored on 80th birthday

_

0.

Mrs. Mary Foy was ed in Farmington where
honored with a surprise he was principal and
party. in celAlaratton of coach, before he
her 80th birtbday • on became assistant counSaturday aftornoon, ty agent of Fulton-00iinMarch 24, in the Com- t y and, moved to
munity Room of • the Hickman, being there in
North Branch of the the flood of 1937.
Peoples Bank.
In 1944 the Foys with
' Her family had re- their four children movquested she come to the ed to Murray when he
bank for a family por- became county extentrait and when she ar- sion agent here. They
rived her family and resided in the former
friends wrre there to Lowry Underwood
surprise-her: •
home at 1403 Sycamore
A s.pecial table St., until Mr.• Foy's'
featured
,
pictures and retirement and they
events of the life of Mrs. moved to a lake home at
?oy, widow of S.V. Foy. Panorama Shores.
tetired county extension
They resided at the
agent of Calloway lake for seven years
County.
before 'moving to the
Mrs. Foy was born present home at 512
March 26, 1904. in Broad St. Mrs. Foy said
Graves County to the
her husband must
late William Morgan ,have realized he was ill
Yates and Nellie_ Grey as he insisted that we
Taylor Yates. She move back to Murray as
taught school before her he died six months later
marriage to Mr. Foy on and felt it would be betJuly 2, 1928. They resid- ter for me to near our

daughter and family in
Murray."
Ho-stint the event
were her children who
are the following:

* William Samuel
Foy, engineer at -Lexington, and his wife, Anna Lee Osborn Foy.
Their children are
Elaine, teacher in
Cecilia. Warren, working with his father, and
John and Alan, students
at Tates Creek High
School:
* Jennell and her
husband, Ted Howard,
county extension agent,
live in Murray at the
former Foy home on
Sycamore Street with
youngest daughter,
Lisa, student at Murray
High School. Their other
children are Ted Allen,
Austin, Texas. Jerry
and wife, Gena Hout
Howard, and two sons.
Jordan and Brett,
Henderson, Steve and
wife, Lillian Rogers
Howard,
'Tenn.. and Marilyn,
graduate of University
of Kentucky with
Masters from University of Tennessee.

Knoxville;
-* Robert Allen Foy,
engineer-at-- Columbia.
S.C. and -his, wife.
Shirie-y
.-Hillman Foy.
Their children are Jennifer and Amy, students
at Clemson College,
Clemson, S.C.;
• * June Foy Allen of
Columbus, Ohio, and
her two sons. Scott anti
Jeff, both -at home. Her
husband is deceased.
Also present for the
special occasion were
her brothers and many
other relatives and
friends.
Mrs. Foy said "Never
did I think it could be
done, but 'they' did' in
commenting on the surprise party. I really appreciate„ each person
coming and wished I
could trave spent more
time with each one present. I only regret my
loving companion
couldn't be here to enjoy
his family and friends
too.Cake , ice cream,
punch, nuts and mints
were served at the appointed table by Mrs.
Foy's children and
grandchildren.

0\
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By Abigail Van Buren

Mix7Upin Lab Samples
Causes Test-Tube Tempest
RS. FOY HONORED - Mrs. Mary Foy, top
photo, opens a gift at the surprise party given in
celebration of her 140th birthday by her children
and grandchildren at the Community Room of
the North Branch of Peoples Bank. In the bottom
photo is the table featuring events in her life including an early portrait of herself and one with
her husband, the late S.V. Foy, on the left.
-

DEAR ONE:Speaking of human error, read on:

More women on jobs
SPECIAL

Large Bar-B-Q
Sandwich
and French Fries
Special Good April 13-19

759-967/

Convenient Drive Through Window

FEATURING SUITANNING BEDS
THE LATEST IN
SUNTANNING EQUIPMENT
-SPECIAL RATES

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q 'n' Burgers
Chestnut St.

753-0045

DEAR ABBY: You recently published a letter from a
who was horrified and embarrassed to learn
that her premarital blood tests came back "positive" for
syphilis. She stated that there was absolutely no way she
could have had that disease. You pointed out that there
could have been many factors other than VD that would
cause a positive result.
I was rather disturbed because you didn't even mention
the most common reason, namely, the lab technicians
mixing up the blood samples. This happened to me once,
many( years ago when I was a young, 100-percent virgin.
It was during a compulsory medical exam for employment. I'll never forget how humiliated I was.
Of course it was later discovered that there had been a
mix-up at the lab. This happens much more often than most people suspect-not only with blood samples but
with all body fluids.
Many women have had their wits scared out of them by
false-positive Pap testa.
ONE WHO KNOWS

senior citizen

WASHINGTON (AP)
*-•-• Whether butcher:"
baker or candlestick
maker, the chances of
finding a woman on the
job are sharply higher
today than a decade
ago, a government
study shows.'
And doctors, lawyers
and government chiefs
are also among the occupations in which
women have made
gains as they flocked to

Pre-Easter
Sale
Dresses

DEAR ABBY-;_ My 16-year-old son is taking Tegretol for
seizures. While filling his weekly medicine container, I
noticed'that some of the pills looked different. I'took the
pilla back to the drugstore and found out that half of them
were penicillin!
The pharmacist said she had used a machiilh to count
the pills, and while filling my prescription for Tegretol she
had some penicillin pills sitting next to it. and she got the
penicillin by mistake and mixed those pills up with the
Tegretol.(They looked very much alike.)
She told me I wasn't the first person that happened to.
After that, the drugstore got rid of the counting machine.
Fortunately no harm was done to my-son. What I'm saying, Abby, is this: While most pharmacists
are very careful, they are -only human and sometimes
make mistakes, so warn your readersto watch their Pills!
ALERT IN WEST CHESTER, PA.

--

the workplace in recent
decades.
"Perhaps no other
change has more far
DEAR ABBY: My sister and I have a friendly bet with
reaching implications some friends, and we hope you can settle it. It goes like
for society and the this:
ecoDomy than the - Say that Linda and Albert (not their real names) marry
and have
dramatic increase • in -- marries a daughter. Then they get divorced. Linda then
Jim, and together they have a daughter. Linda
labor force participa- now has two daughters. We say that Linda's two daughters
.tion of women," are true sisters because they have the same mother.
Suzanne M.Bianchi, one , Now Albert Marries, Martha, who has a son by a
of the authors of the previous marriage. Albert and Martha then- haxle a son.
We say thlit Albert's daughter from Linda and his son
study, says.
from Martha are half brother and sister. However, his son
The study, published f;om- Martha and. his stepson (Martha's
son from her
Tuesday, was prepared previous marriage) are true brothers because they have
by Ms. Bianchi. of the the same mother.
We say that no matter how many husbands a woman
Census Bureau and
Nancy Rytina of the has, all the children born to her are natural sisters and
brothers. Are we correct? Our friends say we are wrong.
Bureau of Labor
WAITING TO HEAR IN TORONTO
Statistics.
DEAR WAITING: Your friends are right; you )we
The report found that
women now holti nearly wrong. In order to be full (or as you say, "true")
one-third of the nation's brother and sister, each would have to have the
same Mother
administrative and have the sameand.same father. Two children who
mother but different fathers-or the
management jobs and same father but different mothers-are half sisters
have significantly rais- or half brothers.
Children related to each other because their
ed their 'representation
in many o- th:
er parents nave'married but with are not biood--reittted
are stepsisters and stepbrothers.
occupations.
The analysis of
employment figures
(Getting Married? Whether you want a formal
comparing 1970 and 1980
found womehincreasing church wedding or a simple, "do-your-own-thing"
front 38 percent of the ceremony, get Abby's booklet. Send $1 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped (37 cents) envelope to:
labor force to 42.6 Abby's, Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box
38923, Hollypercent.
wood, Calif. 90038.)
•

19.99 Reg.to 39.99
Choose from an array of
dresses perfect for stepping
into spring. Junior and
Misses sizes.
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Blouses

12.99 Reg.to 21.99
Feminine blouses with delicate accents.
Perfect for your new spring • suit or
coordinate.

Linen-Look Coordinates
Jackets arid Blazers
Skirts
Pants,

, WELCOME WAGON - Dorotha Bailey, left, and Helton
Carlin of
Susanne's Fine, Arts and Custom Framing 'gave helpful tips
and
demelialated how to choose the right frame and mat for your prints or paintings and showed some needle work pictures at the March meeting
of the
Welcome Wagon Club at the Coinmerce Centre. The club will host its annual
benefit card party, open to the public, on Friday, April 27, at 7 p.m.
in the
Community Room of the North Branch of the Peoples Bank.For information
call 753-3276.

24.99 Reg.75.00
15.99 Reg.36.00
15.99 Reg.38.00

froi
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a
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SPECIAL
*

Fabulous versatile coordinates in
Ii nen-look fabrics. Marvelous lulls(
-lined jackets and blazers. Exciting styles
for spring.

of the
Month

TRADE-INS
EXCLUDED

Total
Weight

Spring Pants

WAS
$1500

14.99
Reg. to 28.99
You'll love thegreat assortment of spring pants. Many
:styles and fabrics to choose
from.. Poly/cotton blend,
crinkle cotton and linen-like
textured fabrics.
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YOUR
CHOICE

90
Days
Same as Cash

-Store Hours
- —10 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Cotton Sweaters

10.99 Reg. to 14.99

Sun. 1-5p.m._
Great

Hwy. 641 N -Murray
753.7991
•

gttrifft tf-trrittg cweaters in
ccl -s-and'stjs. Breathable comfortable for warm weEher. S, M,L.
•
I__
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LAYAWAYS
or
HANK CARDS

Miebelsons
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Quality at a Price!
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER MURRAY,KY
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Celebration of Columbus's voyage planned
GAINESVILLE, Fla. the start of a two-way native American
point • voyage. Presumably the
(API - Quickly now: traffic of ideas across of view
doesn't place historta ns. a?' What name would you the Atlantic - but is . much value
on the word thropologists, ar--eve- to -the--cetebrictiatr-regrett
ablY.
TheY -Ysiewu c h
.
--hd
a and
of the 500th-anniversary of a cocaine Syndicate. -where
they were all the u it-ttri at ely the
of Columbus's voyage to
For an elegantly sim- time."
_
lawmakers can settle
the New World'?
. pie reason, the word
Christopher Colum- *QUM time in the next
Well, it's not that "discovery" is not a bus needed
only a few seven years on what to
easy, as a group of serious contender, months in
late 1492 to,.,,,,,c
a
1 lhi s
scholars planning for Williams said: "The make
the . historic accomplishment.
the observance found
out when they spent two
days on the topic here
without resolving the /
sticky matter. "
The word -Columbus
will probably pop up in
the name, said John
Williams of the National \
Endowment for the '\
Arts,.which is sponsoring the planning
sessions.
But there were other )
.suggestions:
.-The American 500, //
which may run into
trouble because it
sounds like an auto
race.
r The Great Mistake.
rThe 500th Anniver-12'x16'
sary of the Discovery of
the Planet Earth, being
used by a Chicago
SHOW WORK - Members of the Calloway County Homemakers Club
show some of the potholders planeta
rium on the \,
they have_made to_be-soki as the item from Calloway County at the National Extensio
Free Deck Plans
n Homemaker ...theory that Celitmbu
Atoesiog atlbettisvillei-Aug,5 tt. 9. et14•Ii t'01,111(y *ill have some TypeTifbitUde
s
raffafThi;-meeting $okeIp set
$
out to prove the
payfor the expenses of the meeting. Ruth Parker, center. Penny club, was chairman
of the committee world was
not flat.
and working with her were Pawnee BedWell, left, Wadeshoro club, and Sue Fairle4s,
right, Pacers club.
rThe Semimillenial,
Most of the designs were made by. Mrs. Parker and Miss Fairless. They
include pear, lemon, proposed
by an opstrawberry, apple. acorn, tomato and pineapple. Other members of the county
clubs essisted the com- timisti
c priest on
mittee. Over 120 potholders were made liy the members and have been sent
to the committee in charge
500 S. 4th 753-6450
grounds that it looksforof the Craft Shop at the national meeting. Jean Ciosr. county extension
agent-in-Itomeeeonomies;saidQuality Materials•Foir Prices
ward to the next MO, she was pleased with the potholders and expressed
lMi'a.
her committee
years.
•Prompt Service
their many hours of work on the items;
Building Supply
r The Columbian ExStaff photo by Jo Hurkeen
change which denotes

t

•

Home Project Sale

Patio Decks

$23O

Treated Lumber
$300
2x4x12

'425
1 300

2x6x12

2x12x12

NT

ickman
orsworthy

.4.

wwl

z

' Woman uses eggs-acting art for creativity
nylon and leaves and
blot the-egg dry." The
imprint of the leaves
will remain.
Another popular creation is a decorative egg
vase. Ms. Eames empties 'an egg, which .she
colors to a bright hue as
a background for her
design: Then, using a
sharp pair of cuticle
scissors, she carefully
cuts off the narrow top
of the egg. After using a

wax crayon to decorate.
- with a name, flower's,
or simply a design she glues the base of the
egg to s a curtain ring
that has been colored to
match the egg.
For Easter, the egg
vase can be 'used to hold
water and live flowers. Later, silk or dried
flowers can be put in the
vases, to be used- -inplace settings 'or for
favors.

WIGGINS
FURNITURE
NORTH OF MURRAY

STEPPING OUT?
_ Then Comp- To-Granny's-fot
Something Really Different!
Try Our Original Recipes Featuring
Southern Style Cuisine!

EGGS-ACTING ART - Which came first, the
bird or the egg? For Alexandra Eames,
the
answer is the egg, which she transforms into
a bird with glue-,
-eolored -papercutolitTlitid a little
imagination.
SAG HARBOtt,
(AP) - Eggs may hot
have artistic potential
for most people, but to
Alexandra Eames they
are a blank canvas for
her creative efforts.
She colors__ them in
vivid hues and
transforms them- Into
such objects as birds.
-flowers, spaceships and
vases, or makes them
"grow" on trees by
• ,
• hanging decorated eggshells from, small
branches.
Befoike she starts
work on an egg, she has
a preconceived notion
about how She wants it
to leek.
"I get my- inspiration
from- almost anything
around me," says Ms.
Eames, who creates the
eggs for display purposeafor-P-AAS, a major
manufacturer of Easter
egg color kits."One
year, for instance," a
seed catalog,came with
st._ kit of _ pictures' of
flowers. So. -I said, I've
-- really got to use them
somehow, and I ended
up doing deceupaged
- eggs."
These, she explained,
are cutout flowers,
animals 'or geometric
designs from scraps of
fabric or magazine 114
lustrations, which are
attached to catered eggs
'with glue or doublefaced sticky tape.
Ms. E-ames, who
studied art at Parsons
School of Design. spends.
an average of
half
hour decorating an egg.
Dees she mind that her

even -those that were
hardcooked, that people
carefully set aside for
years. Slowly the insides dry up and harden
and the egg begins to
rattle. If you have an
egg you really like, you
should save it."
One of her favorite
decorationSinvoIves the
use of _real leaves. This
'is the type of design she
calls ''resist-leaf
decorated eggs."
"This means coating
the egg with somethiEg
that will resist the coloring bath," she eicpialus.
"Dip tiny leave-s in
vegetable oil and lay on
the egg surface. To keep
leaves from slipping,
wrap the egg in a square
of discarded nylon
stocking and tie tightly
with thread. Dip the egg
into the coloring. When
the color is dark enough,
remove the piece' of

-

•Chicken & Rice
*SATURDAY
•Chicken Cacciatore
•Beef Stroganoff
*SUNDAY
9"Cumberland_:'
Coun-try Ham
•Chick-en---A 4- La. ing
Our Famous Pot Roast
Served Every Day

Closed

onday

11-3 Sundays
11-9 Tues.-Thurs.
11-10 Fri.-Sat.

Miirrm
Keivtlitt%
309 N. 16th
753-3149

Revival Services

\

destroyed so quickly
after Easter Is over?
:If the egg:Amnia-out
to be really nice, it's
worth saving," she
says.-•1:-haVo-seeil eggs-,

*FRIDAY •Beef Short Ribs

Beginning Sunday Night
April 15
7 P.M. Nightly
Faith Apostolic Church
2205'Coldwater Rd.
With Evangelist Jerry Oliver & Family
Formerly of Princeton, Ky.
Now of Coldwater Community
Pastor Dwight Wyant Extends Invitation To All
Come_AwLEnioxiinlyCahost Anneirled
Preaching and Singing
•
The Church That Was Started In The Book Of Acts And is Alive And Well Todaiq

10 HOUR
WALL TO WALL
SALE ,
SATURDAY
8 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
DON'T MISS
THIS BIG
SALE
Furniture Bedding
Accessories
SATURDAY
8 AM.TO 6 P.M.
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Hurt speaks on 'Good Citizenship' for DAR
The Captain Wendell
Oury Chapter of the
Daughters. of the
American Revolution
celebrated American
History' Month with a
luncheon at the home of
T.C. Wilcox with Mrs:
Loal Cole as hostess.
Honored guests were
winners of the DAR
Good Citizens Awards
and their mothers. Mrs.
James Byrn, regent,
presided.
*Evy Jarrett of

-•

Calloway County High exemplifies the employment. Personal ty with responsible
School and her mother, qualities of a good freedom for everyone to action.
Mrs. Odell Jarrett. and _ _r-itize n 's.kared las- - 'do hit own thing' has
"Persons qualifying
*Jeremy White of Mur- philosophy with the been stressed greatly. for the title of Good
ray High School.and his group.
Rebellion against Citizen recognize the
mother, Mrs. Jerrell
Defining a citizen as established b,ehavior rights and privileges to
White, were guests of an inhabitant of an area thrived whether oppos- which they are entitled
the group.
owing allegiance to a ing family, church and cherish them. Good
White's work'also won government, Hurt em- school or state. The citizens recognize opithe First District's phasized that all struggle continues to- nions other than their
award. Mrs. Doris citizens, good or bad, day promoting the own and exercise
Nance presented the have the.same rights.
rights of women, all tolerance and
recipients medals and
AddreSsing citizen- ethnic groups and forbearance.
certificates of merit to ship in the United States homosexuals.
"Good citizens supthe students.
as a human behavilr
"In the midst of all port duly elected ad*Max Hurt whose life. pattern, Hurt noted the this a.ctivity_ in em- ministrations obeying
country's concern for phasizing rights, we our laws. They respect
"rights," personal have often neglected to the family lifestyle as
rights, social rights, identify the duties, the foundiltion of socieproperty rights, obligations and respon- ty. Good citizens want to
religious, freedom, the sibilities of citizenship. help keep the communiright to petition and We may have forgotten ty clean by respect
uifig
righ-t-s of public that human and civic the property of o ers
assembly constantly relationships are a sim- and supporting- educaple matter of 'give and tion of any sort.
before the public.
Hurt said -since the take.' For many
"Supporting efforts to
60's, we have seen the citizens, it became easy preserve our history,
struggle for -minority to become 'takers' with the good citizens give
rights in areas of social decreased interest in be- time and talent to make
living, education and ing 'givers' ignoring du- our future better. Good
citizens give their time
and resourees to community housekeeping.
"Finally, those having the qualities of good
citizens recognize a duty to their fellowman, to
vie":71
vrdir. God and the Cross.".
EASTER PROMOTION
The chapter will meet
CHILDREN 12 AND UNDER
Saturday. April 14, in
the home of Mrs. Riley
Kay on Jonathan Creek.

PITTSBURGHTAINTS
SPRIASIIRSPRIXEUP

• -SHOWS WORK - Debbie Woods, left, shows Jean Bird some of the
baskets that
be on dislay at the luncheon of the Murray Christian
Women's Club on Tuesday, April 17, at noon at Seven Seas Restaurant.

For People Who Want More
Than Just A Lower Price

Son-Proof •
Latex Flat
House Paint
• Resists cracking,
..Veeling and flaking
• Ideal fbr new or
repamt work
• Resulting-paint
film is mildew
- resistant for its own protection
• Over 950 colors

NOW

The Murray Christian
Women's Club will have
a "Basket" luncheon on
Tuesday, April 17, from
noon to 2 p.m. at the
Seven Seas Restaurant
in Murray. The cost will
be $4.50.
Mrs. Debbie Woods
will display and
Some 100 of e'Very describe the many ar11,47 1,000 children died tistic ,uses
and designs
051' before their first birth- of
baskets. Several
day 70 years ago, accor- hand-painted baskets
w•-11
ding to the American will be shown. Mrs.
Council of Life In- Woods is actively insurance. Today, volved in arts and crafts
because of medical and shows throughout this
technical.advances, the area..
rate is 11 deaths per
Special music will be
1,000 infants born.
provided by bass sbloist

New Wailhkle'
Interior Latex
Flat Wall Paint
• - Goes on easy,

fast-less spatter
when you roll it on .
•Great coverage and
r hiding—only one
coat for most jobs
• Super washable
and durable—lasts
almost twice as long
as most other premium latex
wall paints
• Wipe off grease/stains
easily and quickly
• 895 colors

.

Max McGinnis of Murray. The son of Mac and
Polly McGinnis, he is a
graduate of Calloway
County High School and
a local music director.
Mrs. Elizabeth (Tippi) Wicker of Paducah
will be the guest
speaker.
former
elemenary school
teacher, Mrs. Wicker
has also worked as a
juvenile officer for McCracken County. She
presently is on the staff
of the Goodman Hill.
• Hospital in Paducah.
A nursery for
preschoolers will be
available at a cost of $1

per family at Memorial
Baptist Church, 10th
and Main Streets.
Reservations and
cancellations for the
luncheon and nursery
should be made by noon
on Monday, April 16, by
calling Freda Lovett at
753-3999 or Edna Butler
at 753-5349.
Christian Women's
Clubs • are an international organization with
more' than 2,200 local
clubs meeting monthly
all around the world.
There are no "membership" or "dues" and all
Interested ladies are invited to attend. ..

•••
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Calloway High honor students listed
PACKAGE SPECIALS:
2-8x11): 2-5x7's;

149Z, '1 29Z,
White. pastetwand
ready-mixed colors
only Darker colors
slightly higher

'Basket' luncheon Tuesday

$19.50

White, pastel and
ready-mixed colors
only Darker colors
slightly higher
Call for an appointment — Photog will
be made April 19.21}. 21

2(
The honor students of
•t.,z Calloway County High
School for the third nine

1,71it

weeks grading period
have been released by
Jerry AinleY, principal,

t.114
f$?i,

and the teachers as
follows:

TERRY'S PAINT CENTER
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

Wooldridge.
All A's and B's
Sheila Alexander, Cindy .Anderson, Bill
Chaney, Jill Childress;
Cathy Crass, Dwight
Futrell, Roger
Gallimore, David
Garland, Mike Harlan,
Annie Hansen,
Beth Hooks, Cindy
Hughes,'Pammy Jones,
Lisa Myers, Karla Mitchell, Amy McCage,
Amanda Miller, Keith
Miller, Kerry Oakley,
Teresa Parker,
Charles Parrish, Cindi Petrie, Danny Pruitt,
Janee Sims, David
Schwan, Jamie Thorn,
Tim Williams, Daron
Wilson and Jenny
Winchester.

SENIORS
All A's
Lori Burkeen, Gina
Brown, Lisa Chaney,
Micah Edwards, Jay
Herndon, Kim Hopkins,
Evy Jarrett, Tony
Melton, Jennifer Rice,
Daysha Smith, Renee
Taylor and Chris

Now at The Hair Hut
ready to meet your styling needs

JANE FRIDY
*Licensed ('nsmotologist
.5 Years Experience
•III Years .As Chief Hairdresser On ('ruise Ship M.S.
('aribe
*Specializing In Perms.Cuts
& Highlights
*Specials NO11:
Shampoo le; Cut
$5.00
Name Brand Perms $20.00
CALL 753-;1695
TUES.-SAT.
-p

JUNIORS
All A's
Angelia Balentine, Ed
Crutchfield, Jon Driver,
Janna Hopkins, Molly
Imes, Jody Lambert,
Mark Waldrop and
Rhonda York.
All A's and B's
Mark Bazzell, Tony
Barron, Sherrie Coles,
Caroline Conley, Daina
Crick, Keith Crouch,
Vona Darnell, Emily
Dunn, Vicki Edwards,

.

HAIR
THE

753-5695
663 SO 411.

//

'

te_ly yilt1
Nor r

•

MAYBE NOW
SHE'LL TAKE HER
SNEAKERS OFF
The Stride Rite. Collection. Beautiful designs and
colors that will make herglad she's a girl. Quality and
comfort in styles you'll both find a little more. fitting.

•8trideRite

—7'

ft

CHESTNUT HILLS MALL
Southsido Shopping Corder

753..4353

441. 4l4.--4...--.4•+•••••mo••

•

4,

-
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Melonie Futrell,
Kim Garland, Jerry
Green, Barbara Heath,
Joanna Herndon,
Charles Holmes, Rebecca Jones, John Kelso,
Lisa Kiser, Mike Keeling, Gaye Martin,
Michael Parks, John
Mark Potts, Jill Riley;
Eric Roberts, Ron
Rogers, Tammy
Thomas, Jill Thornton,
Rodney Tucker and Lori
Yarbrough.
SOPHOMORES
All A's
Sherri Gallimore,
Marcia Ford, Darrin
Loftis, LeAnna
Lockhart, Jennifer Jarrett, Jeanne Thorn and
Beth Woodall.
All A's and B's
Marty Anderson, John
Bray, Brooks Barton,
Michael Bryan, Dana
Cunningham, Stacy
Darnell, James Daniels,
Don Bucy,
Stacey Davis, Tracy
Eldredge, Michelle
Garland, Timothy
Garland, Mary Hansen,
Rhonda Kerr, Liesa
Meador, Marilynn "McCallon, Amberly Moss,
Jody Price, Mike
Rust, Regina Peeler,
David Rogers, Sam
Taylor, Shane Wallace,
Shelly Ward, Tim
Weatherford and Lee
Yuill.

FRESHMEN
All A's
Rhonda Barrett, Tim
Black, Kellie Burkeen,
Jody Burkeen, Marcia
Grimes, Melody
Kernell, Connie Moore,
LeeAnn Rayburn, Jon
Poyner and Sean Terry.
All A's and B's
William Adams, Bobby Allen, Michael
Anderson, Jamie
Anglin, Kerie Atkins,
,Gwen .Bailey. Shalisha
Bandarra, Ruth Ann
Black, Jeanne Carroll,
Suzanne Coleman,
'Richard Campbell,
Todd Bohannon, Vena
Crum, Penny Futrell,
Greg Futrell, Sherry
Glassco, Buffy Greer,
Angela Hendrick, AnneMarie Hoke, Rodney
Jones,
Jody Lassiter,
Stephanie Lucas,
Elizabeth Marquardt,
Rhett MattheiVs, Joel
McCallon, Angela McClard; Natalie
McDougal, Jeff Orr, ••
-MOM& Satter4ThTtiif
4' Stacy • Taylor, Cindy
Tucker, Carol Therrien,
Charles Rose, Kevin
Tracy, Jeffery Smith,
Tracy Scott, Randy
Sons and Andrew
Wooldridge.
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Defense attorneys for couple praise judge
BOWLING GREEN,
"I don't believe that
Ky.(AP) — Defense at- these people should
torneys for a couple have been put through
found innocent of this ordeal when they
second-dekree had already lost two of
manslaughter in the fire the their children," she
deaths of two of their said.
childm have called
'I don't feel that
judge's order - mentally retarded
per"courageous."
son can be put in prison
Warren Circuit Court for not acting as a norJudge J. David Francis mal person.... I feel it is
on Wednesday ordered not only illegal,' it is
the jury to acquit Ed- immoral."
ward and Francis Cox of
Kelly Thompson, who
Smiths Grove.
also represented the
Evidence presented cotiple, said it was
by the Commonwealth unusual for even a perwould require a great son of normal indeal of speculation to telligence to be tried for
determine whether the their actions during a
Coxes were criminally dangerous and frightenliable, Francis said.
ling situation such as a
Defense attorney fire.
Flora Stuart said she
A Warren County
was pleased with the grand jury indicted'the
decision, adding that the couple Feb. 13 and accouple had to undergo a cused them of failing to
needless trial.
do everything possible
,
•

to save the children
from a fire that
destroyed their home
Feb. 6.
The victims of the
blaze were John
William Cox, 4, and Ora
Lillian Cox, 2,.who.died
in their beds the result
of smoke inhalation. .
The Commonwealth'
contended the Coxes
had 15 to 20 minutes to
save the children but
didn't go back into the
house to try.
'
The defense, however,
intended to call
neighbors who were to
testify that they
witnessed the Coxes
making an attempt to
save their children prior
to the arrival of
firefighters.
The defense also planned to call psychologists
to testify the Coxes were
mentally 'retarded and

Clarence B. Sills dies; funeral Saturday.
Clarence B. Sills, 88,
Rt. 3, Paris. Tenn.. died
Wednesday afternoon at
.
his home.
Mr. Sills retired in
1959 after being
employed for 43 years
by the New York Cen-

were not able to save_ the
children.
After completion of
the state's case Tuesday, the defense asked
the -court for an acquittal based on Insufficient
evid_ence, and Francis
granted the motion.
Francis said the Commonwealth did an
honest job in investigating and putting
evidence before the
jury, but he said the
Commonwealth's
evidence favored the
defense.
Assistant Commonwealth's Attorney
Joe Kirwan said he
wouldn't have changed
the manner in which he
presented the state's

-

con ...iv.V.. .tuntp• up
r4 below flu. ground.
435 4343 or 435 4319.
Now Noul Pit Grovel

here, according to the
U.S. Postal Service. The
office will be in a trailer
placed in the village
built to house thelahre.
-tes Throughout the
games' duration.

4
.
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Ladies Spring Suits & Dresses'

PLAN AHEAD
MAKE FINAL ARRANGEMENTS
For A Burial Plan
Anyone Age 0-80
Also a Plan For Age 45-80
Regardless of Present Health

30%
.„
•

.RECOMMENDED by the Kentucky
Funeral Directors Burial Association And
HONORED BY
MAX CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME, MURRAY, KY.
J.H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME, MURRAY, KY.
BLALOCK-COLEMAN FUNERAL HOME, MURRAY, KY.
MILLER FUNNAL HOME, HAZEL, KY.

tral Railroad. He was.a Willie Mae Sills.
He is survived by his
member of a Baptist
church at Cleveland, wife, Mrs. Nina Leonia
Cathey Sills, to whom he
Ohio.
Born Aug. 2, 1895, in was married on Sept. 27,
Stewart County, Tenn:, 1925; three daughters,
he was the son of the Mrs. Naomi May GodWrite for information
late Robert Sills and fray, Rocky River,
Ohio, Mrs. Joan Marie
Burial. Plan
Cooper, Orlando. Fla.,
P.O. Box 405
and Mrs. Claudia Lee
Murray, Ky. 42071
Kostur, Geneva, Ill.;
Your name
one son, James H. Sills,
Address
-Survivo-rs are his Camp Springs..Md. •
4.City.
Zip Code
Also surviving are two
wife, Mrs. Muriel
Phone _
sisters,
Mrs.
Lillie
Belle
Suggs; four daughters,
Mrs. Patricia Demmy, Dean, Martin, Ga., and
Vassar, Mich., Mrs. Lin- Mrs. Elizabeth Hern•
da Toro, Utica, Mich., don, Dover, Tenn.; one
brothe
r,
Auburn
M.
Mrs. Wendy Staley,
Milwaukee, Wisc., and Sills, New Concord; a
Mrs. Kathy Bissett, sister-in-law, Mrs. Lois
UI
DISCOUNT
Pontiac, Mich.; two Kunisch, and a brothersons, Joseph Suggs, in-law, Lofton Cathey,
PHARMACY
Dearborn, Mich.. and both of Murray.
506 N. 12th Murray, Ky.
Olympic Plaza
753-2380
Two grandchildren
Robert Chambers
Suggs, U.S. Navy; nine and three greatEVERYDAY LOW PRICE'PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
grandchildren also
grandchildren.
survive._
Also surviving are
The funen9.1 will be
three sisters, Mrs. Saturday at 2 p.m.
in the
Loraine Ferry, Ypsilan- chapel of
McEvoy
ti, Mich., Mrs. Sue Funeral Home:
Paris,
Phillips, New Boston, Tenn. The
Rev. Randy
Mich., and Mrs. Nell Jetton will officiat
e.
111
Delemonte, Deford,
Burial will follow in
4
Mich:: three brothers. the Chapel
Hill
Brian Suggs, Phoenix, Cemetery in
Henry
Ariz., and Roy Suggs County, Tenn.
and Luther Suggs, both
Friends may call at
of Murray. , •
the funeral home.

rckrrir
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_
1302-Chestnut Street
Clothing For Men. Ladies & Boys

SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE
SAVE SAVE
Byron's
ROI'S

Safe — T — Discount Pharmacy
Whitnell & Glendale Rd.
Behind Big John's

IA

4

Now! Two Locations To Better Serve You

•

VISA'

UI

COUPON

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

4

-4.82
I
unc
2414 -I,.
1_57,,
937s 47 unc
3i unc
i63-8 talc
6234 •-:.N4
32 unc
3414 -3s
243
; - 14

a

-r-

14 unc
48 unc
267* -5/};
117
.8 -am
35 ,+ 14
5978
2934 - I x
55,8 unc
39 +
3444 unc
33 -34
1334 unc
18 unc
914 -It

FREE
SAMPLE

cuRES
AllialtStvw

10

of
Jerrico
J.C. Penney
Kmart
Mary Kay Cosm
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Stuart Hall
Texaco
U.S. Tobacgo
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
Weiterdu
A.L. Williams

a

Anything In The Store

1,11

10

First

a

50° OFF

10

Stock Market

•

represent in the competition scheduled here
June 16-30.
.A post office will be on
site to accommodate
-them at -the-- Mitcliejl
Park. Athletic Complex

SALE

K&K STUMP REMOVAL

I- •

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Prices furnished by
Mrtiir
Industrial Average
Air Products .
Apple Computer
Anrierican Telephone
Chrysler. ,
Dupont
Ford
G.A.F`-c
General Motors.
.GenCorp, Inc
Goodrich
Goodyear
-- -Gulf Oil
- Home Health
Care America

PAGE 9

Postoffice will be available

case.
COx remains in jail on
UNIONDALE, N.Y.
charges of seconddegree escape for (API — Participants in
allegedly trying to the 1984 International
Games for the Disabled
break out of the Warren
County jail wh'il-e- won't have, far to go to
-get from---ttreawaiting trial.
Cox also is charged near-50 - countries they
wth terroristic threaten•
ing and was transferred
to the Edmonson County
jail on a third-dgree
burglary charge, according to Warren County
officials.

Horace E. Suggs, 68; dies Services for Horace
Fib, Suggs were conducted March 31 in the
chapel of the Steuernol
Funral Home, Prudenyule, Mich. The -Rev.
Charles Darocy
officiated.
.
Burial was in the Denton Township Cemetery
there:
Mr. Suggs, 68,
Prudenville. died March
28. at Tolfree Memorial
Hospital. West Branch.
Mich.
The deceased moved
to Houghton Lake from
Westland, Mich., six
years ago, and had been
a truck driver for the
Wayne County Road
Commission 'for 25
years.
Born April 15, 1915, in
Kentucky he was a
World War II U.S.. Army
veteran.

HI RI)At. APRIL 12, 1984
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Tinactin

iNCLOSLTO

INTRODt ICES

Tinactin

FREE HOLD'

40

2.5 oz.

s 149

40

rshiTuRAL

IC

.• _

CURES& PREVENTS
ATHLETE'S FOOT

ANTITU6AL CREAM

229

S'IYLING MOUSSE

4

Tindt.tin ['myth,'
.11kiv 80c) with
:i5c cotipon in
t.,it.hpiirkdoi,
(:warn 4

5 oz.

•

$ 29
r). IN/) I 'I 1 NI SS
s 11
•

634

-C.E.F. Yield

9 42

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476

40

STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

UI
You can easily have your prescription
transferred to Roy's

dol

IC

40

Stop by we appreciate your business
'f

A D
Ointment

IC

r“
UI

)0,
Fast soothing relief
•diaper rash
•chafed skin
,• abrasions
• minor burns - 4 oz.

IA
IC

'1 OFF.

OFF

Your Next
Prescription
Refill

DOUBLE PRINT SPECIAL

UI

Your Next
New
Prescription

DEVELOPING & PRINTING
IC
110 126 & Disc

ROY'S

IC

I

508 N. 12th Mtirray, Ky. Olympic Plaza 753-238,0 si
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
_et tit min

EL =I Mt_

UI

MARK 35

12 Exp. $2.99 12 ExP $3.59

UI
DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

•
prints eac4
ONE LOW PRICE,

TWO

Mink Spijpg._

$3.49
24 Exp,$4.49
15 Exp

,

t—

•

24 Exp.$5.39-

36 Exp.$111.

UI

4
VI

•

•

SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE
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Lawsuit holiiing up aid to some jails should clear
state aid to local jail
FRANKFORT,_ Ky
AP) --1% A amnia -that • projects will soonbe out
has been holding up of the way, opening the
A

•

At
1983
Sale
Prices

n1"

way for a state agen_cx—lawsuit.
to—sell bonds to finance
"We got basically all
new jail construction. . of the things that we
officials said.
asked for through the
Many counties were -Legislature and the bonupset at the torMula us, . dump/IAN:wily
• ed hy _the „;Ken.lucky said. ' .
Local Jail Correctional
Franklin County's
_ Facilities Authority to lawsuit charged that-the
--determine eligibility for formula was unfair,
state aid.
.
Those formulas have
The Franklin County now been revampedand
Fiscal Court filed a Harrod said -,Franklin
lawsuit seeking to halt County will • apply for
the authority from using several million dollars
the formula, and the to build a new jail.
authority has effectiveThe authority will
ly been prevented from meet May 7 to consider
granting any money applications from some
since Olen.- -60 counties for grants-of
On Tuesday, Franklin up to $50,000 for fire
County Judge-executhie safety, health and
_Robert Harrod said the sanitation or security
county would drop tint construction, according

.
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FINANCING
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Easy to Operate...
Easy to own

.

Enjoy the benefits of Case
'exclusive hydraulic drive buy
your Case tractor now during
our Fall Sate and get all you ,
can get in tractor performance.

..,

0

Oftir.................
.......

9.8% APR FinanOirig
-Available _

r-,..........,.......

There is a Case tractor to tit
your budget

F- —

Power St_e_r4ag,__ Power -Brakes,
Automatic, Air, Radio, Beige, Beige
.
V-4-n-y-1--30xx x mil-es
$797700

1,3200
11595 i lP
1934

trefitk'

kriBorhAr‘ .McKeel
j
\
:
\
,:r... .
:•>•

1964

ESE

753-2617

753 3062
MURRAY — 503 WALNUT
444 0110
PADUCAH — JULIA ST
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HOUSTON (AP) —
Chuck Yeager, who in
1947 became the first
man to. travel faster
than the speed of sound,
now says he'd,like to -pilot the space shuttle —
but that it would be "a
waste of'Winner to let
him do so.

.
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•105 C-annel
W,tiess Remote Control •Ploys &
Re:Crds Full Range Stereophonic.Sourd At Bo+ Beta 1l & Beta
I Speeds •TrVIrt :Segment LED Peak Le,el Meters For Audio
Speed Betascan Pvure Search •PcuseiShIt Button 'Dew
ndcator
•13-Flirn041

exi
poi
--

El
act
tar
se(

hal

cla
ble
mii
pri
Ii
cla
ch

$699"
4
harman/kardon harman kardon harman kardon
$9900

1 YEAR WARRANTY

DIGITAL SYNTHESIZED •
QUARTZ LOCKED STEREO
RECEIVER

8 06.rns

q%'_

_

Only

•Dri.,es
e Bass & Treble

$219"
flp SANYO
F-Tv8(

SANYO
FTC4OV

A

-4"

OSANYO
high power AMIFM Stereo Cassette Player 'Powerful 4.5 Watts
Per Channel Amp *Automatic Music Select System *Metal Tope
Capability 'Full Auto-Reverse •Foder Control 'LED Function Indicators •Bass-Controf*Treble Control 'Locking-Fast Forward &
Rewind *Local/Distant Syvach *LED Function Indicators *Control
sFioariNtsiotorized Antenna *Stereo Mono Switch *Adjustable Control

128°°

$9995

lap SANYO

MAJESTIC
SPEAKERS

SP89
SP94
3- ay speaker System *3-WoyDeck-Mounted Speake,
System '20 Watts ?MS 40 Watts Peokj 'Air -Suspension Woofer
With 20.0z: Magnet '4 Ohm Impedence 'Separate 3-Way
Mounted 6-49- Woofer, Tiz- Mid-Range and P.- Tweeter
•Mo.smting Depth: less Than 4"'Magnet Weight Woofer: 200z
Mid Range 1.5 Oz 'High Temperature Aluminum Bobbin WitliSV
Wire Winding 'Wire Mesh Grille •Frequency Response
/0444, •Seileltandising Package,
6'a9

$ 9401/

2931 Lone Oak Rd.
Paducah, Ky. -Phone 554-0028 •
India
Murray, Ky.
Phone 759-1851

OFF
ON ECHO CS5.00EVL CHAIN SAW
SOCCI Of cord-cutting power

-1;,'Po-,,,t-f-Airrom Stereo Cossene Player •FluAt-In 9.5 Watt Pe,
*Chertnel Amps- Full Auto-Reverse •Autorncitic Music Sow System
*Fader Control •Meial Tape Compotibiei•FM StereorMono
High Power AMIFM Cassette Play •9.5 Watts Per Cflanne A m
--etting-.6i-oeo4411ttlent -Switett--eiattlio•T4es+ Peqwoyd /1,-Rcywod '
Metal lope Capability @AutoleiersettLED Function Indicptn.
•Treolth-Control *Boss Control *Balance C +al 'Control For 'Locking Fuss Forward & ewind 'Local/Distant Switch *Stereo
Vert,c01.
...Mounts
Motorized Antenna 'Adjustable Control Smono Switch •Contol For Motorized Antenna 'Balance Contro;
4y or Horizontally
•Tone.Control 'LED Function Indicators.*Adjustable Control Shahs

$299L,
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High Performance Audio
At Low Cost
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Svs,ut,es +suture tt 7-•
.1) -43• 0. Quartz Locked
-ttoedence,Load!
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T-40
Limited Quantity

•:000nOT

itta

Enclosed 2-Way Speaker System *20 Watts(RMS) 4. Woofers
& 2" TWeeters *Bass Reflex Port 'Rugged ABS Resin Enclosure
•includes All Necessary Wire & Hardware *Push Type Speaker
"erminals *4 Ohm Impedance 080-20 kHz Frequency Response
*Wire Mesh Speaker Grilles

Ely

6 Month layaway — Bank Financing
VISA — MASTERCARD

. vitai
tefic

CS-500EVL:
•Bar lengths'to 24".
•Patented, anti-vibration
system for easy handling.
•Diaphragm carburetor for
all-position use.
•Patented, automatic oiler for
trouble-free bar/chain
lubrication.
•Guard Tip,
"bar, low-kick chain,
chain catcher, right & left hand
guards, throttle Control lockout
for added operator protection.

LI
jour
whe

•1-year limited warranty.4
•Grouped, finger-tip controls for
convenience
•Guard Tip' is a registered trademark c4 ()mark

...the ONE that lasts!

Murray's Only
Complete
Rental Store!

4.

Industries
"90iday limited warranty rl used commercially

eimiliar savings on CS400 & CS650 models

$9800
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a:wful -tat to the program," the retired Air
Force brigadier general
told the National Congress on Aerospace
Education.
Yeager, 60, isn't used
to taking a back seat to
anyone, and he told the
in700 educators and InS. Murray
dustry executives he
''I - wouldn't lend an wouldn't care to he a
•
passenger on the
shuttle.
"If I can't fly one, Idon't want to ride," he
said.
Yeager, who broke
the sound barrier in the
experimental X-1 aircraft, said he thinks the
shuttle "has returned
the fun of flying" to the
space program.
' He and -other test
Limit 12
pilots were scornful of
Per Person
astronauts during the
AWARDS
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
infancy of the manned
president Don
Rogers
is the
pictured
(top
photo)
PresidesBelcher
Jaycee
presenotig
Karen
space program because
new
job
did
They reit the
-tint-- Award- of Honor on behalf of all the Lady
not reciuire much skill.
-Jaycees for their work and cooperation with the
"W
snot-too
hard
to
- 25" COLOR TV
Jaycees during the past year.(Middie photo)
train a man to strap
Rogers- is piteured• with the .-earreat elected
.papsule to his fanny and
go into space"
, Yeager Jaycee treasurer Jainnly McMillen (left),
receiving the Jay.cee of the Quarter for his efsaid in 1963. ,
52C800
'n-Line G-urr. Slotted Masi.
Yeager was portrayed forts in working on this year's Jaycee Children's
Sock -Matrix Picture Tube
as the paragon of jet test Christmas , Party. (Bottom photo) Rogers is
•4utomotic Fine Tuning *Rotary VHF on
pilots in Tom Wolfe's shown with the current elected Jaycee seciretary
Turners *Automatic Gain Conrol *Automatic
Mike Irvin, -(left), receiving the Jaycee of the
book "The Right Stuff,'
"-reguenty and Pha)e Control *Regulated Power Supply
Quarter for his efforts in working on this year's
into
a
which
was
made
'Noise Cancellation Circuit 'Simulated Woodgrain Finish
eassay contest.
movie last year.
@Solid State Construction

DWAIN TAYLOR
EHEVF1 a LET

Equipment Co.
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Yeager, first-to hre-ak-sound-speed,
now wants to pilot the space shuttle
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to William Hintze of the Thirteen others applied
Office of Policy • and for bond money to build
Management.
full-service jails or
The counties must holdover facilities.
Counties must put up
agree to put up at least
-i0 percent._matching_ _25_ _percent matching
(unds to Oblatu the_tup115_,_to obtain bong
• money.
grants.
There is no limit on
Of greater concern,
though, is the bonding the amount of bonds
program to finance new that can be sold by the
jail construction and authority to pay for such
major renovation projects and Hintze said
the authority was conprojects'
The bonds will be sidering a bond issue of
financed through a $5 perhaps $17 million.
The object of the
charge added to all
court costs by the 1982 lawsuit, the criteria for
-General Assembly. The obtaining grants and
1984 Legislature tacked bend finaneing;
another $5 charge on been changed, accorcourt costs to give even ding to Ms. Rciberts.
At one time, those
more money to the bonstandards included a
ding authority.
There had to be $2 county's willingness to
million in the fund go along with the
before the authority regional jail map drawn
could begin issuing up by a legislative
bonds. That threshold panel. The map set out a
was reached late in 1983, system of regional,and
but the Franklin County local jails.
Harrod said the map
lawsuit prevented any
limited a county's abili4
awards..
Cheryl Roberts of they...,:ty to take advantage of
Corrections Cabinet' edonomies of scale by
said eight counties' had contracting with several
applied for bond money counties.to hold their
to build regional jails. prisoners.
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Kentuck News In Brief
LEXiNGTON, Ky.(API- WKYT-TV in\Lexington is the(highest bidder for rights to the
delayed telecasts of Univeristy of Kentucky
---home football-gamesfor the 1984 -season.
Bids were- opened,at UK-Wednesday;, WKYT submitted a bid of $5,100 Per game.
Wiriko-TV, in Lexington was the only other bidder at $3,636 per game. The last time the rights were bid was in 1978,
and WKYt also was the highest bidder'paying,
$8,614 per game. Before contract can be awarded, the bi4must be approve4 by the board of the
UK Athletics Association, which meets April 24.
HOPKINSVILLE; Ky.(API - The Jennie Stuart
Medical Center and three staff members have
been cleared of any wrongdoing in assuit filed by
.the parents of a brain-damaged infant.'
A Christian County Circuit Court deliberated
more than 6% hours Wednesday night before
returning a judgment that the hospital and staff
had acted correctly during the child's birth in
April 1982.
The suit vias filed by Randal and Ginger Hurt
Who charged that the hospital, nurse Cheryl
Rumpus, Dr. Jere Robertson and Dr. James Cox
were responsible for the brain damage to their
daughter, Candy, because of negligence and
departure from acceptable medical standards.
The couple had originally sought $32 million in
damages, but that later -was arriended to $6
million.COLUMBUS, Ohio (API- An Ohio State
University student who was accused two weeks
ago of threatening-the -life-oL-President Reagan
remained in custody this week pending federal
grand jury action, officials said. _
John Wesley Hartley Jr., a 21-year-old journalism student from Aberdeen near Maysville,
Ky., was arrested March 29 by-Secret Service
agents. A complaint in U.S. District Court said
Hartley made a written threat Feb.2 and made a
threatening telephone call March 29.'
Hartley was bound to the federal grand jury
after a preliminary hearing Friday. He was being held in lieu-of-$1b0000 cash-bond:
Although the grand jury was scheduled to meet
Thursday, U.S. attorneys could not say whether
Hartley's case was scheduled.
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his tour to see American agriculture.
He used the Stone Age quip to highlightthe major differences in the agricultural systems. He
says.the -British have-a higher yield because of
their better climate and-government subsidies.
"I get, roughly speaking, $6 a bushel for soft
white winter wheat," Walston said. "The world
price delivered in England would probably be
$4.80 or $5 a bushel, so I'm being subsidized quite
-a lot, and these subsidies make it more attractive for me to spend a lot of money in order to
make a lot of money."
He said those subsidies allow the British
farmer to spend more money on such things as
fertilizer and insecticides.
But all that could change, Walston said. For
the first time ever, the subsidies will be decreasi
ed this year. and if that becomes a trend,
Walston said it could lead to decreased profits
and lower yields.

Shimp, 42. will succeed Donald Douglass, who
_plans to retire in June.
..
College President Luther White III said Vimp
'Was the board of' trustees' unanimous choice
from 130 applicants.
As academic dean, Shimp will help develop
study requirements and oversee the admissions.
financial aid, athletics and student affairs
offices:
(.
HENDERSON, Ky. IAP ) - Officials of a gas
exploration company say their attempt to move
three big chemical tanks.1.300 miles dOwnriver
without taking them apart is so unusual they will
film the project.
"This has never been done before. It's going to
scare some people," said D.W. "Slick" Farley.
• who is supervising the move for Texas Gas FN.
ploration Co.
The tanks.• each about 60 feet around 'and
weighing 300 tons, are ordinarily cut apart to be
moved., But Texas- Gas officials plan to bargt.
them to Jennings, La., in one piece.
"Nobody can-comprehend that we're not going
to cut them down," Farley said.
Just getting the tanks to the Ohio River half a

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP I - The theft of-two early 1800s percussion carbines from the Kentucky
Military History Museum was-under investigation by state police, according to Trooper Glenn
Walton.
The .52-caliber and .54-caliber weapons wertvalued at $600 each, Walton said. They were
discovered missing Tuesday but the exact time
• of the theft was not known, he added.
"Another theft was reported Feb. 25 this year
at the museum when World War II medals, a
pocket watch, bone handle knife, brass Confederate. belt buckle and Confederate officer's
cap were taken," Walton said. Those items were
valued at $1,095.
•
OW-ENSBORO, Ky.(AP - Robert E. Shimp,
a history professorat-Ohio-Wesleyanttnivert bay,
has been-appointed academic dean at Kentucky
Wesleyan College, officials said

4

mile away will take about three weeks, he said.
- with the tanks to be-loaded -on skids and pulled with _trucks.
_
_
A are 240 feet long and 72 feet wide will
carry the tanks down the Ohio. and Mississippi
rivers through locks sometimes ably -74;2-feet
wide.
Then, 13' Miles from Jennings. the crew will
have to Sink the barge to let the tanks float under
a highway bridge, then reload them on the other
side.
Farley said the project *wifi be filmed in case •
anyone is interested in the teChniques.used.
"I think (the television show 'That's Incredible' is gbing to be inte;rested ii this," he

"I take the same care with
animals that Block takes
with taxes."
"I know I'm in good hands when Block
prepares my tax return. Ms preparer goes
school ever,' year to get special training. And
she does taxes-hundreds oftimes. Trainm::
and experience - that"
what makes sou good at
- your job.I'll care for the
animals and let Block take
care of my taxes."

WANTED
RESIDENTIAL LOCATION FOR DEMONSTRATOR

SWIMMING POOL
Money Saying Opportunity
for Family with Right Location
Call 753-0369 — 753-9573
Murray, Ky. Warehouse Industrial Rd,

77.7.:t77.1=77;"

10.

People who know
their business go to

903 Arcadia
Phone: 753-9204
Open 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Weekdays, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat.

Hurry in
for an
April Shower
of Savings!

NNW Mask [
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CHARGE IT(MOST STORES)
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) -Kentuckians who
apply.for supplemental -unemployment benefits
after April 22 wilt-be-eligible for only 12 weeks of
benefits, the Cabinet for Human Resources says.
Currently, people, applying for. Federal Supplemental Compensationsan receive 14 weeks of
extra unemployment benefits.
The length of time benefits are • available
depends on the long-term unemployment rate in
the state, according to Mae Girkey, director of
the Division for Unemployment Insurance.
That rate -is figured-quarterly.
People who have exhausted their regular
and
extended unemployment insurance benefits are
potentially eligible for supplemental benefits.
Ms..Girkey said.
ERLANGER,-ky.(AP
A teenlager has been
accused of vandalizing
Linneinann Elementary.School, and police say they are looking fora
second youth in connection with the incident.
Police said vandals did "extensive damage" to
hallways and a classroom early Wednesday:
"The best description I can give is to take a
classroom, drop it into one Of these new modern
'
blenders, and turn it on high for about two
minutes," said Rodney Kincer, the School's
principal. Kincer said vandals tore down ceilings in a
classroom and- hallways and wrote on walls,
chalkboards, doors and desks with markers and
c ayt5rix:
Kincer and police officers Tom Loos'and Jess
Kennedy went to the school at 1:08 a.m. in
response to a silent alarm. They caught a
• 1-7-year-old as he climbed out of a rear window on
the lower level of the school.
A second person ran away.
The jtivenile was released to his father.
Burglary charges against the youth are pending
in Kenton Juvenile Court.
.- - CINCINNATI
AP ). _
A campaign stop
scheduled by the Rev. Jesse Jackson for tins
eVening is expected to pack the Cincinnati Conve-ntion.and Exposition Center.. ,
A news conference and private meetings are
' also seheduledfor Jack-sOn during his stopover in
the city, said'campaign spokeswoman C. Denise
Johnson,
Jackson is contending with U.S: Sen. Gary
Hart of Colorado and former Vice President
Walter Mondale for.the Democratic presidential
nominatien. He will be theJast of the three .to
visit Ohio this week. Mondale was in Cleveland
on Tuesday and Hart stopped' in Columbus the
sa.nie day.
Hamilton County Board of Electiontrirector
Elvera Radford estimated that the Jackson cam--paigrrhas -registered between 3,000 m141'5,000 new
• Voters in a drive concentrated in churches attended primarily-by blacks.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP --British farmer and
journalist Oliver Walston says the American
wheat farmer is "in .the Stone Age."
Walston was in Kentucky this week as part of
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Ft SPRING SALE
Save'30 on Our 2-Station
FM Wireless Intercom

The Only Portable Computer
With 5 Built-In Programs!

Plug 'n Talk, by Realistic
',a:R.is-,
*
• Goes Housekeeping •c
'
1
me-52
•

ut 43%

4C1•14;0. el I

399

Pair

rux rrtm.`"

Reg. 69.95
Easy to Install—Just Plug
Into AC Outlets and Talk

Keep in touch! Lock-bar allows hands-free tall‘ing or continuous monitoring. Lighted talk-bar doubles as a night-light. Clear FM
sound,,
rotary volume control, adjustable squelch. #43-212

Stereo Cassette Deck Cut 25%
SCT-24A by Realistic-1

The Micro Executive Workstation'
comes with built-in word processor,
address/phone directory, appointment
scheduler, auto-dial telecommunications and BASIC programming language. Typewriter-style keyboard.
#26-3801

Save 12.07—Deluxe
8-Range Battery Tester

17% Off! Our Best Long-Range
Cordless Telephone

By Micronta'

ET-330 by Radio Shack

21%
Off
Save $30

788

89

Reg. 119.95
Reg. 9.95

Dolby•B Noise Reduction

Nia-price on this reliable, high-performance deck!
Dolby NR extends dynamic range and reduces tape
hiss. You also get 2-color fast-response LED level
meters, bias and EQ selectors for metal, CrO, and
normal tape plus MPX filter for clew FM stereo recordings. #14-613 •TM Dolby Laboratorff Licensing Corp

TRS-80® Micro Color Computer
MC-10 by Radio Shack

Tests almost any type Of electronic,
flashlight or button battery. Ranges
include 1.5/3/6/9/12/15/22.5 volts.
With test leads. *22-031

Save
$30

14995
Reg. 179.95
• 10,000-Combination
Security Coding
• 2-Number Auto-Dial
Memory
Audible tone tells when
you're near range limit.
Privacy button, autoredial, universal dial system. #43-267 rcc •egiStered

USE YOUR
cadontaii,
OTN.MRE
• AA.

Save 112.07-12-Digit
Desktop Calculator
EC-2005 by Radio Shack

•

Do You Like Old Time Music?
Hear The Music Of The Fiddle
Playing Barber — Ray Paul
Location - Ronnies Square Dance
5 Miles South on 641
Every Saturday Evening
7:30-11:00 P.M.
Pick Up A Courtesy Pass At

Our Original 119.95
(interim price cuts taken)
Start computing today! Programs in BASIC or use
our cassette software. Typewriter-style keyboard,
eight colors, sound effects. 4K memory. #26-3011
Cassette recorder extra

16K RAM Module. Reg 49.95, #26-3013 Sale
$29.95

DOWNTOWN BARBERSHOP
506 Main
753-4520
110°. Effort On Every Haircut!

Do your last-minute tax figuring with
the aid of dual memories and autoconstant. Shift key for easy error correction. #65-667 Battertes extra

Superb go-anywhere
_
stereo! Metal/Cr0,.-normal
tape selector. With case
and shoulder strap.
#14-1014 Batteries extra
Headphones. Foam
earpads #33-1000 $4.95

•

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio ThaekStore or Dealer Nearest You

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

•

(SW Cititine is a service mark 01 Citicow

PRICES APPLY-AT PARTICIPATING STORES

AND DEALERS
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keep.. in touch

Hendon pitches give
Tigers seventh win;
Daviess Co.'falls 9-3

Ragin' Red carrying on careei in Hawaii
He wasn't.the best boxer at the Second Street
gym when two local enthusiasts started the club
a few years ago.
• '
And he wasn't the best when the club changed
its location, and name to the Murray Police Boxing Club..
But to his credit, Ron Stevenson was one of the
most persiqtent fighters the young club had to offer and he was the only _fighter among the
originals at Second Street a. ho stayed wittk the
, program through thiek Auld-iii-4roav--4•14e-verystart.
Today Stevenson's persistency is paying off on
a little island in the Pacific Ocean

Another day, another like we..,cli.d on
game, another win.
Tuesday."
- So goes the life otthe
Tuesday the Tigers
Murray High baseball - won the Owensboro Sprteam this week.
ing Break Tournament
Wednesday, in a in a marathon, threepickup game against game performance caphost Daviess County, ped by a 10-9 comeback
__the MHS Tigers stroked .victory for the chama 9-3 victory behind the pionship late in the
pitching of freshman Ed evening.
Hendon.
But if the Tigers lookHendon picked up his ed a step slower because
second win of the year of the Tuesday workout,
with six strikeouts and they didn't show it on
only one earned run on the basepaths Wednesfive scattered hits.
day as they stole nine
The Daviess .County bases in4kine attempts.
batters were baffled by
The wdrkout didn't
Hendon for six and a dampen their effecthird innings and tiveness • at the plate
reliever Mark West either as the Tigers
mopped up before they pounded out nine hits •could mount a serious three by Downey who
threat. The hosts went 3-for-4 with a trio
managed. solo runs in of singles. Boggess also
the first, second and had a pair of hits and
fourth innings, but were drove in two runs.
shutout thereafter.
Besides the sterling
Murray set the pace hitting, Miller had high
early' as West walked praise for his freshman
and stole second, then pitcher, saying Hendon
with one out Mark Bog- kept the ball dowii, he
gess walked tG,put run- didn't get in trouble and
ners at first-and second. he allowed only one
Wade Mazurka cracked.. earned run off, Jour
a double to bring both singles and a doubje.
runners home and Jeff
"This trip has really
Downey singled to score done p lot of good for
Mazurka from second.
us," Miller said.
Downey crossed the "Already in two days we
plate on a deep fly ball played more than we did
and an error to give the last year when we made
Tigers a 3-0 lead in the the trip to Florida.
opening frame.
We're playing as many
Murray had another players as possible and
big inning in the sixth we're hoping the exwhen four Tigers came perience they're gaining
home safely and now will pay off down
Daviess County became the line."
the seventh MHS victim
Today Murray is
this year. The Tigers scheduled to host
are now 7-3 overall.
Camden, Tenn., in a
"We were a step slow 4:30 p.m. contest at Ty
at the start of the Holland Stadium and
game," MHS Coach Friday the Tigers are
Cary Miller noted. "But expected in Paris,
that's understandable Tenn., where they'll
because we played three play Henry County at
times the day before: 3:30 p.M.
' •
We needed a little
pressure to get our
1234567 R H E
adrenalin going and Murray-__ .3.10004 I- 694
Daviess Co.
1
1 0 1 0 0 0 •-3,L5.5
during the last three inWP - Ed Hendon 12.0. LP
nings we started looking Russell Coins 75 Mazurka. -

4
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RAG-11' RED -..Ron
Stevenson, a former
Calloway County High
School student, is faring
- Since his family moved to the Islands of Hawaii well as an amateur boxjust prior to last Christmas. Stevenson has been er in Hawaii.
(Right)
slugging his way through the ranks ofhisIoral Stevenson was one
of
-youth boxing club and recently he was asked to the original members
of
represent his island-in fights against other island the- boxing program
clubs.
established a few years
Not a bad offer fora kid who was_ ra.w=talent as ago as the Second
Street
a Calloway County High youngster only a few Boxing Club. The
club
years back.
has since changed to the
"When- I first laid eyes___On hina.". remembers Murray Police Boxing
SteYerison'S -former Mtirray: -b-Oach:iid Club.
was-a know:It:41i type kid.
He was cocky and a little bit stubborn, but he
looked like he had potential."
"His best asset," Rogers continued. "was he
the National Junior Olympics tournament as a
Stevenson has been impressive enough to be ofnever quit. He was always there, always trying_ 112-pound
er last yeaft. fered a chance to represent his.island against the
- even when he lost."
•
The eXperienced competilltrrhas improved the.
club on Maui,' May D..•
Stevenson's record will attest to his inex17-year-old Murrayan's speed; agility and
His -offer came after his first fight when he
perience while learning the art of pugilism in
aggressiveness.
defeated
Mike Lackno of Maui. Stevenson caught
Murray.- He won only -three or four of his dozen Of course, a guy. whose ring bandle-is Ragin'
Lackno with a straight right ,in the first round
bouts agaiiist fighters in Jackson. Covington. ' Red
can't be eXpeeted to be'a:pansy.
which sent him staggering inlo the ropes.
•Ripley' and Memphis, . Tenn., but he brought
. Among Stevenson's more recent successes
As the Maui boxer was sliding to the floor
home a few trophies for his efforts, nonetheless.
have been two solid decisions - one in the-Stevenso
n caught-rhim-witiva left hook and was
In Jackson during one engagement, .the 'red132-pound weight class although Stevenson nor- • aoartied by the referee about
late hits because the
headed youngster was awarded the Sportsmanmalty -fights at 125 - and another.that estaphshfighter wag almost down. The bell rang imship 'Award-, usually given to the fighter of .the
ed him as one of his club's more pronilsing
mediately after the referee's warning and the
'tournament, who, despite losing, puts up a
members.
fight
continued in the second round.
hectruya fight,
.
-- Against his heavier opponent. Ragin' Red held
"He Was determined, that's for sure." Rogers
off the right and left hook conibinations of David
living worked with five-punch combinations,
pointed out. "and he lost some awful close_deet.. Lopez inthe-- first round:.1_,o_p_ez took the first , _ Stevenson said for
the first time in a long tjme he
• stens'down -in - Tennessee. The biggest adjustround points. hut Stevenson won the second
felt totally relaxed and the punches were "cornment we made with his style was switching him
roinid with right jabs.
ing off great."
.
from a left-handed fighter to a right. He wasn't
Stevenson won a unanimous decision .despite
left-handed and after 'Ake made the switch he
The third round, a nemesis for Stevenson who
heir p staggered with a hard left- hook in the'Se---Start444414.1n14114tirateii---intfi--was -known to-to-Se many-of his close decisions
-cond rdund. During the final round he opened a
But before Stevenson could realize his poten••_ because_a lack of
„aggressiveness in the late go-.
small-cut on Lackno's -nose. •
Alai In this-area, Ii1S- father.•Capt. Chuck Stevenings, became ,the turning point in this fight for
After the fight he)„%_•a_s_s invited . to repreSent__
son ()Otte Murray State.ROTC.program. moved • the -young Kentuckian.
.
•
Oahu against a 'club at Hilo on the main island'of I
his family-to the-far west.
During practice his uncle, kept prodding
Hawaii. He -turned. that •offer down- because of
Now, under the tutelage of his uncle. Fred
Stevenson during sparring -to-pick up. his -pace:
family commitrnenTsTnt he'll- be taking uP the,
Ortegero. the younger Stevenson is "getting the
keep the pressure on in the third round.
Maui offer in May.
JP
kinks out" of his style, according to a recent let-.
Against Lopez Stevenson listened to his uncle's gag
From StevensOn's enthusiastic letters to
terhe sent to Rogers.
advice and Won the ro" und and the fight willihard Rogers it's obVious he's having the time of his
Stevenson has been sparring With the Hawaii
rights followed by left uppercuts and inside cornlife and finally enjoying consistent success in his
state champion at 119 pounds and he - has also
bos to the body.
boxing career. And, he adds, for the first time
practiced against another fighter who made it to
Since he's been working with the Oahu club
ever he's starting to get a tan.

RON

Swearengen signs
with Murray State
Clarence
Swearengen, a 6-3 point
guard from Kingsbury
High School in Memphis, Tenn., has signed
to play basketball at
Murray State, according to school officials.
Swearengen, a
175-pound second-team
all-city guard, earlier
had announced his intentions to sign' with
Southeastern Louisiana
but changed his mind
after the school made a

t

Nuggets still giving up points, still making NBA playoffs
By The Associated Press
•
The Denver Nuggets.,who will give up more.
points than any team in-the National Basketball
Association for the fourth- straight season, are
4heading for the playoffs for the third straight
year.
.Although starting center Dan Issel missed the
game _because of a hyperextended elbow.. the
Nuggets defea.ted • the Houston Rockets 130-110
Wednesday night to clinch a spot in the Western
Conference playoffs.
_
"When we let up,the other team can score like
nothing, said -Nuggets Coach- Doug Moe,- referr- ing to his`team's defense that has alloweld 124.5
points per game. "Our team doesn't realize that
if they relax. they Couldn't stop you or me:
They've 'got to play at a very high level. They're
not equipped to play any other way."
As usual, Denver *on beCause of its offense,
which is No. 1 in the NBA with 123.3 points per
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garne.Kiki Varidev.eghe 'scored 36 points and
Alex-English .32 as the Nuggets broke a threegame losing streak..
In other games. -it- was Boston 42, New York
96; Detroit 126, Philadelphia 113; Milwaukee 108;
Cleveland 95; Atlanta 114,, Indiana 111; New
Jersey '129. Chicago 112 and Los Angeles 121,
Portland 108.
With Issel out of the lineup. Dan.Schayes and
Richard Anderson shared Denver's center duties
and combined for 21 points. .
thought, to 6e perfectly honest, that it might
help us,front the standpoint of the other team,"
Moe said. "I hoped to catchlhem off guard a little bit."
,
"The only thing we did differently is if Alex or r
had the ball, they'd clear a side for. Us."
Vandeweghe said. "It gave' us the .chance to go
1-on-1 more than usual."
.
The Nuggets, who have won 13 of their last 21
games, are seventh in the Western Conference.
If they remain there they will meet the conference's No. 2 seed,either Dallas or Utah. English scored 10 points in the first quarter,
but Houston held a 28-26 lead. The Nuggets then
got 13 points from Vandeweghe and 12 from
English while outscoring the Rockets 41-25 in the

TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES,INC

Has A Price You Can Live With.
Alv

second period for a 67-53 halftime advantage.
Vandeweghe added 10 third-quarter points aS
Denver opened a 97-80 bulge over.11ie Rockets,
Who have lot three straight'games and 25 oftheir last 34. Houston shares last place in the
West with San Diego, both with 29-51 recerdS. It wa Vandeweghe's 41st game this year over
30 points and the '27th such performance for
English.
•
Rodney McCray led the Rockets with 21 points
and 12-rebounds, while Ralph SaMpsOn.and Allen
Leave!! each
_ added 15 points. Rob Williams-add-.
e,d• 18 points for Denver.
Pistpns 126. 76ers 119
Detroit -stayed in-a tie for first place with
Milwaukee in the Central Division by winning at
Philadelphia for the first time since Nov. 2, 1974.
Kelly Trtpueka scored-WV- points and ,Isiah
Thomas -33 for the Pistons, with Tripucka notching 29 in the second half. Detroit took control of
the game by outscoring' the 76ers 30-14 after
Philadelphia, had rallied from a. nine-point
halftime deficit to tie -the score 71-71.
Andrew Toney led the 76ers with 27 points.
Bucks 108, Cavaliers 95
Milwaukee also won on the road._keeping pace
with the Pistons by.holding Cleveland to 13 points
in the third quarter.
' The Bucks, who trailed 61-60 early in /he third
quarter, hit 14 straight points en route to outscoring the -Cavaliers 28-13 In the period. Mike
Dunleayy and Marques Johnson of the Bucks and
-Roy Hinson of • Cleveland-shared game scoring
honors with-17 points.

Although a search
committee has yet to be
formed, at least. one
popular candidate for
the position of Murray
State women's basketball coach has already
said he doesn't want the
job.
Howard Beth, head
coach of the state champion Marshall County
Lady Marshals, has
publicly announced 'he
does not want to be considered for the head job
at MSU.
Beth, whose team won
the state title with a 34-0
record this season, says
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he's satisfied with
where he is.
"I'm not looking for
anything else right now.
It's a matter of being
happy where you are,"
Beth. said recently.
Since the contract of
Dr. Jean Smith was not
recommended to be
renewed after this, -her
team's seventh consecutive losing season,
speculation over Beth
being offered the
tion .has been high"'
among many MSU
supporters.
According to the MSU
Sports Information
Department, the position has not been offered
to anyone ands committee to find Smith's
replacement has yet to
be-formed.
MSU Athletic Director Johnny Reagan Is
'expected to announce
the names Of the iearch
committee members in
the near future.
No deadline has been
set as to when the MSU
position will be filled.
,
Pipes &
Accessories
IS Blends of
Pipe Tobacco
The Smoke Shoppe
61.4 S
Murray

4th Si

Fain Ins. Bldg.
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Beth says hell Stay
in Marshall County

,
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coaching change.
He brings a season
average of 21.9 points,
7.5 rebounds and seven
assists per game to the
Racers who will be looking to replace two senior
guards - Lamont
Sleets, the • No.2 scorer
in MSU history. and
Brian Stewart.
More recruits, including two junior college transfers, were expected to sign with the
Racers today.
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The Masters:

Nicklaus at 44 maintains dream
of notching another major title

SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY-

By HAL BOCK •
AP Sports Writer
' AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP)
- Some years ago Hale
Irwin and Jack Nicklaus
were playing a practice
round of golf at the
Augusta National
Course, wherb the
legendary Masters
Tournament began
today.
They got to the par.
five, No. 13 where
Nicklaus cooly turned a
three wood around the
corner, a neat bit of golfing wizardry that his
partner could not hope
to duplicate.
"You and I," Irwin
noted, are playing a
different kind of game."
Now, more often than
not, Nicklaus needs a
driver to negotiate that
same turn and his game
today Is more mortal
than it was back then.
The rounds he plays
these days more closely
resembles traditional
golf, with all of its
frustrations and disappointments, the one
most players wrestle
with every time they
step on the course. For
Nicklaus, however, it is
a new experience.
"I'm not as,goodab
was," he said. "I don't
think there's,any chance
in the world I'll play as
well as I once did. I still

occasional aches and Your mind changes. If
pains like the creaky you think everything
back that forced him out stays the same, you've
of this event last year. got another thing
But overall, he has no coming."
Nicklaus thinks one
complaints.
What you might ex- thing will remain conspect to be the hardest tant in this sport,
part for him to ac- though. He says there
cept,owever, is his tran- will always be a
sition from golf's pan-, dominating figure, a
theon -To ordinary tour- player like Arnold
Palmer in the 19608 and
nament efficiency.
"The older you get," Jack Nicklaus in the 70s,
he laughed, "the easier who could grab a course
it is. The transition? by the scruff of the neck
Long ago, four or five and bring it to its knees.
years ago, I accepted His candidates from the
that. Since then, I've current crop are defenplayed pretty good golf. ding Masters champion
My short game is better -Seve Ballesteros, Tom
than it's ever been in my Watson and Hal Sutton.
"Somebody will come
life. In general, I'm a
better golfer. But I am along," he said.
not as dominating a "Somebody always.
golfer because I don't, comes to the top. When I
have that length.
finish, somebody will
"I don't let it fly like I break my record (of
used to. I play the golf winning 19 majors).
course more than I used When they do, I want
GOLDEN BEAR - Jack Nicklaus says with
the right breaks he could notch his 20th major tito. When I need to pop it, that record to be more I still can. But not hole, than 19."
tle with another win in the Masters Tournament
which began today.
after hole, after hole."
So he will continue
About six years ago. teeing up and reaching
hit the ball plenty long, That's all it is. What I Nicklaus cut back on his for another crown. And
but I can't do some of did before as a rule now number of tournament when he needs a driver
the things I used to."
is the exception."
appearances. He felt it 4nstead of a wood to
Like turn corners with
Time marches on, was a necessary adjust- avoid the trees and turn
woods instead of even for a five-time ment. "If I had con- that corner at Augusta's
drivers.
Masters champion.
tinued the way I went No. 13, he will haye a
The
rob
o b 1--e in ,
Nicklaus is 44 now after ana--prepared for --g00d- explanat
Nicklaus said, is simple and, for the most part,' tournaments, I would
"When I was doing it
and familiar to people the years have been have been out four or with the ,wood,- those
from his generation.
kind to him. He- is tan five years ago," he said. trees were 15 or 20 years
"Age and strength. -and trim. There are the
"Your body changes. younger, too."

Record on hold at :No. 3,999

Rose misses hitting milestone in Cincinnati
By JOE KAY
AP Sports Writer
CINCINNATI (AP)Montreal outfielder
Pete Rose can celebrate
a wedding, a birthday, a
hitting milepost and a
home opener in Montreal all in the same
weekend-.
After failing to get a
hit in his hometown
Wednesday, Rose was
ready to board the team
plane with his new bride
Old a determination to
get his 4,000th career hit
In the Expos' home
opener Friday - one

day before he turns 43.
The former Cincinnati
Reds star drew four
walks And grounded out
In Montreal's 9-3 victory
Wednesday at Riverfront Stadium before a
boisterous crowd that
littered the field in
disgust when Reds pitchers gave Rose little to
swing at.
His next swing at
becoming only the sgcond player ever to
reach 4,000 hits should
come Friday against the
Philadelphia Phillies the team that signed

•

him as a free agent after
the 1978 season and
released him last year.
"Who's pitching?
Carlton?" Rose said,
figuring his big hit could
come off Phillies' lefthander Steve Carlton,
baseball's, all-time
strikeout king.
Told the Phillies plan
to start Jerry Koosman, Rose snappeL his
lingers in disit
ment and said, "I
thought it'would be
Carlton."
The 18,923 fans in
ftiverfront Stadium
Wednesday hoped it
would be either Bruce
Berenyi or Frank
"astore giving up No.

Trotting sire kidnappe
fro m Normandy stud farm 000
Rose, who played in
LISIEUX, France they received a
(AP) - Hadol du $3-million ransom deVivi,er, one of the mand from the Irish
world's leading trotting RepubliCan Army. But
sires, was kidnaped the ransom was never
from a Normandy stud paid.
•
.
farm early today by
On Feb.' 6, nearly a
gangsters who demand- year after the abduced a ransom of $250,000, tion, the owners told The
racing sources said.
Associated Press they
The 11-year-old horse, had concluded the horse
owned by •Henri Leves- was killed after ransom
que at his stud at negotiations failed.
Cheffreville- "The chances of
T_onnencourt, is Shergar still being alive
estimated to be worth are remote," the statemore than $1.25 million. ment said.
On Feb. 8, 1983, six
In one previous
masked gunmen ab- horsenap in the Norducted Shergar, the 1981 mandy region, Horgo, a
Irish and English Derby stallion, was taken
winner valued at $13 March 22, 1983 and
million, from a stud found unharmed several
farm in Be.11ymany, days later in a farm.
Ireland. Despite a
Last August, tour
massive police search valuable racehorses
on both sides of the Irish were stolen at Wiserbes
border, the 5-year-old in northern France,
has never been found.
near St. Omer. Two
The owners, a were found Nov. 29
34-member syndicate unharmed in Mons,
that includes the Aga Belgtum. A third was
Khan_ leader of the 'found dead at a Mons
world's 15 million' dealer,.and the fourth
Ismaili Moslems, said has not been recovered.

Cincinnati his first 16
major league seasons,
drew three consecutive
Walks from Berenyi,
who started and lasted 3
14.3 innings. Rose took a
cut at only one of
Berenyi's offerings,
fouling it off.
The fans booed
Berenyi loudly when he
was replaced by
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Hockey

751-8355

Pro Basketball
Kansa'City
San Antonio •
Houston

National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pct
GB
la 165_
.
x.Philaiilelptila 50 10 .425 11
'ic-New York
.575 15
44 • 34
x-New Jersey
45 35
.563 16
• icWaahtrigton 35 45
.436 24

National Hockey League
Playoffs At A Glance
Divisional Finals
(Best-of-Seven)
Thtirsday. April 12
Montreal at Quebec
Washington at N V Islanders
St Louis at Minnesota
Calgary at Edmonton
Friday. April 1
Montreal at Quebec
Washington at N V Islanders
St Louis at Minnesota
(algarv at Edmonton
Sunday, April 15
N Y Islanders at Washington
Quebec at Montreal
Edmonton at Calgary
Minnesota at St Louis
Monday, April 16
N Y Islanders at Washington
Quebec at Montreal
Minnesota at St Louis
Edmonton at Calgary
Wednesday, April HI
01 Necessary)
Montreal at Quebec
Washington at N.Y. Islanders
St Louis at Minnesota
Calgary at Edmonton
Friday. April 20
(If Necessary)
Quebec at Montreal
N Y Islanders at Washington
Minnesota at St Louis
kdmonton at Calgary
Sunday, April 22
(If Necessary)
Montreal at duebec
Washington at St Y Islanders
Calgary at Edmonton
St. LOUlt* at Minnesota

150
36 44
35 14
143
29 51
365
Pacific Division
.26 .635
47 33_ .5118
ll-rsrtTalt4
x-Seattle
40 40
500
8-Phoenix
39 11
488
Golden State
38 43
456
San Diego
29 51
363
x.Clinched playoff berth
y -Clinched division title

Central Division
• x-Detroit
aikee
ii:Mti
xA llawnatt
Chicago
Cleveland
-Indiana

48
4*

32
&Xi 32
800 —
am 42 , 175 io
27 53
33* 21
27 53
3314 21
25 55
313 23

44 36
.
0
42 ,
37

7
11
15
25.

Wednesday's Games
Boston 102 New York 96
Detroit 126. Philadelphia 113
Milwaukee 108. Cleveland 95 •
Atlanta 114. Indiana U.1
New Jersey 129. Chicago 112
Denver 130. Houston ITO Los Angeles 121 Portland 10F)

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division •
x-etah
x-Daltas
x•Denver

k
k 1.*
15

550 S32
•fl
Si.

Major League Baseball
Maior League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION

Soccer
_
North American Soccer League
-Playoffs At A Glance
Championship
(Best of Five)
Cosmos vs San Mega
Thursday;-April 5
San Diego 5. Cosmos 2
Sunday. April
San Diego 10, Cosmos 4 •
WednesdayrAptil
'San Diego 7 Cosmos 3 San Diego
IS Iris champion,h:p 3

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W
I
Pct, GI
W L Pct, GB
New York
e 1 .857 Detroit
6
Philadelphia
0 1.000 5
2
714
'
1
Toronto
4
3 .571
Montreal
4
4
214.
MIO
•Chicago
.1
4
Cleveland
129 3
3
3 .500 3
3
Pittsburgh
New York
4
429 3
3
4
429 34
St Louis
3
Boston.
429
4
3
3
5
175
4
WEST onnsioa
Baltimore
1
5.167 5
857
6
1
Milwaukee
1
6
143 51
, San Thep;
Cincinnati
4
1
500
2,
,
WEST DIVISION
Seattle
Los Angeles
6
1
3
857 1
429
3
Oakland
San Francisco 3
5 • 2
714
4
1
419 3
Kansas City
1
Atlanta
3
2
571
5
2
286- 4
Chicago
44 a 509 3're Houston,
- 1
a
143 -5
-Minnesota
3
3
500 215
Wednesdirt'
's Games
California
Montreal 9. Cincinnati 3
3
5
375
31,
ags:Siii.rxelin
—TisT44,-33144aisupg144-44
Innings •
Wednesday's Games
New York 6. Atianta- 1
Kansas Ctty S.' Baltimore S
--r-rulaidalphra 7. HoiisTon 6
Chicago 6, Cleveland I
San Diego 7. St Louis 5
California 9. Milwaukee 5
Los Angeles 2. Chicago 1 ,
Seattle 5. Boston 4
Thursday's Game
Only games scheduled
Mania Falcone 0-1, at San
Thursdays Games
Diego i Whitson 0-01. I n )
• Texas i Tanana 0-0 •at Detroit
Friday's Gaines Morris 2-04
Philadelphia at Montreal
California Zahn 0.0; at Oakland
New York at Chicago
Warren 0-1)
Pittsburgh at St Louis
. ,
r
Minnesota-(Smithson 0-0 i at New
Cincinnati-at Houston
York Rawley 0-1, , n1
Atlanta at San Diego. r,
San Francisco at Los A,
oily games 1, heduled

_
•

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY •
Pastore, who retired
Rose on a first-pitch
grounder back to the
mound in the sixth.
"Berenyi was a little
wild. He's a tough guy to
get a hit off of," Rose
said. "The one ball I hit
-hard, if it gets by
Pastore it's a base hit."
Instead, the drama
was played out into the
eighth inning, when
ROse led off as the
stadium rocked with en'couragement. Pastore
threw two balls and then
a strike, then put his
hand to his mouth for an
automatic ball three.
The next pitch brought
Rose his fourth walk.
Rose, wanting a pitch
to hit, was disappointed
when home plate umpire Fred Brocklander
called the automatic
ball on Pastore for going

to the mouth.
"He was so involved
in pitching, he went to
his mouth," Rose said.
"I was hoping he
(Brocklander) wouldn't
see him, but he was
looking right at him."
Although the fans
booed Reds pitchers
loud and often for failing
to give Rose more pitches to hit, Rose said he \
was.glad to get the four,
walks because they
helped the Expos break
a three-game losing
streak.
"I'm going to get
another hit this year,"
he said. "I'm not worried about that. I'm just
happy we'won today's
game. I'm a little disappointed (at not getting \
4.000 in his hometown),
but it's just one of those'
things that happen."

901 S. SYCAMORE
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Do the job quickly, easily, economically with
Porter Paints. It's the best way to add sparkling
life to the interior and exterior of your home. Let
Porter do the work and you can brag about the
professional400king results.,

Local Bowling

WaN Paint
$825

$ 1 1 95

High Ind. Gaii7e
Team,
Lois Smith
tabers Acoustical
•
.65
43
Anne Morrison • •
Joyce Noel Tax Service 57,
, 50,
,
1 '52,
Paradise Kennels
-' •
, Betty Smith
55,
High Ind._Gaine_iiK•1
Wingfool Golf Shop
52,
, 5511
Lola Smith ,
Nubbins Used Cars
45
63
Karen Dowdy
High Team Game 'SC)
•512
faartie Crutchfield
Nubbins Used Cars .
Anne MiTreison
Paradise Kennels
498 '
Noel Tax Service
High Ind. Series iSei
I ins Smith
High Team -Game 4-HC.
Betty ,Smith
Nubbins Used Cars
681.
1,011 DarnellWingfoot Golf
eln
High In•1 series itie.
hos
Lois Smith
Paradise kennels
High Team Series tg- i
Karen Dowdy
Nubbins Used Cars Belly Smith
1467
Paradise Kennels
1421*
High Averages
1422
Noel Tax Service
Ethelene
reallon 41,
laits Smith
High Team Series HC
Nancy
Nubbins Used Cars
Todd
1624
Hrtty Smith
Noel Tax Service
1770
Lou Darnell
Paradise Kennels
i-75*
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Diller or Dollar League
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Outlaws, is in Hawaii to
meet with a group call
the Committee to Bring
Professional Football
to Hawaii, the Tulsa
Tribune repoeted.

OS,,$its
. C.%)
:
67k
:
7,
'

Acrylic Exterior
Swat-Gloss
House Paint

White Interior

/ 4:%
,

TULSA, Olka. (AP
- Bill Tatham Jr.
president of the United
States Football
League's Oklahoma
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Spring Shoe Sale Continues
40 Styles Of Running & Tennis
Shoes For Men & Women

7,115
237
221
'221
579
526
498
654
641
610
176 •
169
'165
165
160

We've
Moved!
310 Main
Downtown
753-4000

ACH
ZY
KO
Conversio

-

ns
I Will do full or par-.
r tial van or truck
conversions.
Call
I
WIW
I
Steve Moore
753-8107

klag
Morgan, Trevathan
& Gunn
of
Murray

12021/2 4ohnson Blvd.
Murray

.?71111110115
And More

444g1
.

Let Us Quote:

Your Homeowners
YOU, Auto Ins..
Your Life Ins.
Complete Commercial Service
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SERVtNG WESTERN AENTuCxr VvrThrCOMPYETt TERMITE
*NO PESPCONTROt SERWCE SINCE 7958

_

Termites Strike Five Times As Many
Homes As Fire. They Also Do More Dollar
Damage Than All Tornadoes, Hurricanes
And Windstorms Combined.
Call Us Today For
A Free inspection At
753-0414 or 753-3914
vvt
-CampLete
H
iç
* Stucturat Pest Control
* Termite Control
* av\dr & Shrub Spraying
* ioi & S', oke Control
*
Emuio\. A Fuil Time Graduate Entomologist To
\,1.'itn Any Of Your Pest Control Problems
Only H‘4,11c--00eftitcci Pest Coo
•

L,

S, r t

Tr,ilnect, Professonai, And

-NOSES-- AT -- WORK- Workers-- -at- -Hilltop - Research in
Nliamiville demonstrate the technique used for tests being
done on a deodorant soap Friday afternoon. The product

testers from the left are Donna Nlatre, Ransom F. Wall;SyKiii Marrs. Beatrice Wiederhold. Iletsy Lyons, Bruce Nlailey.
Shirley Ingram and Maryellen Malley.
41.

GOOD THRU
We Reserve
The Right
To Limit
Quantities

- I m sure there are few people living today who can
remember the 1904 St Louis World's Fair. But that Fair
has a very special place in history. For it was there that
the hamburger was born.•
It happed when some unknown cook got the idea of
We Gladly Accept
putting grilled hambuiger patties between two slices of
Food Stamps
bread, for the convenience of fair-goers who'wanted
something tasty and nourishing to eat but didn't wartt
to take time to sit down for a meal.
Today the hamburger - served inside a sliced bun
rather.than between two slices of bread - is the most
Hunt's Tomato
popular single Awn of food in America. Nobody really
32 Oz
knows how many hamburgers are eaten every year in
this country, but it has been estimated that something
Sea Life Pink
like thirty percent of all the meat sold here is ground beef
And it would be a safe guess that we will consume well
15Y2 Oz. $ 69
over a billion hamburgers this year.
hamburger
existed,
before
hamburgers
course,
long
.
Of
Luck's
itself existed And you may already know that it got its
name from the German city of Hamburg. But did you
150z.
know that it actually originated irr Russia? It's a fact', Back
Johnson's Lemon
in medieval times, people in several Russian provinces
likeato eat beef raw, finely,chopped and seasoned with
14
salt, pepper and onion juice. German sailors brought the
Oz.$239
idea back to the port city of Hamburg, Where German
New Hidden Valley .80z.
chefs improved on it by forming the ground beef intto
little patties and broiling them.
One nice thing about hamburgers, of course, is that
there are no dishes to wash Another is that ground beef 'Kleenex
itself 'is still' oneof today's best food values. Especially
Ct.
at our store It isn't 1904, but I'm sure you'll agree that
Owen's has -fair" prices'
Kleenex Paper

Hyde Park
Grade A'
Large
E
GGS

Limit
Lb. Can

KETCHUP

SALMON
BEANS

1

Doz.

Additional
With S15 00
Dairy
Excluding
purchase
Products
(And Tobacco

6,9

Limit 2
With $15
00
Additional
Purchase
Excluding Dairy
And
Tobai:co
Products

Ronco

Spaghetti

French's Idaho Instant

Potatoes

Gaines Top Choice

2/89° DOG FOOD

PLEDGE

7 Oz 3/5 1

72 Oz $259

Snuggle Fabric

SOFTENER

640z. $ 1 39

Hyde Park Plain or Iodized

RANCH DRESSING 79° SALT

25°

Musselman's

Folgers Instant

TISSUE.

175'

79° APPLE JUICE

TOWELS

Lg. Roll

69

40 Oz

89°

COFFEE 8 oz.

Lucky Leaf

Hams & Shoulders

APPLE SAUCE16 oz. 3/$1
Nabisco Premium 1 Lb. Box

CRACKERS
U S

Cl,,,,
Field's 1 Lb
Vac Pack

ROUND
STEAK

BACON

U.S. Choice

Bryan Boneless
Smokey Hollow

T-BONE
STEAK

F1'orle Park Sandwich

BREAD

$1,59
,f

Boneless $1 99 lb

Hyde Park 3 Lb. Can

SHORTENING

Owen's Best Deli

.S Choice Sirloin Tip

$219
'239

ROAST
U.S
STEAK

Choice Sirloin Tip

BAKED HAM

24 Oz.

Russet
I!)

POTATOES

Owen's Best Boneless Pit

BAKED HAM

Califorrino
lb

(.1
di

Owen s Famous Pit Baked
Field's 12 n, Prnleaders

99

WIENERS
BAKED HAM
ECOnOnly

Ground

BEEF

3 4 lb ;aro,

Emge Shani, '., Fully Cooked

HAM
•••••••

lb

$329
$1 1,9
$

09

1111 •Mal

New Crop
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ommunity calendar...

Saturday, April 14
Incubator from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at Empire
Farm.

Saturday, April 14
in Lovett • Auditorium,
Murray State
University.

Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will meet at 8 p.m.
in western portion *of
Livestock and Exposition Center.
----The Single Connection
will have a hayride and
bonfire at 5 p.m. at
George Rogers farm
near Holladay, Tenn.
For information call
436-2174 or 782-6856 or
759-4045.

Night Shift is scheduled to play for the dance
from 8 p.m. to midnight
at Murray Moose
Lodge.

P

Sunday, April.15
University.

Sunday, April 15
House.
---Alcohalics

International Buffet
will be served at 1 p.rrr.
in Room 226, Stewart
Stadium, Murray State
University. Tickets are
$3.50 each.
Easter Egg'Hunt will
beat 2 p.m. at Murray
Moose Lodge.

rentyrrItth-witt

have -a

closed meeting at 4 p.m.
in western portion, of
Livestock and Exposition Center. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399 or 753-7764.

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER, HWY. 641 N.
Phone 753-4025, Hours: Mon. - Sat. 9-9, Sun. 12-6

CHARGE IT!

THE BEGLEY PHARMACIST. .YOUR HEALTH CARE SPECIALIST

Events in Land Between the Lakes will include The Egg and the
Incubator from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at Empire
Farm.
.

Senior Citizens Savings Plan
Begley's offers a 10% discounton prescriptions to all
senior citizens. If you are 60 or older, stop by your
neighborhood Begley's,fill out an application and start

saving today!

--Kentialh Tticker.
Pharmacist

Planters

Witnesses extend imitation

Salt Free Peanuts

by the more than 46,000
congregations of
Jehovah's Witnesses
earthwide according ,to
the pattern furnished by
Jesus," said George
Bandarra, presiding
minister of the. local
congregation.
Bandana said last
year over 63 million
persons were in attendance on this eventful
night and many more
are expected this year..

8 oz jar of_dry roasted unsalted nuts

WINNERS — The grand prize winner in the
recently held Southwest Elementary School
Science Fair was Roger Hutson with a detailed
model of the solar system. Below,*Chad Woods
(left) and jon Rose finished third inthe Regional
Science Fair recently held -at --Murray State
University. Their project was a model and
operation of a computer. 4-

Instant Nestea

Breathmints in Peppermint Spearmint
Wintergreen or Five Flavor Assortment

3 oz jar of 1000, real tea for the
fresh-brewed taste

Reg $1 89 each

Your Individual
Horoscope

Hershey's

Peas Large

Candy Coated Eggs

Egg Coloring Kit

Solo

Clear Plastic Cups

Color tablets finger puppets Easter
transfers and morel

Bag of 20 - 901 cold drmi,

Fraaces Drake
FOR FRIDAY,APRIL 13,1964
What kind of day will tomor- tutorial. You have a natural
row be? To find out what the ability to tell a story well and
stars say, read the forecast will have success as a writer.
given for your birth sign.
Learn to trust your intuition.
Birth date of: Howard Keel,
ARIES
actor; Thomas Jefferson, U.S.
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) Ir14
1
president; and Eudora Welty;
Extra energy gives you the author.
edge On competitors. Go after
what you wantcareervrise, but
keep aspirations within
reason.
TAURUS
Apr.20to May 20)
'The spirit of adventure
catapults you into romance.
It's an exciting day, but your
thinking may be off regarding
career.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Make efforts to obtain work
that can be done from home.
You're impressionable in love
now and may not see things
clearly.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 72)
A confusing family situation
temporarily perlexes you. You
have dash and vitality today.
Make the most of creative
potential.'
LEO
(July 72to Aug.72)
You'll shop for home and
family today, but may have
trouble concentrating at work.
Wishful thinking mars judgment.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22) WP
You're susceptible to flattery. Accept compliments but
$00 S. 4th 753-6450
do not be led into foolish cash
outlay. Make those phone
Quality Materials.Fair Prices
calls.
•Prompt Service
BuiWing Supply
LMRA
(Sept.23to°et.=
Don't broadcast your intentions. You work best from
behind the scenes now. A
family Member doesn't seem
to understand you.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23to Nov.21) Ine
You'll take the lead in planning a party. Club members
rise to a position of leadership.
Disregard rumors you hear
now.
.SAGITTARIUS..
_00140
(NoV.22to Dec.21) at
A friend could take advantage of your good nature. Do
the necessary preparation
work regarding a career
endeavor.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22toJan.19)
You may be off to visit
50 Quality Dealers From Several
friends at a distance. Those at
home join others for entertainStates Will Offer You The
ment. Accent practicality
Finest In Antiques And Collectibles
careerwise.
AQUARIUS
Special Feature
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Make things happen regarTHE GLASS CLINIC.
ding work. Don't wait for op'
portunity to striks. Open doors
chips
Have
removed from all types of
yourself. Advice may be faulty now.
glassware and finest crystal.
PISCES
(Feb. 19to Mar.-20) XC
?
Think twice before lending
money to Others. Loved ones
plan a special outing now.
Partners provide you with excitement.
YOU BORN TODAY are
both i:xeathas And_oactieal.•
Though you'd make a good
financial adviser, you're not
as talented in the handling of
ybur own funds. You do well in
businesses allied to the arts
and may have Creative ability
yourself. Though you crave a
leadership position, you must
be careful- not to be die-

Reg 5,
Not responsible for typographical errors

Candy
Filled

41114

Easter
Basket
Ready-made basket
full of toys and
Candy treats

Home Project Sale

Doors
Doors
Doors

412{g

1:i

(Cortt'd from page 4)

MS (multiple
sclerosis) Encounter
Group will meet at 1:30
p.m. in third floor
The Single Connection
classroom of Murray- will eat together as a
Calloway Hospital.
family at 12:15 p.m. at
Golden Corral Steak
Friends of Freed.
Hardeman dinner 'will
be at 7 p.m. in cafeteria
Spring Brunof Calloway County
ch/Fashion -Show for
High School.
Murray State University Women's Society will . Sunday, April 15
be from 9:30 to 11:30
Free recitals will be
a.m. in Racer Room presented James
L.
(basement) of. Roy Fern, Jr., piano,
at 2
Stewart Stadium.
p.m. anti Eulalia Sole,
guest pianist, at 3:30
Third night of,opera, p.m., both in
Recital
"The Pirates of Pen- Hall Annex,
Fine Arts
zance," will be at 8 p.m. Center, Murray State

The Murray congregation of Jehovah's
Witnesses has extended
a special invitation to all
interested persons in the
community to attend the
annual Memorial of
Christ's death on Sunday, April is; at 7:30
p.m. at their Kingdom
Hall on North 16th
Street Extended at Utterbach Road.
"This highly significant event will be kept
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Nipper or Skipper

Quantity rights reserved

Easter

*Garage Steel Doors
*Wooden Screen Doors
'Pre-Hung Steel Entrance Doors
*Interior Pre-Hung Doors
*Aluminum Storm Doors
*Wrought Iron Security Storm Door

Gift
Wrap

Plastic Eggs

Bendy
Rabbit

24 assorted color eggs
for hiding Easter
surprises

This fun 11" tail
character can be bent
into hundreds of funny

Miniature

Add the finishing touch
to baskets 20' x 5 ft
rolls of see-thru
cellophane in assorted
:colors. -

00
3430 ..t ••04.

Reg $1 39

Health and Beauty Aids

ockman

Thick
Lash 2

orsworthy

-i_Lers

ANTIQUE
SHOW & SALE

April 13-15
Friday, Saturday,Sunday.

7 oz Hairspray or 11 oz
Shampoo or Conditioner
All varieties

Lee
Mail Strengthener Mt

Mascara
by Cover Girl

The brush-on system for
stronger natural nails

Makes las.hes the,
thickest

Reg 52 69

Bausch
& Lomb

1111111111111111111011011111111111111111116.

1

MAXIIIWA STEWS -

efflor-Trimston12.4
Timed RelPace
ALLERGY
Tablets

121.00
,
eP
re

1111=11.1.1=1.1d.

Chlor-Trimeton

Primatene Mist

12 tablets of long acting
,
at,e,g,

1 2 oz Regular or Refill for
relief of Bronchial Asthma

"Sensitive Eyes"

Saline
Solution
Cleaning Solution
8 oz
for sensitive eyes

-

20 Tangle tree rollers in three sizes
with color coded clops Reg $28 49

Two sets of prints and one
- low price from every roll of
color film

Reg $369

Schick

Super II Blades
9 Tv/ nB aoe Ca,
'does

Reg 53 89

-
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GOLF CO1_ KSE St PERINTENDEN TS VISIT MSU COURSE — Golf
course superintendents from across Kentucky met at Murray State University Miller,Memorial• Golf Course refently. Dr. A.J. Powell (standing).
"University of Kentucky, lectured and led discussions concerning golf course
maintenance.

16
17

18
20
21

23
24

28
30
32
34
35
36
39
40
. I

Just before His
crucufixion Christ commemorated the
Passpver Feast, Instituted the Lord's Sup
'T*r, and ehdured the
aroriy Of Gethsemane.
• The Lord's Supper'
Mark 14:22-26 Christ instituted the
Lord's Supper in express recognition and Eleven would be enticed comfort to Him.
Alone, in the deep
for the everlasting to desert Him that very
recesses of the garden,
reffle-hibranc_e
1-11s.._ night.
response to Clirisrs in the dead of night, prodeath; therefore, there
was not any atmosphere prediction of what'.--STrate upoii-HFs-TaCe and
of mystery surrounding would' occur, Peter pleading with the
it. This Supper sets forth blurted' out: "Although Father was our blessed
Christ's sacrificial and 'all shall be offended, yet Lord.
atoning death. Its bread wiH not 1." Granted that
At the time of His
was confident that deepest distress, the
speaks of His body and _ Peter
_
Its cup speaks of His sh- he -Would be faithful to human companionship
_Christ,..the_ _ master's which- -He- craved—was
ed blood.- ,
This ordinance is to-be prediction- came to- pass - denied - Him- because
observed by and in the with Peter's denial of even His dearest earthly
Lord's -churches at his Lord
friends slept while He
The Lord's Agony
stated intervals.- Thesuffered and prayed.
in Gethsemane
-Dreading the ordeal
-members of The -church,
Mark 14:32-36
which He Was facing.,
_whereit is being observChrist and the eleven Christ prayed earnestly
ed, partake of a. bit of
bread and a sip of the discipleS went. to a. that. if it were possible,
-garden -*ea Jerusalem - the hour -might pass
--fruit of- the‘vine In
memoration of the .suf- to which He retired fre- • from- Him, 'the cup
fering • and dying of quentIy for the purpose might be removed from
of prayer, the name of Hint and that the will of
Chilst for them.
Christ certainly ex- which was Gethsemane. God might be done.
Arriving there, Christ
With Him the father's
pects them to
remember Him in the divided the disciples in- will was more imporspirit of deep humility. to two groups, leaving tant than anything else,"
-grateful love, faithful eight near the entrance so He yielded to it -un.
obedience and joyous to wait and to watch, complainingly, gladly
hope. At the conclusion taking the other three and Completely. Christ
of the observance of the who had made the resolved that He would
tou0gst olairas of-friend- be submissive-to -God's
-I-Supper,
disciples sang a hymn ship, love and loyalty in- will and comply with it
and went out into the to the garden with Him. in every respect.
Merely to bave them
mount of Olives.
near Him at that solemn
The Lord's
hour, and to know that
Prediction of what
they .were there to
Disciples woulcrdo
watch and pray, even
Mark 14:27-31
Christ shocked the though they could not
disciples With His frank share His holy burden,
WASHINGTON (AP)
prediction- that the was to be a source of
— The daughter of
President and Mrs.
Reagan, Patti, probably_
4,tsIW PlateAst,
_ II., 11•100114Arawarr Ma,
won't hold her marriage
to a.Beverly Hills yoga
instructor in the White
House, a spokeswoman
says.
The engagement of
Ms. Davis, 31, to Paul
Grilley was announced
AVARAINI AT
PARTICIPATING ACI
Wednesday by Mrs.
NA IMPART POONA
Reagan's press
Your Cholc•
secretary, Sheila Tate.
No date has-been set,
SUMIES
but Mrs. Tate said she
CAST,
expects the wedding will
Aloes Roke
be sometime this year.
14 tine lawn & garden rake with
-As for a White House
florne.toughened 4', handle
ceremony, Mrs. Tate
B. Round Point Shoyel
• •
said, it's up to Patti. "I
5.yona. renvereci steel blade for.
don't think that is what
tou§h this 47*.hardwoodhondle.
Patti desires," she
added.
It will be Ms. Davis'„
first marriage. Mrs.Tate said the Reagans
met - the grooM-to-be
33 Gallon Lawn
when he visited the
and Trash Bags (I's7")
White House at
G,ggea
3 -n• 2 ply trOshlind
-Christmas.
lawn bow con handlebg cleanups 15 per bp, with tw,st hes
The two were spotted
together in Parts re,cent- ly when Ms. Davis, an
actress, was on a
writing,assigument. ,
Your

sunday school
lesson

41
43

44 1

45 1

by h.c. chiles

Sq

Attention Cablevision Customers

LAST :CHANCE TO SAVE.$10.00 CONNECTION CHARGES
Many of you are already enjoying the benefits of our new expanded services
including round the clock sports, 24'hour news and weather information.
uniterrupted movies and wholesome family ,entertainment.
It's not too late to bring these benefits to your home. If you need to pick up
your channel selectors, or if you want to add another television
connection, special premium entertaiment from HBO, Cinemax or The Disney
Channel. or our special remote channel selector option, save money by calling us now,
now.

FREE CONNECTION TO CABLEVISION
EXPANDED SERVICES UNTIL APRIL 20, 1984.
Just come into the Cable Store or contact our
,- office before Friday,.April 20 to add your new
Cablevtsion expanded services. After April 20,
the regular connection charges will be $10.00
To qualify, you must live in the Murray
Cablevision area. Identification and refundable
channel selector deposit may be required.
Remember, this is your last opportunity for
free connection to Cablevision's new expanded
services. Be sure to get your new expanded
:Services before time runs out.

Bel-Air Shopping Center

CABLE
V1511111N
MURRAY

Hours: Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

753-5005
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Michael Shelton helps to shape policies
Michael Shelton, Murray, AMPI elected official, represented local
dairymen at the
Associated Milk Producers,Inc.(AMPI)Annual Meeting in Minneapolis, March 2628.
During their three
days in Minneapolis, the
AMPI elected officials,
reviewed the challenges

facing the dairy industry and updated the
cooperative's policies
by voting on resoutions
that -originated at local
district meetings. The
agenda featured nationally prominent
speakers including U.S.
Agriculture Secretary
John Block, Representatives Kika de la Garza

(D-Texas), Chairman of
.the House Agriculture
Committee, and Senator
Rudy Bostwitz (R Minnesota).
AMPI is the nation's
largest dairy
cooperative. Owned and
operated by the 31,000
dairy farm families it
serves, ANIPI collects
milk -from its members'
•
herds and markets it in
20 Midwestern and
South ,Central states.
AMPI members pro.
duce approximately 12'
percent of the milk
marketed in the United
ACROSS
DOWN
States. The 4,775
1 Transgress
1 Slender finial
Answer to Previous Puzzle
dairymen who make up
4 Burn with hot 2 Spanish for
UOU ECM GOOU the cooperative's
water
-riverUOU
9 Frolic
LAME COUU
3 Rockfish
12 Baker's
OUCUOU OM DO Southern Region pro4 Backless
product
LIDU IJUL UME duce one-third of
.
seats
13 Pertaining
5 Preserved
UMW ULM UU
AMPI's total supply.
to pitch
6 Missed
UOU CUU COMO
REGION LEADS NATION
14 Native metal 7 Spanish
CU WOULIUOU OD IN
SURPLUS REDUC15 Elecfrified
plural
CILICUQ ULM UM
particle
article
LIC ISCJIJ DEED *TION
16 Units
8 Deciliter,
UM UM UCIU
E.L. Wise, AMPI
17 Paradise
abbr.
00 UMW UOIMUU Southern Region
18 In the air
9.Deity
QUM Un120 LIOU
20 Symbol for
10 Exist
U000 CUM OULI Manager, comglucinium
11 Lair
plemented dairy pro21 Apothecary's 17 Choose
ducers who had signed
measure:
19 Note of scale 29 City in
47 Cry like dove
abbr.
contracts 'With the
20 Obtain
Nevada
48 Night bird
23 Beer
21 Strains for
31 Hurried
Department of
49 Conducted
24 Boil
breath
33 Wearied
50 Distant
Agriculture to reduce
28 Ventilate
22 Mature
37 Beverage
52 Anglo-Saxon
milk output under the
30 Chafes
-24 Approves
38 Wears away
money,
32 Barracuda
25 Conjunction 42 Amidst
Dairy and Tobacco Ad53 Obtain 34 Sunburn
26 Long-legged 45 Solitary
55 Liquid
ju5tment. _Act. of 1983.
IS Fruit cake
bird
46 Narrow
measure:
Producers in the South
36 Contrition
27 Bar legally
01:
abbr.
040ning
39 Also
Central U.S,led the na40 Breathed
tion in milk contrated
. loudly in
for diversion. Park
sleep
41 Three: prefix
ticipants in this area
-43 Symbol for
have contracted to
neptunium
reduce fluid milk output
44 Babylonian
deity
by 9.9 percent of their
45 King of
1983 production. The nabeasts: pl.
tional average was 5.4
47 Frigid'.
50 Nourishment
percent.
51 Piece of cut
Wise described 1983'as
timber
a successful year, but
54 Be in debt
one which production
55 Velvetlike
fabric
qutpaced the Industry's
56 Anger
ability to process
57 Ancient
surplus milk in the most
58 lock of hair
59 Make lace
economical manner.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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The Region processed
1.536 billion po
tlis in its
surplus plan . p 29.2
percent from 1 .
Lee Wolf, the dairy
farmer from
Gainesville, TX, who
serves as Southern
Regional President,
pointed out that, "The
milk diversion program
is history as far as those
who will participate, but
the real verdict of how
successful the program
will be is yet to come."
He encouraged the
dairymen, who didn't
sign up to seriously consider maintaining their
level of production with
no increase.
"If production is not
reduced, the dairy
farmers' credibility in
Washington will be
'damaged," Wolf warned, "and we will all suffer from additional cuts
in the price support at
the end of the diversion
period."
Moving to the demand
side of the new dairy
legislation, Wolf
reported that the national dairy promotion
order will go into effect
in the next two months.
This program will be
funded by all dairy
farmers in the United
States at 15 cents per
hundredweight and will
generate as estimated
$200- million. ThcaT programs, like that currently supported by AMPI members, will be
eligible for a maximuM
credit of 10 cents per
hundredweight.
"This should Make
AMPI'apay prices more
competitive with nonmembers," Wolf said.
Since 1980, AMPI

WATCH ME TODAY, ,
TO BE A. REAL
"CROWD PLEASEC!

See

Laser inventor
in Hall of Fame

Max Morris
at

DANCAEROBICS
choreographed fitness program
Total

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
U.S. 641 S. 753.2617

ARLINGTON, Va.
by ANN ENGLISH.6
(AP - The man who
week course begins
built the world's first
laser has- been inducted. April 16th, 1:30
into the National Invenp.m. at
tors Hall of Fame here.
Go For It!
Dr. Theodore H.
Maiman developed the'
753-2784
ruby laser, the world's__
first operating laser, in
the late 1950s while I NEED a white Chrisworking for Hughes Air- tian male companion
for single mom. Must
craft Co.
love kids. 753-2284.
Since then, the laser JUDY
Williams Tax
has found hundreds of Service. call for apapplications in pointment anytime. 436medicine, industry, 2524 or 436-5496.
electropies, data pro- MOTHERS Day
Spec-ial. Cypress'
cessing, communica- Clocks. $15 and up.
1501
tions and scientific Oak Dr. 753-364.
research.
P LIR CH A SE Video

Seafood
Buffet
Fish, Frog Legs,
Boiled Shrimp &
Oysters on the half
shell.
Fri. & Sat.
4:30-9:00
CUBA RESTAURANT
Hwy. 303•Cube, Ky.
Phone 382-2208
5. Lost and Found
LOST Collie Dog
Name: Rosco. Wearing
Murray License Tags. 2
year old. Male. Lost in
the vicinity of Poplar
and Sycamore, West
side--Of-Main. Reward!
753-8788 or 762-5117.
LOST: John Deere tool
box. with tools on Hwy
732 in the Lynn Hurst
area. $50 reward. 4362261.

Production. Call for
free brochure. 502-2472840. .

Train To Drive
•
TRACTORS TRAILERS
Call the leader
MTA SCHOOL

Nifr
aff.

502-554-0733
or 502-589-6123.

0
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'
4.11 114hi
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SHIRLEY DAVIS
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DID You FIND'
THE. BOOK You
ANTED,SLUGGO?

THAT'S A BIG_
ONE-- WHAT'S
IT CALLED?

YEP

"WEIG HTLI FTIN

MADE EASY'

c.;

C
,
4

SERVICE will prepare
your returns your place ,.
or mine. Or pickup and
deliver. Phone 436-5574.
liNNY Acres Nursery
now has tomatoes'.
peppers and bedding
plants. Open 9-5,
Mon.-Sat. 753-3619. 901
North Johnny
Robertson Rd.

a
Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon:,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

APRIL
11! 12-

G

GARFIELD, I THINK IT'S TIME
WE GROW UP, BE MORE
RESPONSIBLE,TAKE A MOREi
,
MATURE CoarLooK
ON LIFE...

r7-

1 DON'T THINK

DON'T KNOW
WHAT CAME
OVER ME

I

YOU'RE 'TAKING
ME SERIOUSLY!

Olds-Pont.-Cad.-Buick

kat
gb.9
© 1984 United Feature Syndicate
Inc
41•

WHERE'S

F-1E SAYS NE

SARGE?

DOESN'T LIKE THESE

MUSHY MOVIES

r,
ikeo.t*A_*•Ai

.1 THINK 1-1E'7 LIKE
TO WATCH BUT HES
AFRAiD WE'LL SEE
HIM CRY

BEETLE

-\/-*

LJLJ LI
[1]

MAYBE
YoLPRE RIGHT

e4f,
ditiVA

TAXES filed. Short
Forms $7.50 for federal
and state, Itemized
$15.00. Now offering' in
home service for shutins. Call Joxce Noel Tax
Service at 489-2440 for
appointment.
WANTED single white
fesmale companion, age
25 to 45. My height
5'11 14". weight 180.
dark trOwn hair. Call
527-1341 after 7p.m.-:
Extension 123.

PINE BLUFF
SHORES
RESTAURANT
On beautiful Ky. Lake
Breakfast, Lunch,
Sandwiches. Open 7
days. Mon. thru Sat.
7-6„ Sun. 1-6. Also

Bait Shop, Worms &
Minnows.

40121r
LIJALK-fg

4-12.

YES,
IS ALEXANDER
HE IS,
›- HOME,
M.BUMSTEAD EL-MO

--,/
CAN

HE COME
OUT AND PLAY
WITH ME?

1I•
IM

^

S

ALEXANDER IS TOO
OLD TO PLAY WITH
YOU,ELMO

BUT, THANK

GOODNESS,
4 I'M NOT!

1

11

BARGAIN BATTERIES
$15W Exchange
Call 753 3711

WIGGINS FURNITURE
Hwy. 641 North

••

We now have
Oriental Rugs
t.x6, 6x9. 9x12
Chock with us at
• 753-4566
F.eS441.Z

UNCERTAIN,51RE
EXCEPT„ AN iNTRUCIER
1m3 ON THE 6610UNIDS,„

L ET'S
GET OUT
OF HERE
FAST
!

)0U CRAZY ?\
LET HIM KEEP
(
THE To-liNG
WE HAVEN'T
MADE THE
THOSE MARKS
SALE YET!
MEAN THE
PHANTOM 46
HERE!

DON'T TALK
Lf'KE A
FOOL,
STAY PUT!

I, 4,
C MIS •••••••••••• 110••Arorr. Are AMA,
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Southern Region 1
Legal
1
Legal
members have, funded
the nutrition education
and generic advertising
PUBLIC NOTICE
conducted by the
TO THE PEOPLE OF
Region's Consumer SerCA1.1.0%4 AV COI %. Ti'
Vices Division. In 1983,
• they invested nearly $6
April 11, 1984
million in this effort.
On April 20, 1984, there will be a Public
COOP PROVIDES
Hearing regarding the creation of two Fire
STABLE MARKET
Districts in Calloway County. This Public
AMPI's goal .of a
Hearing pertains to the Fire Districts in the
stable market and its
Precincts of AlmO-Dexter and Claytons
ability to put dollars on
Creek. This meeting will take place at 1:00
dairy farmers' checks
p.m., in the Calloway County Courthouse,
was evidenced in 1983.
in the office of JudgErtEXeCUtive George H.
The region collected
Weaks. Anyone wishing to be heard on this
$22.8 million in
matter, should be present at that time.
premiums over and
above the minimum
George H. Weaks
prices established under
JUdge/EXecutive
Federal Milk Market
Calloway County
Orders. In addition, the
Murray, Kentucky
Region's manufactered
plants generated additional dollars in
speciality blends for I, Ray Cates, will no
longer be responsible
2
Notice
manufature of ice for
any debts other
cream, yogurt and can- my own as of 04-11-84.than
WE BUY
dy, as welt as butter,
powder and cheese.
2
USED CARS
Notice

YOU WERE RI614T..THE't
SEEMED VERY PLEASED

mANAGER...I'm 60IN6

.1111CRSDAY, APRIL 12, 19M

Read
the
Classified
=Iedion For
Bargains
Everyday

13 For Sale or -Trade
ifiSirtiODGc trait D500
Heavy Duty ST., $oo.
Will trade for good farm
tractor. 753-4356 or 4354545.

11. Want to Buy
git house in or close lo
Murray. Send response
to P.O. Box 1040H,
ALUM. cans. 100 lbs. or
more, .24 cents. We pick
up. Ed Sanitation and
Recycling Center,' 4362858.
SINGLE or double axle
utility trailer. 753-9400.
WANTED to buy. White
Oak timber. Call 753-0338.
WANT to buy. Baled
Hay. 753-2542.
15. Articles for Sale
FOR sale, 4 ft. lawn or
porch swing wait $35.
12 hole Martin Box, 130.
Butcher Block Table.
$25. See at 1624 Olive,
Gerald's Workshop.
FROMAN culting
machine, branch new.
Locksmith technical
course. Small motor
repair technical course
including all 'tools. 7536260.
JUST in time for new
Arnold Palmer Blazers
by John Peel. Navy,
brown and tan. Reg.
$99.50, Now $49.50.
Cashmere Sport Coats,
$99.50. 753-3557.
QtASAR Video Recorder with remote
control. $8./week.
Rudolph Goodyear, 7530505.
SANYO refrigerator.antique radios. serving
--maehine--electronic-teakdetector, . dollie, Simpson meter,- R502 gas,
ges. Phone 759-1322.
WEDDING gown, hat
and veil. Size 10.. Eyelet
material. 759-9948.

16. Home Furnishings

•

•

CRYIS •
USED OFFICE
FURNITURE
Wood or metal desks. Executive or Secretarial
Chairs, Tables, files,
storage
- cabinets,
bookcases, conference
tables, part cabinets and
much more Used but nice
1016 Jefferson St.
Paducah, Ky.

302-442-4302

14
Zenith color T
and stand. 4 years old
Perfect condition. 7534393.
6. Help Wanted
25" QUASAR. Color
NrErr-r-Tar-Th-g-m
Console TV.. SS/Week. for real! I .guarantee to
Rudolph Goodyear, 753send you 60 'addresses
0595. ,
and telephone numbers
BRASS bed, king size.
of working Alaskan
complete with firm
companies. Information
orthopedic mattress
is based on 5 yrs.
set, never used, still in
personal experience
carton. Cost $800. Must
working in Alaska. Insell. $350 casli.
formation cost $10.
Paducah. 898-7513.
Alaska Addresses, P.O.
DUNCAN Phyfe Table,
Box 7.„ Clinton, Ky.
Pedestal, 6 chairs, two
42031.
captain, one black
NOW accepting ap'naughyde love seat. 327
plications for assistant ,
Motor, needs overhaul,
-manager pozttitifr -Serld -- rraristhiSsion. 1971
resume to Keven
Chevelle Concordia
Allbritten.. 1111 ChestState Station Wagon.
nut. Murray 'or call
436-5844.
759-4695 between 2 and 4
FRENCH Provincial
couch 'and chair, light
Restaura
PATT7'S
green print, matching
nf
located in Grand Rivers
end tables a:nd coffee
is now accepting aptable. $200. 759-1870.
plications for all types
QUEEN size waterbed,
of restaurant emlike new, heater and all
ployees fcir new restart.
accessories. Ben
Open soon. Please,
Franklin stove. Call
apply in person between
759-4446 or 753-7293 after
hours of 1-3." Mon -Fri.
!p.m.
at Patti's 1880
TREE solid maple
Restaurant.
barstools. $25 each.
New. Patio table, never
9. Situation Wanted
been used. Call 753-7738.
YEAR old mother of
tPRIGHT piano. 1 yr.
2 wants to keep babies
guarantee. $375. 55
or small children in her
yards camel carpet,
home. 3 years exnew, $275. Solid Oak
perience. Has reporch swing, $50. Dresferences. 759-1692.
ser with mirror, $15
I WILL do babysitting
437-4432.
In my, home. Day,
19. Farm Equipment
nights or all night. HO
meals will be furnished.
EARTHW
AY Precision
References. Will also do
Garden Seeder. Plants
ironing. Call 759-4803.
28 different vegetable
WILL clean houses and
seeds. $36.99. Wallin
offeces. Murray.
Hardware Paris. Tn.
Calloway County area
REAR Tine Tillers,
Have references. $4 a
Briggs Statton engine. 3
how 502-382-2794. ,
forward speeds and
reverse. 5 h.p. $529.99. 8
10. Business Opportunity
h.p. $629.99. Front Tine
v.000 SQUARE Ft.
Tiller, 5 h p. chain
commercial building,
drive. $279.99 Wallin
heat and air, paved
Hardware, Paris. Tn.
parking lot. $32,000.
TRACTOR tires. New
435-4526.
and used. John Rough
Equipment. 382-22111
Command a big rig
20. Spoilt- Equipment
and a big salary as a
30-30 WINCHESTER
TRACTOR
Canandian Centennial,
I TRAILER
Remington 270 with
scope 12 ga.„ Ithaca
DRIVER
Pump 753-1208.
MARLIN Lever action
.22 with scope. Stevens
20 guage double barrel
shotgun, $100 each.
Browing Compound
Bow with accessories,
$75. -Phone 753-1866.
rrtofe
I-'ADUCAH Gunshow,
of oveitthe
April 14 and- 15. Jaycee
1-c1
.Civic Center, Paducah,
Ky. Buy-Sell-Trade.
Gun Door Prize.
McCanh Gunshows 616•No exoptence,
337-7543
• woon & lob u;acement
22. Musical
.
•
4elidirT:Ervmelrentr •
Guitar in new condition
Ifaining
Phone 7501750.
•Keep pour oresent
.ON
year old Craig
,.N.,.hile152!J train
St•-et-tr for Safe
Foi
"Pnorii WO:air
AM/FM stereo radio
(502) 554-0733..
and turntable plus 8
(502) 589.6123
track player. Bought for
$300, selling for $75.
Quick sale
Call
753-6821

-
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
2 2

_

SPINET piano, liege
new. Best 13(fer. Alan,*
upright freezer. $250
. 492.8994.
•24.

isiellaneous

24. Miscellaneous

24. MiScellaneous

Musical

TRI-STATE Satellite
$,Att.E.,_AL It system

completely installed,
$1,785. We service what
we sell. 901-642-0295, 315
Tyson .Ave., Paris
Tenn

55
-GAL. Drum for sale.
Thornton Tile and
Marble, 612 S. 9th
753-5719
ARIENS Emperor Riding Mower. 30" cut.
Looks and runs like_
85 amp.
, new. Extra engine in-eluded. 4500. - Call- 753Deep Cycle
837tafter 5p.m.
CAMPER to
for 1981
Datsun long bed truck,
slightly damaged. Baby
With Exchange.
crib, play pen, stroller.
exeellent condition-.
Four wicker an-d
ch'rome chairs. Re• stored antique barber
chair. 'Call 579-9757. 25 Business Services
After 5p.m. 753-1960.
FOR SALE: Small En--Shop'de•
alerships tOols, parts
and equipment. 753-0369
or 753-9573.
FOR Sale dark fired
tobacco base. $2.600 per
acre 753-3272 after
6P.m.
FOR Sale Stock and
equipment for small
Richard W. Jones
grocery store. Call 615Tax Service
232-6270-after 5p.m
Confidential professional
GLIDDEN Spred Velvet
service. it5 In accounting
Exterior Latex House
with 13 years sisperiencis
Paint, 19.99 gal. at
In preparing personet,
Black's De-co-rating
and
form
C'en'ter. 70-1--S:-atat -Street; ---busin•ss
returns.
Murray.
94 West and
LA-WN Mower battery,
Oohs Rd.
-12 volt, $24.90 exchange.
Call 753-3215 for op- _
i--n- H-a rd ware
_pointment day or night.
Paris _
MARINE Flattery. 27
--s-e-nes. 1015 amp, _34S.SV
MIKE HODGE'S
exchange. Wallin
TAX SERVICE
Hardware. Paris.
7 years of experience
MARTIN Houses. 6 rm.
preparing individual,
122.99, 12 rm. $33.99, 16
rm. $44.99. 24 rm. $59.99.
business, partnership,
Wallin Hardware.
and corporate returns.
Paris.
•
Low rates & hundreds of
NEW and used Air
satisfied clients. Now
Compressors
Dill
preparing returns. Day
Electrie. Call 753-9104. or night call 759-1425
POLES, all sizes utility
for appointment.
poles. See at Water
Valley_ or phone 502-3552665.
TV -Radio
26
SATELLITE
SYSTEMS. 10 ft.
SATELLITE TELEVISION
Fiberglass KLM5 'ReInstalled,
sales tax and
ceivers. $1.550 installed.
labor included. 9 ft.
436-2835
SEASONED hickory. spun dish $1549. 12 ft.
Mesh Star Dish $1995.
oak, mixed hardwoods,
WOOD TV
-$30 rick delivered.
Mth. order-2 ricks. Call
Fulton, Ky 472-3704
John Boyer at 753-0338.

New
Marine
Batteries

-

'35

436-2505

J.W. Jones
Tax Service
492-p662
Anytime

First Class Repair Service
on Stereo's & T.V.'s
Work Guaranteed
World of Soured
222 S. 120, St.

753-5865

TWO 14" Chain Saws. 1
Remington,41. Poulan.
$60 each. Call 753-4740.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale

3 1 . Want. to Rent
Want To
A cabin on lake for
3 or 4 weeks,
maybe longer.
Bennie Simmons,

37. Livestock-Supplies
FOR Sale. Semental
tStill 492=8265 before
-8p.m.
IITILITY/Horse
trailer, open top bars.
Only $300. 700 South
Meadow Lane. 753-5901

41, Public Sales

Yd Sale
1304 Peggy
Ann Drive
8-?
Saturday,
April 14th
Clothes from infant
to toddler sizes,

•

46. Homes for Sale
NEAT 3 BR home-on 2
acre lot located on Hwy.
464 and east of Penny
Road. Carpet
throughout. Range,
dishwasher and air
conditioner. Asking $29,
000. Call Murray
Calloway Co. Realty
753-8146 or Ron Talent
753-9894.

46

Homes for Sale

BY ownerr-11-13R7-11iibath, 1,800 sq. 'ft., den,
central his, wood
stove, eat-in kitchen.
fenced backyard, R-39
insulation, quiet
neighborhood. For appointment call 759-1938
after 5p.m.
1.`014. Full Time Real
Estate Service, Contact
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222. We currently
have over 160 properties
for sale.

TRACTORS *FARM MACHINERY *TRUCKS

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18, 1984
10:00 AM.-REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

JAMES E. STEHL-OWNER
PM:MERV/8.-M -TENWESSEE
11 Miles North Of Dresden, Tenn.
7 Mlles East Of Latham, Tenn.
SALE LOCATIOM: Al Paimersville,Tenn.Take Paved Intersection Hwy. West 3 Mlles To New Salem Church Rd.
Proceed North To Sale Site? Signs Posted!
TRACTORS-MC 1088, CAA, 1424 Hours, TA, Du. Hydraulics, Weights, 24.5x32 Rubber, SNU010658•INC
966,3400 Hours, Du. Hydraulics, Weights,18.4:34 Rubber,SNU014601
COMBINES AND HEADS-Massey Ferguson 760,
C4A, Hydrostatic Drive, 24.5-32 Rubber, Chopper, 16'
Platform wrio Cutter Bar,SN1756003823•Massey Foriuson 750, CIA, Hydrostatic Drive. 24.5-32 Rubber,
Chopper, 16' Platfctint w Flo Cutter Bar, SN1696-02915
•Massey Ferguson 750, C&A, Hydrostatic Drive, 24.532 Rubber, Chopper, 18' Platform
Header Control SN1696-06766 • Massey Ferguson 410 Gas, 13'
Quick Attach Platform, SN1200-15385•Three-Massey
Ferguson 44 Corn Heeds w Hiniker Corn Severs•Masseyfrerguson83 Cornifead.
TRUCKS AND TRAILERS-1981 Ford F-250 Ranger
XLT 4 Wheel Drive, 39.000 Miles, Automatic, Sport
Wheels, Topper•1974 Ford F-600 Grain Bed, 2 Speed
Axle•1973 Ford F-800 Grain Bed A Hoist. 2 Speed Axis
• 1962 Ford -600 Grain Bed, 2 Speed Axis • 24'
Gooseneck 3 Axle Flat Bed Trailer•1976 Whits Freight
Liner, Sleeper, Air Conditioner, 318 Det Engine, 13 Sp
Transmission, Twin Screw • Great Dane Flat Grain
Trailer, Tandem Axle, Aluminum Grain Sides,SN15679.
FIELD EQUIPMENT-MC 490-24' Hyd. Fold Disc•IHC
13 Tine 3 Point Chisel Plow•250 Bushel Gravity Wagon
w Hyd Auger•ItiC 400 Cycio 4 Row Planter wrFertAlze
Attachment •IHC 2000 Loader w68886 Series Brackets• Walden S. Front Mount Blade w1HC&J.D Brackets•Two-John Blue 500 Gallon Pull Type Sprayers w
Ground Drive PuMps•John Blue 1000 Gallon Tank w/3
Horse Pump Mounted On 1961 Ford 2 Ton Truck•Sets
Of 18.4.3813081a•Set Of 111.4x34 Duals•Shaver Post
Driver•Quick Hitch•INC 511 5 Bottom 3 Point Plow
•John Dews 5 Bottom 3 Point Plow•Jet Flow 8"-52'
Grain Auger•3 Point Blade•3 Point Wood Sputter•
3 Point Carry All •IHC 315-15' Culti **Wither•John
Deere 1260 Planter wiFertiltze, N Till CO4a1tArs, End
Transport•John Deere 400-4 Row Rotary Hoe•INC
440-21' Wing Fold Disc•INC 100 3 Point Sickle Mower
•John Deere-2A Hole Double Disc OHS•New Holland
269 Twine Baler•New Holland 54 Rake•3 To Tandem
Axle Fertilize Buggy trt-rwin Fan•14' Tat
Trailer•
6' Pull Type Rotary Cutter • Maury Ferguson 4 Row
Cultivator •6 Row Cultivator w 'Hyd. Fold Tool Bar •
Tractor PTO Seeder•Grain Bin Pats•23' Hitch Pilker
Harrow•2 Wheel Traitor •23.1•26 RC Tires•18.4x26
RC Tires

All Equipment Is Right Off The Farm Working And WIN
Go Right To Your Farm To Work For You!!
Don't Miss This One!
Each And Every Piece Goes On The Block TO SELL
Under The Rhythm Of The SELLING MACHINE, James
R Crisp Auction Style!!

,Fot_Mor• information Contact: James E. Stahl
901-822-3982 Day Or 9014224175 Evenings
Complete Settlement Day Of Sole?
Bank Letter A MUST!?!
Bring Your Trucks Si Trailer??
Loader Tractor Will Be There At No Charge!'
•
.

JAMES R. CASH
AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM. KENTUCKY
(502)623-8466 or (502)623-6388
Tenn. Firm •806. Tenn. Auc
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Cash And Carry - No Phone Sales

Edge On Hwy. 90 East 2 Miles From The Court Square
Signs Posted!
TRACTORS-Case 1570, CIA, 1804 Hours, 20.8 Duals,
Du. Hydraulics, Quick Hitch, Weights, SN 8819654,
"Super Nice"•Case 1070, CIA, 2162 Hours, 18.4•38
Rubber, Du. Hydraulics, Weights, SN 8811905 "Super
Nice"
COMBINE AND HEAD-John Deere 6600 Hydrostatic,
CAA, 2041 Hours, Chopper, 281.-26 Rubber, 216 Flex
Head, SN 305964H "Reel Nice"•John Deere 4.4.4 Corn
Heed.
TRUCKS-1978 Dodge 600, 14,700 Actual Mlles, 15'
Parkhurst Grain Bed And Hoist, V-8, 2 Speed, "Extra
Nice"•1968 white 9000, Parkhurst, 16' Grain Bed And
Hoist, That Is Like New, Pr, Steering 512 Speed, Air
Brakes,"Very Good Truck".
FIELD EQUIPMENT--Krause 21' Model 1401 Hyd. Fold
Disc,"Like New':•USW 21' Disc Harrow•Leafy 3 Point
PTO Seeder•Lek lkidge Hitch• John Deere 7000 4
Row Plateleite Planter, insecticide Boxers, Monitor,
Spray Nozzles•INC 153-4 Row Cultivator iv/Tenders
And Spray Nozzles•3 Point 12 Row Spray Boom•1000
Galion Water Tank Mounted On 4 Wheel Wagon vr/3
Horse Pump•13 Tine Chisel Plow, wAnhydrous Applicator, Gaur Wheels•Trl State 10' 3 Point Hyd. Adlustabie Blade• Brillion 14' Cult' Mulchtir•John Deere 9
Row No Tim Planter w71 Series Units•Lely RH 400-30Roterris 13'•6 Row Wedge Wick Bar • John Deere
2350-5x111" On Land Hitch Plow•INC 510-5•18" Semi
Plow•Set Of 18.4'38 Duals•200 Galion Saddle Tanks
*Electric Controls And Shut Off
MISCELLANEOUS SHOP TOOLS-G E 300 Amp Arc
Welder•Over Head Shop,Cran••Electric Shop Crane
• Shop Tables • 48" Metal Lathe • Wrenches and
Mechanic Tools Of All Descriptions • 30 Ton Shop
Press•10 Ton Floor Jock efforts Power•Paint Swum
• Bail Bearing Bench Grinder•Bolt Bins w/Bolts•L
Shape Pickup Fuel Tank wrElectric Pump•Metal Band
Saw

1st Time Ever
2 Party,
Yard Sale
Sat., April 14th
8-5
1311 Poplar St.

Cancelled 19 case
.

BIG GARAGE
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
April 13th & 14th
8-4
1504 Parklane Dr.
Rain or Shine
Fur.niture,
Miscellaneous,
Household Items,
Assorted
Linens,
Some
Men
&
Women's Clothes.

FLEA MARKET
YARD SALE

All Of Mr, Smith's Equipment Is Of Superior Quality,
And The only Reason For The Auction is For Health
Reasons So Mark Your Calendar Now And Make Plane
To Be With Us For The Calvin Smith Farm Liquidation!!
For More Information Contact:
Calvin Smith 502-247-7441

Hazel,_ Ky.
April 14th 'Free set ups

Complete Settlement Day Of Sale!
Bank Letters A MUSTII
_
CONSIGNED BY WAYNE UNDSEY
For information Phone 502-443-9607 Days. 502664-7177 Evenings
INC 1066, CIA, 1500 Hours, TA, 16 4.3$ Duals,
Dual Shaft. Du Hydraulics, Quick Hitch, "Nice". Sal
U34308•eiC 490-21' Hyd, Fold Ortec wHarrow -Like
New"• Triple K 21' Field Conditioner vs Roiling Baskets. Hyd Fold, 'Like New"• IHC 311-21' Hyd Fold
Cult' Mulcher -Reel Nice"• 1975 Chevy C-85. Midwest
Grain Bed & Hoist, 512 Speed, 368 Engine, 1000-20
Rubber,"Good Truck".

near Antique
Shops.

Trailers11 liking Your- Trucks
The Lorider Tractor Will Be
Available At No Char. "

JAMES R. CASH
14, AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM. KENTUCKY
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45.1arms for Sale
177 ACRES tillable land
with tobacco barn.
Financing available.
438-2197.
30 ACRES bottom land
• with -good tobacco barn
and 1 8/10 acres dark
fired tobacco base.
325,000. 40 acres of A-1
bottom farm land. $22.
500. Locattd in the Bell
City area or total 90
acres for $45,000. Phone
' 382-2868.
335 ACRES Northwest
of Kirksey on Calloway.
Marshall County line. 32
acres fescue 325 tendable balance ill timber.
'Call 489-A597 or 489-2704.
APPROXIMATELY 76
acres. River bottom
farm. 3 miles East of
Murray on Bethel
Church Rd. Call
753-6236.
NICE 4 BR brick Ranch
home. Large rooms.
Cathedral ceiling with
fireplace and' heatalor
In 24x20 living room.
Double carport. With
livestock facilities. All
on 119 acres .With 30 acre
watershed on back of
property. Located in
Kirksey area. Owner
financing available..
Phone 436-2197.
-WANTED to Buy: Approximately 20 A. Lunt
with modest house.
barn, and outbuildings.
Will pay cash. Send
detailed description and
location to 117 Beach St.
So.. Kewanee, IL 81443.

46. Homes for Sale
&DER brick Rime f
blocks from MSU. 3 BR...
2 bath, gas heat extra
large lot. $59,000. 224 S.
15fh St. Call for appoinRain or Shine
tment 753-2414."
Fri. and Sat. 8-6
RE&CED S2,000. owRed brick ,havrie.
Kai
ner s Must Se4-1.!
doublewide 2 4 x 60
mile north of Stella on
mobile home with lac of
121.
land located south dl
-41.-1A41.cee 4+401Fts,akv-,- Murray. 341R, 2 baths,,,
den with fireplace, iiy
lueS,-ftifftge; new
ing yinroisiting rm, kit,util. tin,'I car garage.
velry
Call Spann Realty Associates. 7.53-7724.

GARAGE
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753-648
Magnavox 25" diagonal Console AFT
Color TV• MX/200 chassis•IOW inline matrix tube•One-knob electronic
tuning•Automatic fine tuning•
Efficient 4" speaker • Electronic voltage regulation•Mediterranean styling
•CD4706PE

175
T-:&795
cruise
t-t°P
afterac9t7ua951

Cadilli
loaded
753-082

•a
nutorn
gr
753-872

MA6NAVOX

275

ThirrI
FM ci
P-a-- P

Clearance
Priced

4.11.

4
S
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P .
o
I
••••••..-

Magnavox ir diagonal Portable AFT
Cob( TV•MX/100 chassis•90' intine matrix tube•One-knob electronic
tuning •Automatic fine tuning circuit•
Automatic color circuit•3" x 5"
'speaker •61:14143WA

•

actual
759-17X

nrgr"
Must
Call 75:
7W-175
tory tl
1650 cc

4
4a3n06-2.5€0
eNx

50..U

CLAYTON
Magnavox Home Entertainment Center
713 S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky-.
-
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LARGE
GARAGE
SALE

YARD
SALE

AUCTION

sit

FOR' Saleby owner 3
BR ranch home close to
town, extra large lot,
garden area. 14x20 ft.
deck, garage, central
air, equipted kitchen,
$43,500. Call 753-9706.
LOCATED at 50d
Cherry this home has
just been reduced
$6,500. Now offered at
$38,500. Owner has left
state and urges offers.
Call Spann Realty Associates. 753-7724.

12x55 TWO bedroom
trailer in Fox Meadows.
753-4875
Central heat and air,
38 Pets-Supplies
stove, refrigerator,
AKC German shepherd
washer...dryer inpuppy, also guard dogs:
32. Apts for Rent
cluded:34,500, 753-0136.
1-554-2153.
12x55, VERT good stove 1 1311 furnished apt. In
boys sizes 8-10,
BRICK Ranch 3 BR.
and refrigerator, din- quiet established, re- 41. Public Sales
bath, -large Great
household items,
ette set. hide-a-bed, sidential neighborhood.
Room,- formal living
central a/W.' $4,000 .or No pets. $200 month.
baby furniture.
and dining room. Also
best offer. Call Bill, Phone 753-1222.. Bill
eat-in kitchen, central'
aeWerle
436-2326.
Kopperud.
air and ____heat. Utilities _
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
12x60 3 BR mobile 1 RR furnished apt.
very reasonable. Nice
FLEA MARKET
home, good condition. rent. 753-8730 or
Silver
Gold
home with possible
in
Draffenville
Indoor
$4,000. 437-4731.
753-6965
_Closed
Closed
income. 1626 Hamilton.
of
west
¼
mile
U.S
68
12460 3 BR,-14 bath, an 1 BR lake front apt. in
436-5479 or 753-1342.
Yesterday 382.50
Yesterday
9 22
Purchase Parkway, 22
Fri. 8-4
electric, good condition. Panorama Shores. ApBY Owner: 4 .B11. 214
spaces. Wide variety. Fri
- Opened
Opened
436-5434.
pliance furnished.
Sat. 8-12
Sat., Sun. Sam- Spm Open' baths, living,- „dining
Today
378.75
Today
9.07
12x65 WINCHESTER 2 Lease deposit and reroom, family room
Tater Day 502-527.3506
BR, 144 baths, a fine ferences requtred. 436Down
3.75
Down
1606 Catalina
15
w'fireplace, large eatquality built home. 2484 after 5p.m.
Compliments of:
in kitchen, newly painDrive
Rent' 2 BR apt.
Total utility bills this
ted and papered. Low
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
Jan. 3110. Set up and Call 753-3530 after 4p.m.
Drapes, furniture,
utilities. 2 car garage
skirted in Riviera Cts. NICE 1 BR apt. near
JEWELERS-OLYMPIC PLAZA
with work bench and
clothing, misc.
Call 753-9445 nights. downtown Murray. 753opener. 379.000. AsWe buy Gold, Silver & Diamonds
762-6287 days. Ask for 4109, 762-6650, 436 2844.
sumable fixed rate 12
Hours: 10-8 Daily, 12-5 Sunday
Fri. & Sat. 8-?
Dan.
percent loan. 1704
1971 LANCIER Mobile
Plaitiview.
753-4593.
South
of
miles
3
home, 3 BR, 2 baths, for 34. Houses for Rent
Murray of
more information call HOUSE for rent. In
Spann Realty as- Hardin. 759-1417.
Highway 641.
sociates. 753-7724.
NICE 3 BR brick, near
Rain or Shine.
1980 12x60 Mobile home, Court Square. $250 with
Auction Sale Saturday, April 14th at 10:00 A.M. at the Dan
1 owner with a front deposit. 753-1513.
Children
& Adult
Thursday
kitchen, 2 BR, central
Miller Auction Barn
mile north of Lynn Grove, Ky. on
Clothes,
heat, 200 amp. service 36. For Rent or Lease
thru
Highway 893. From Murray take 94 West to Lynn Grove.
pole. Extra nice. Call
Household
item
s,
TAKE over grocery
753-5884.
Saturday
From Mayfield take 121 toward Murray. Watch for Auction
toy s & other misc.
1984 COUNTRY Manor, with gas pumps. Must
Signs. Will sell a large lot of antiques, old glass & china, ge6d
a.m.-?
8
obtain,
$4,000,
be
able
to
14x64, ,2 BR, furnished,
used furniture & appliances.
43. Real Estate
excellent condition. Can House to live in $200 per
417 South
2p.m.
Old 60" round oak table, oak dresser, small oak table with claw
be seen at C-4 Coach month. Call after
2 BR duplex, very nice,
9th Street
Estates or call arra-.3546137.
feed & glass bolls. Other fancy small tables, old victrolia, fancy old.
3 years old. 753-3966.
5p,ro. 753-4557.
Real Service in
37. Livestock-Supplies
library tables, tin doOr-p1e-safe, small glass door Safe, 4 drawer'
A'MERICAN Pride
_Real Estate, Contact
walnut chest,old woodige:6214.J.eliny I.inn hed,.1-herlroam_suife
Stables.
14x65 mobile home, RIEbEWOOD
OPP-ERUD
SUMS
treadle-sewing machine, old dresser with .lamp_ tiers,'5 drawer
parity -furnished.- itat .Hofier-biparrded:
• 711 Main. We work at
nice outside awning: or pasture space
bachelor chest. _with bevil mirror, fancY\5 drawer, chest,,
--your convenience.
Can be . seen anytime at available. $20 per
top table, old Coffee mill, beautiful wicker love seat with matching
Phone 753-1222.
after
A-14 Fox Meadows.
month. 753-3010
RENTAL Investmenf
rockers, other fancy wood chairs, old trucks, iron bed, kitchen
Fri. & Sat.
6p.m.
DOUBLE Wide Home.
Property. Must sell.
cabinet, 5-tear egg crate, copper boiler, wood breakfast set, 3
14th
April
13th
&
BR, -2 bath, family
$24,000. Rental Income
burner oil stove, small sewing baskets, large wood victory match
room, living room and all
Public Sales
8-4 p.m.
$.4 5.0 . 7 5 3 - 5 8 4 2 or
box, 3 nice couches & chairs, one nice hidabed, good 30- electric
dining room, large kit436-2411.
615 Maple St.
chen. On 2 lots close to
stove, refrigerator, small camper refrigerator, large home freezer,
Rain. or Shine
APRIL
Ky. Lake. 474-8038.
washeri-wringer washer & double tubs, wash kettles, one bushel
STROUT
ECLUDED 5 Acres,
and women's
MARKET
FLEA
REALTY
Warm morning stove. good oil heater, porch swing, dinner kettle,
12x56 mobile home,loTheS,:book,
ice tongs, corn sheller, some good old glass & china stove pitcher;
12x24 block building,
300 pieces
records, dishe,
Lou Ann Phipot753-6843
stone crock, old berry dishes, old kerosene lamps, old money, Old
woods and pond.
Old furniture.
Wayne Wilson 763-5086
Warranties transTV., Idis of items
pocket watches,.pne chain driven, old 44 bed, air conditioner, nice\
Walnut,
Oak,
Joe L. Kennon 436-5676
ferrable. 474-2718.
set of twin beds, large office desk & chair, a 9.5 Johnson outboard
1912 Coldwater Road
Mahogany. Desks,
motor & trolling 'motor, trout lines, lot oft. fishing equipment, \
28. Mobile'Homes for Rent
Matey, Kentucky 42071
Tables,
Chairs,
15021 763-0186
Camper bus, large camel tent, like -new push mower, nice large
'\ 3 BEDROOM trailer for
GARAGE
Halltrees, old tools.
Anytime
riding mower electric start. garden 'tiller, new 16' extension ladrent. Keniana $150 a
JOE L. KENNON
KEEN'S
month. Call 436-5364.
SALE
der, wheelbarrow, long chains, hand & garden tools, Coleman_
Broker
NICE 2 BR mobile
6 miles South of
ntern & stove. goon 1964 Ford Truck straight shiftV-8 long wide
April 13th
Licensed & Bonded
home, near Murray. No
bed, nice old pump organ.
Mayfield Highway
and 14th
pets. 489-2611.
11!
Many other items not listed. Auction held rain or.shine. Not
45 South
9-?
responsible for accidents. For more information & your auction
30. Business Rentals
44. Lots for Sale
11 miles out East 94,
needs Phone 43.5-4144.-LyMs Grove.-Ky. .
x 210 FT. ti's the
1st road to left past
3 PARTY ,
5th lot South of 94 West
Grocery.
Brown's
Mini
on the Sinking Spring
YARD SALE
for
Something
Warehouse
Rd. 753-0891.
'
everyone,
Sat. 9-3
acre lot, city water,
Storage Space
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays".
16x20 metal building, 2
94 East,--4%
For Rent
tieetised & Bonded in Ky.
Tenn. #1281
large shade trees. Near
753-1492
miles. Comer of
East Y Elementary
BE THERE
School. $4,500 firm.
Van Cleave and
759-1512.
COMMERICAL build94. Across from
AURORA one to 10
ing, 901 Coldwater
acres wooded Kentucky
Road. Ideal location for
old Lakestop
Lake area, from $3,995,
miles
61
/
2
doctors office or other
nothing down, from $39
Grocery. Many
type of business. For
Southeast of Murmonth, for home,
more information, call
misc.. items.
ray on Hwy. 121
mobile home, free in502-236-2158 nights:
formation phone Mr.
towards New ConDays 502-236-3158.
Shell 1-800-521-4996.
cord. Sale going on
LAND for sale. 4 to 12
through Sunday.
acres. 10 minutes from
baby -lake. Call after -2p.M:
Lots - of
354-6137.
things. 436-5838.
SMALL block cabin on
COMPLETE FARM SELL OUT***
100x70 ft. ,lot. ,ApTHURSDAY, APRIL•19, 1984
Complete Satellite System
proximately 200 yds.
10:00 AM.-REGARDLESS OF WEATHER
from Lake with access'
Drake Receiver, 110e LNA, Polaroto
to the lake. Electricity.
Heavy Duty Diska-nd Mount.
MR. & MRS. CALVIN SMITH
Has community water.
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
Chandler' Park area.
SALE LOCATION: At The Mayfield, Ky East City Limit
$6,500. 753-6091.
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46. Homes for Sale
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers'
1972 LUV truck, runs 1972 COBRA Mini Motor
good,- sport wheels, Home, 21 ft., double air,
primed ready to paint. rear bath, sleeps 6,
2575. Call 758-4857.
awning, C.B.. AM-FM,
1978 FORD F100, blue, tape, and lots more.
p.s., p.b., standard High mileage but good,
shift, spoke wheels, $6,950. Phone 753-3234
days. 753-0114 after
sharp.-474-2325.
1977 GMC Long Wheel 5p.m.
Base, Rally- wheels, 1978 TRAVEL Trailer,
p.a., p.b.. ac., 2 tone 20 Ft., used 2 summers.

46, Homes for Sale
---

9911.50039t 4 -BR home
located near MSU. Call
Spann Realty Associates. 753-7724.
4 BR home, 2% bath,
living room,- dining
room, family room with
fireplace, 2 car garage
on 4 acres. Out of.town
owner wants offer. Near
Ky. Lake. 474-8038.
ARE you looking for a
clean ready to move
Into 3 BR, new carpet,
wall paper, and decks.
Large lot, good garden
spot, in town for only
$34,000. Please call
753-8406 after 5p.m.
ASSUMABLE -VA loan.
Fixed 11% percent interest. 7 room brick.
Fenced yard. Call owner, 753-7217.

paint. AM-FM stereo.
753-8729 or 753.3269 after
8p.m.
1180 CHEVROLET
Silverado Pickup, low
mileage, sharp. Call 6
p.m. 759-4650.
1181 VW Pickup, diesel.
50 MPG, excellent
shape, with bed cover,
p.b.. AM-FM and more.
$4,495. 759-9424 after
6p.m.

mazoa

47. Motorcycles
1974' 750 HONDA,
dressed, good running
condition. $1,075. Call
753-4857.
1977 HONDA Goldwing
1000 dressed, cruise
control, FM cassette,
A-1 condition. 753-0519
after 5 or 753-5142 days.
Ask for Dick.
1980 HONDA CB 750K,
excellent shape. new
Hooker Headers and
batter/. $1.500. 436.2606.
1981 74:0 VIRAGO, extra
nice, low mileage,
many extras. 753-6855
after 5p.m.
1981 RARLEY Davidson SPortster. excellent
condition. 753-2228.
1984 YAMAHA 225 3Wheeler, excellent
condition.. Call_ 7591558_
--after 6p.m.

'559900

Short
Bed, 5.Speed, Radial
Tiros, Tint Glass,
Carpeting, Side Vent
Windows, much more.
2 yr. 2400 mile drive,
train warranty, lowest
priced new truck in
America.

torroll,Mazda
753-8850

51. Campers

48. Auto Services

1979 23 FT. Trotwood
Mini Motor Home, only
7,xxx miles, like brand
new. 153-4389.
22 FT.. Golden Falcon
Travel- trailer,. sleeps 6,
extra clean, 1500 Cardinal. 753-5422.
24' MIDAS, 9xxx miles,
generator, clOuble air,
sleeps six. 1979
Chevrolet Pickup, all
options, low miles. 1708
Calloway.
MALL block cabin on
GOOD Reconditioned 100x70 ft. lot. ApAuto Batteries, proximately 200 yds.
guaranteed! $15 ex- from Lake with access
change. Call 753-3711.
to the lake. Electricity.
Has community water.
Chandler Park area.
$6,500. 753-6091.

DAVE'S
GARAGE •
Auto repair, tune
ups, brakes, oil
change, tire repair.
8 miles south of
Murray on 121, 2
miles north of New
Concord.

Todd's Tire
Service

has moved to
a new location:
sal South 4th
Old Overbey
Honda Building
to serve you better. New and used
tires at discount
prices.
753-2527

'

49

Used Cars

'1971 CHEVELLE Malibu, good condition, $5751
or best offer. See at
Dill's Trailer Court
after 4:30p.m.
1976 CADILLAC &upe
Devilie, 2 dr.. fully
loaded, $1,750. 436-5869.
1976 CHEVROLET
Monza, 2 Dr., 4 cylinder, automatic, 58,xxx
miles, excellent condition. 11,500 or best offer.
Call 762:2556:
1976 OLDS 442. Call
after 5p.mi 753-4532.
1977 MONTE Cailo, low
mileage, 1 owner.
Frank Montgomery.
.4
1619 Miller Ave.
753-6312.
1977 TOYOTA Celia L'T
Liftback, locally owned,
$2.200. Can be seened at
722. Fairlane or call
after 5:30p.m. 753.7707.
1978, BONNEVILL7
Pontiac, excellent condition. Also Prom
Dress, worn once, size
11/12. 753-4487.
1978 CHEVROLET
Nova, automatic, 64,000
actual miles, 21.900.
762-2222.
1978 MONZA Spryder,
V-8, p.s.. p,b.. ac.,
AM.FM - radio, tilt
ste%ring wheel.
sacrifice at $1,400. Call
753-6487.
1979 &ACK and silver
--Trans- A rn-, anti:Ma-11c
t-top. AM-FM cassette.
cruise control, 46,xxx
actual miles. 753-6244
after 5p.m.
1979 ELDORADO
Cadillac. extra sharp.
loaded. Call 753-0851 or
753-0627 after 5p.m.
1980 MADZA RX 7-,
11 automatic. air. Call
753-8721.
19lIl MUSTANG, AM FM cassette, sun roof,
p.a.. p.b. 753-3561 after
4p.m.
1182 MERCURY Lynx
Station Wagon, 25,xxx
actual miles, 14,000.
759-1733.
1981 TOYOTA Supra.
Must sell, leaving town.
Call 753-63(2.1after 4p.m.
VW Dune Buggy,factory tube frame. new
1650 cc engine, all A.1
' and extra sharp. See at
408-- N. .4th, or call
436-2568-after 5:30p.m.

50. Used Trucks
.1

sale or trade
after 5:30p.m.

492.8411

1982....PORD Van F200,
candy apple red, automatic overdrive. p.s..
p.b., auxiliary gas tank.

53. Services Offered

BLOCK Buildin g,
basement

s, garages,
footing, floors, driveways. 'Also brick work,
large or small lobs. 24
years experience. 7535476. "
LEE S CARPET
CLEANING. Murray's
Only professional Car

pet Cleaning Company

25.300. Call 489-2807.

with over 12 years
continuous local service
using the most powerful
clea.iing system made.
Hundreds of .satisfied

FOR Sale: 22 completely self contained

camper. Call 753-1966.
52. Boats-Motors

repeat customers.

14' FIBERGLASS

Licensed and Insured.
We move the furniture
free. Free estimates, 24
hour service, 753-5827.

Quathita 40 Mere,
newly rebuilt lower
unit, carpet, seats and
trolling motor. 753-0369
or 753-9573.
14 FT. Fishing Boat.
motor and trailer, $375.
Spring is near. For
Cover and life jackets,
all your painting
cushion included. Call
753-4857.
needs call Ralph
16' HYDRA Sport Bass
Worley for early apBoat, 1975, 150 Mercury
pointments. All
Depth Finder and trollwork guaranteed.
ing motor. 23.600. After
Over 16 years ex5p.m. 753-7419.
perience. Sand1182 JO'N Boat
Aluminumcraft, live
blasting
also
well, Evinrude 25 h.p.
available.
motor, trolling motor,
depth finder. Moody
trailer. Call 436-1585
after 5p.m.
77' HINTER Sailboat, 5 DULL Dosing Back
Hole and septic tank
years old. 122,500. 753work. 354 8161 after
3006.
-AILBOAT for sale, 17 8p.m. or 354•8138 or
ft. 0-Day Day Sailer, 437 4513.
excellent condition FENCE sales at Sears
now. Calf Sears 753-2310
w/irailer. 1666 Ryan
for .free estimate for
Ave.
your needs.
SUNFISH Sailboat. 436GUTTERING by Sears.
2261
Sears continuous_
ters installed for your
-53. Services Offered
specifications. Call
APPLIANCE repair
work all -brands. Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
Specialize in Tappen.
INSULATION blown in
Call 753-5341 or 354-6956.
by Sears. TVA ap
Earl Lovett,
proved. Save on those
APPLIANCE SERVICE. Kenmore, high heating and cool
Westinghouse. ing bills. Call Sears
Whirlpool. 21 years 753-2310 for free
experience. Parts and :estimates.
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Ser•
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
753-4872, 753-8886
(home!.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience, Carpentry,
concrete., plumbing,
roofing., siding. NO
JOB TO -SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 7536973, nights 474-2276.

PAINTING

759-1050

JOE

(Sonney)

McKin

ney Appliance Service.
All makes,, and models.
(Authorized Service on
Montgomery Ward Appliances). Located at
George Hodge and Son
-Used Furniture Store.
753-8505...
LAWN Mower and tiller
repair. 3 miles south on
121 753-5086.
Irrigation Residential
CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING
McKenzie. In
Collect
Cea
901-352.3571 .
or
901-351-6704
Free Estimates

Six reasons why high school seniors
should graduate to Guarding.
You can give your seniors a good
start into the future by steering them
to the Army National Guard:
The Guard offers, in addition to
long-term benefits, six immediate
values:,a paycheck every month; tuition assistance; training in leadership and technical skills which can
contribute to civilian careers "parttimeservice compatible with other
job or school requirements; a closeto-home location and the satisfaction
of being "on guard" to help in any
local or national ffnergency.
For more information on career
opportunities available in the Army
Guard, please call
(502) 753-4042

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all-tiouses. It
stops painting.

TREE Work, complete
removal topping or
trimming, experienced,
reasonable rates. 7530211.

WOOD
SPRING SALE

OZARK LOG
HOMES

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
40% OFFIVIRTTRIRG
12th & Poplgr

...ale Location: From Draffenville. Ky. Take Hwy 68
ast 7 Miles To George Holland Rd. Proceed North East
oSaieSite!Signs Will Be Posted!!
* *400 Acres - In 4 Tracts**
*Farm Machinery***Beef Cattle*
ord 5000 Diesel Tractor. Du. Power,--14,-, Spread
heels. Remote Valve• Ford Backhoe And Loader•
ord 642 Diesel Combine. Cab & Air. 655 Hours. 15'
rain Platform. 23.1-26 Rubber•New Holland 68 Twine
Baler•New Holland 256 Rake•Bush Hog 9 RUII Type
Rotary Cutler • 3 Point Bale Carrier •3 Point 6' Box
Blade•Ford 501 Mower•Mayrath 8-54. Grain Auger
Hopper•Goose Neck 6•x20. Stock Trailer. 2 Axle•
oose Neck 16. Flat Bed w Sides•3 Point PTO Post
Hole Digger•woo Galion Fuel Tank w Pump•Portable
Air Compressor•Power Washer•Sander•Misc. Shop
Tools • Battery Charger • Texas Big Horn Saddle •
ohn Deere 60 Riding Mower • Push Lawn Mowers •
2000 Board Feet Poplar ,Lumber '-Saw Mill Run'.•Min• ral Feeders•1979 Jeep J-10--4 Wheel Drive Pickup. Pr
Steering, Automatic, Air.
24 Grade Beef Cows • Good Clean On The Farm
Herd • White F_ace Hereford • Black White Face •
Angus And Charlois • 12-Cows With Calves By
Side fr. 12-Cows To Calve Within 60 Days • 1Angus Bulls Individual Health Certificates.
For An Illustrated Brochure Contact The Auctioneer
Complete Settlement Day Of Sale' Bank Letters A MUST"

LAND AUCTION
490 Acres ± Marshall Co , Ky Farm
Soing-Offered frrFour Tracts And As Combinations
Mr ts. Mrs Robert Johnson 502-354-8740
REAL ESTATE AUCTION STARTS AT 11 00 AM
UNDER THE TENT! '
TRACT .1 89.6 Acres ± Of Farm Land With 62 4 Acre.
Open That Lay Well With County Road Frontage ThP
Entire Width of The Tract
TRACT .2 174 2 Acres ± Of Farm Land With 142 3
Acres Open That lAys Well With County Road Frontage
Leading Into The Mrid Portion Of The Tract
TRACT .3 107 8 Acres ± Of Pasture Land With 31
Acres For Cropping. Irnprd'vements Consist 01 A
75175' Pole Barn, Two 5500 Bushel Grain Bins 1,v
Dryers Machinery Tool Shed
TRACT •4 25.4 Acres ± Of Pasture Land With 22 t
Acres Clear For Cropping. Improvements Consist Of A
3 Bedroom 1400 Sq Ft Home That Is Furnished With
Refrigerator. Range. Dishwasher, Washer And Dryer
V Tower, Central Heat And Air Clean As A Pon There
Is 14. x36' Kidney Shaped Swimming Pool Also A
4424' Detached Garage With Over :Head Door And
Concrete Floor. There Is A Good Well,Under Ground
el Tank With Electric Pump.
,!rf, The Entire Farm Is Fenced
Well.,
And Is Very Veen Arranged
Tract bivieions Prepared By Registered Survey°,

I REIS:.15% Down Day Of SOW Balance Due
With Closing Within 30 Days!
Fia Pre-Sale Inspection Or •For
Informegon.Contatt--7
srames-er
Btolair. -50i-03-11466
...Or Robert 0 Johnson Owner 502-3544740

JAMES R. CASH
AUCTIONSER P. REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM. KENTUCKY
1502)623-8466 or (502)623:6388

53

Services Offered

PAIN ING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

53. Services Offered
WILL do painting and
remodeling. Very. reasonbie. 20 years ex perience. Call Bill, 4362326
We have special
packages for Tiny
Tots
CARTER STUDIO
300 NIAiN 753 8298

WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716
*FRU ESTIMATES*
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair.
Phone 753:7203_

WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal
Carl Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763.

56. Free Column
AUSTRALIAN Shepherd,
German Shepherd
cross. Free to good
home. Call after 5p m.
492-8376.

••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

STARKS HARDWARE

FAIRDEALING, KENTUCKY

17,800. Call 7534770.

NEED work on your
treest Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care.
753-0338.

MALONE S Remodeling from ground to roof
top. Phone 492-8183,
Evenings 436-203----------,-

5 Miles East Of Benton. Kentucky
5 Miles Southwest Of Kentucky Lake
15 Miles Southeast Of Kentucky Dam

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Has a store full of furniture.
Everything in the store will be
marked down this Friday iand
Saturday, April 13th and -14th. -All kinds of living room suites,
recliners, oak tables, oak hutches,
china cabinets, gun cabinets, 6
and _-:p2=_•,Q,•?:1
suites, brass and Mattresses,
C
- ome by Shoemaker's and
browse around. They'also buy,(grand trade.

Road
753-8730

Aluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siting. Custom trim work.
References. Call Will Ed
Bailey, 753-0689.

Jack Glover
753-1873

SATURDAY, APRIL 14, 1984

Shoemaker's

21121
/
2 Coldwater

121 Bypass - 753-6774

10:00 AM -REGARDLESS OF WEATHER
OR. & MRS. ROBERT 0. JOHNSON

•

DUNNAWAY'S
BODY SHOP .

LET D&C take care -of
all your cleaning! We
throughly clean homes,
offices and businesses
Very reasonable Our
prices 'can't be beat! We
service Marshall and
Calloway counties Call
DeAnn 437 4734 Cheryl
759 1064

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction - Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.

AUCTION

Chester's Auction Service
435-4128

All over paint job. Star
ting•at $299 95 Cars
Trucks, Vans, Farm
Trucks...

53. Services Offered

Big Saving On Wood Stoves An Outside Wood Furnaces.

-Shorty- McBride .
Auctioneer No. 247

For Information Call

Offered

LAWN mowing and
maintenance. We are
looking for new residential, commercial
rental and cemetery
properties. Go with the
professibnals. Excellent
references.. Countryside
Nursery. 753-3188.

Chevy Pick -Up, H Farmall Tracto.t ,
erguson 35 Tractor and _equipment ,
toWliog-TCOJC-filitil/K=That fro-n ,
, tairy .churn, coffee mill, furniture
• ots of things too numerous-to - list

Will sell a large lot of nice furniture,
appliances, good glass and china,
depression, antique items, old stone
buttermilk pitchers, cast iron skillets,
wash kettle, and lots more, nice cherry
bedroom suite, living room suite, matching recliner and rocker, round table'
and chairs, treadle sewing machine,
small tables, lamps, pictures. kerosene
lamps, nice maytag washer and dryer,
electric stove, chest type home freezer.
Lots of small appliauces, too may too
items to itemize. Nice 10" radial arm
saw, wood turning lathe, 10 ton
hydraulic jacks, lots of hand tools,
metal work benches. And lots more.

-.

5:00 p.m. 759-1989

Sat., April 14th 10 A.M.
Turn off Hwy. 641 on Hwy..
140 at Puryeat.. Go 6 miles, turn.
Watch for signs. Estate of the
late Herman Futrell.

Auction Sale

53.Services

Time For Spring
Cleaning, Let Us Do
Your Windows At
Low Rates. Coll For
Free Estimate After

AUCTION SALE

Sat., April the 14th. Rain or Shine. /
1
2
mile West of Lynn Grove, Ky., On
Hwy. 94.

Otto

53. Services Offered

•

*
6
-Tick's Custom, e)1
1(
Wood Design,
•Furniture & Furniture Refinishing •Mill Work
-ConunerciaLand_Rasidontial

ILO

*

RICK WEST
435-4125
753-9317

Ps

•

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
8c CUSTOM WOODWORKING

OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
•
SOLID WOOD CABINETS & RAISED PANEL DOORS
•
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
•
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
KITCHEN
CABINET
TOPS • VANITIES
•
•CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE &
FURNITURE REFINISHING
•COMPETITIVE PERM
• Drop By IL $oo
Our DIsoiary
• •

Early Bird Spring Cleaning

SALE
TLC Cleaning Service
Introducing Our
REVOLUTIONARY NEW
CARPET DRY
CLEANING MACHINE
'Only

One In This Section Of The Country
'At Least 50% Cleaner Than Old Method
'Carpet Dry in '/4 to /
1
2 Hour

•

Call Today For Our Low-Low

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

All Types of Custom Woodworking & Cabinetry
*Kitchen ond Bath Cabinets *Counter Tops

Quality Work
'8t
Reasonable Prices

••

•
•
•
•
•

So Low You Can Afford To KEEP Your
Carpets Clean And Prolong Their Life
759We Clean With
759-

TENDER LOVING CARE

1834

References

A

OPEN MONDAY, APRIL 9TH

MR. FARMER
WE HAVE VPLACE JUST FOR YOU
Oak Framing
Oak and Poplar Boxing
Kiln Dried Yellow Pine Framing
Barn Strips
Fencing Lumber
Treated 6x6 Building Post up to 30'
Creosote Fence Posts
Penta Fence Posts
Creosote lx6's
NAILS --FARM HARDWARE
"Everything For Your Farm Lumber Needs"

BAILEY'S
FARM LUMBER
SUPPLY
CORNER INDURRIAL DIRE
AND CHESTNUT
P6tie 759-1099
Murray, Ky.

'
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Sale
Sale 29.99
Women's
7.99 Dresses

Special Shopping Hours
9 A.M.-1O P.M.

Women
'
s
Argyle Vest

Sale 9.99
Orig. $22. l_igheweight. cotton blend
vest in white tan anct blue
'

33% Savings On
Men's Sportshirts

Orig. $12. Men's sports look in
polyester/cotton. Short sleeve stripes
and_ solids in men's sizes.

Orig. to $47. Choose from a large
selection ofin classic linens with
jackets and two piece styles.
Misses, junior and petite sizes.

Sale 9.99

Sale 19.99
On Men
'
s Pants
Women'
s Dresses
Orig. to $44. Make your selection from belted
and iacket styles in missy and petite sizes .

,
3.-99
Sale ,9,90 Sale
Selected Ties
Men's
Fashion

-

Jean
.
Orig._ $21. Men's-waist sizes 32-38

Orig. 8.50-15.00. Choose from silks, cot7
tons,•and clip-on styles...Large selection!
Men's. •
•

Orig. $23. tAlways comfortable -poly/cotton
slacks.. With -elastic back-. Solid colors in Men's .
sizes

_
Sale 6.99
Cotton Sweater .
Orig. $20. Short-sleeve cotton .sweater
• -in fashion solids. Sizes S, M, L. ..,

Orig. $22. 100% cotton cropped pant in solid
fashion colorS Belted styling with 'cuffed legs

.,
Sale 2.50
Bra Special
'Choose from a group of soft
cups, underwires. contours and padded
styles.•

,

t

• •

.
-

Sale
-10.99
M en's
Slacks
Orig.

S21

_:..,.y.0,ack_or.

tan Stze,
.•t-sier

Men's
'
Nike'

&

Adidas
'
Sportswear
:.,cont:nLiea• style,

Sale
2•99
•

Sale
7.99
Men'
s
•
Shirt
Orig. $16. Short sleeve..d knit shirt in assorted
stripes. Sizes S. M.L._

Women'
s
Nike"
' 7-)

&

11/2 Price
..
Small

Adidas"'

Leather

Sportswear

Goods

In discontinue° sty.ei,

Sale
2.99

Sale
2 25-11 00
..
Orig. 4.50-$22

•

Leather

Women
'
s

Trim Belt

Activewear

Orig. $4. Choose from
elstic styles. solids and
Stripes. -Women s

Pant

Girl's
Activewear
Pant

•

ac-cessoi:ies.

Orig. $14. Ladies pullf
on style with .elastic
waist. S.M.L

Sale
1.99

Sale
6.99

Sale
3.99
.

Sale 19.9.9 2
- 5% Off
Men's Fox®
Jackets
,„
Orig. S30. Make your selection from
yellow. khaki, navy and light blue. Sizes
S. M. L.. XL.
--------

Entire Line
Wilton®
Cake Decorating
Supplies.

Orig. $14. Striped sty mg' with etastic -waist
Sizes 7-14.
,

,

Sale 6.99 Sale a.go
Girl's
Junior Knit Top
Jogging Suit

Orig. $20. Big girl's layered look top with
pull-on pant. Red, grey, or blue. Sizes
7-14.

Orig. $16. Lightweight cotton blend with
oxford styling. Solids and stripes. In pink,
yellow, lilac and blue. Junior sizes.

SaleSportcoat
49.99 Sale 6.99 Special Buy
Men's
3.99
Sale
Men's
3.99
Ladies Sweatshirts
Dress Shirt

Orig. $90, Choose from sod and fancy
, styles in men's regular and long sizes
38-44.

_

Orig. $17. Men's--long-sle,eve oxford
dress, shirt. Button-down collar. Neck
sizes 14/
1
2-17.

Ladies Canvas
Handbag
•Assorted Details/Trims
'Fashion Colors
'Tote Bag Styling

Orig. $14. Fashion sweatshirts in sporty white cotton blend with stars or hearts.
Pullover .style
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